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Ever from the rolling year* crops outchange,
In the farthest gleams
and something new.
a own th*- iong and b in ly corridor* of the past.
w»-

and there something pi using,
ihing beautiful, something grand, and
tiling thumbs magnetic touch seems bridg-

gi.

'iii'

m

centuries.
From primeval simprimeval gloom, came down the
-oniethiug we love and something we

ing over

plicity
age.-,

here

the

and

treasure.

Generations have come and gone,
and fallen, times and tides

nations have risen

and surged up and back, on and
and humanity is left.
Each year brings ripened fruit. Each life
Each
add- something to eternities treasures.
Each epoch ha* it- «li—
age leaves ii* impress.
hav

e

prevailed,

over,

ami integrity, remains her safety from harm,
and her hope of the future. Her delicacy and
tenderness nurtures the better passions of the
human heart, ft is shed upon, around and
about us to elevate ami make better until the
word “Patron" or Its synonym “Granger” is
accepted everywhere as the equivalent of intel-

ligence. refinement, sociability, honor, truth,
fraternity, charity and justice; and that its
fruits shall cheer the eye. gladden the heart,
and elevate the mind.
“Fruit of the active, thinking mind.
The best of fruit we ever find.”
Then

let

us

concentrate

effort.

The

more

word- are condensed, the deeper they burn.
The more efforts are condensed, the more is
effected. Th»* pointed arrow nters deepest.
The sharpest sword soonest finds the joints of
the armor. Concentration of effort gives greatest returns in resu ts.
Bear in mind we all have a work to do. No
one ha* less than one talent, none have more
than ten. No one then but can do one tenth of
any possibility. Silent Patrons make a silent
Grange and soon the wave of silence will wash
out lt> last footprints on the sauds «-f time.

The

Unity

Pair,

THF

l'UEMIFMS vWaHHFI) AT T 11F FAIR OF
THF MIRTH WAI.IMI Ac IRK T'J.Tl RAF SOCIFI V HFFII SKI'T. 2STH AN'Ii IMTII
(LASS

1ST.

Durham Bull. Benj. Buzzey.lst; M. S. Con
2d ; C. Vose. 3d.
<». W. ( lark. l*t; H.
S
Hereford Bull.
Chamberlain. 2d; G. B. Piilsbury, 3d.
1 )evon Bull.
Kd 1 >:iVis. 1-t.
.Jersey Bull. -J. Smart. 1st.
Bull Ca ves. Chas. Vo-e, 1st.
nor

2d.
Fat Oxen. F. V. 1*'Awl, Ui ; ,J. B. Vickery,
2 1: IF IF Spin lie \, 30.
year* old am! over. G. S. 'Taylor, 1st; ^.
W. Varney. 2d: M !’. Palmer. 3 1.
4>< arsold. Kd. Kami. J-t: A. S. Higgins.
21: Weston Wldtten. 3d.
>. V ose. 2 1:
(
>. \ nsi-. I
:
ear- oid.
•J. B. Vickery, 3 1.
(..
W. Clark. 1-t; 3. B. Conner.
2 war* o'd.
>. Vose. 3d.
2'I : (
<r. W. < lark, l*t ; .J. li. (
•nner.
1 uar old.
2 1.
A.
M. IF I’ahmi. 1st: <
Steer Calves.
\V hite, 2d ; Kd. Hand. 3d
(
s. Vose, 1-t: W. MoulTrained Steers.
ton. 2d.
down Team. Thorndike, 1st.
( hiss and Dairv Cow*.
A. W. Mvrick, l*t;
CLASS

Luther M itched, 2d: H. B. Dice, 3d.'
A II. W11 i t
C S. Vo*e. 1-t;
Sto.-k ('ows.
2d : ( S. V o«e. 3d.
Heifers. 3 year* old. < 1!. White. l*t: A. >.
Iiand, 2d : li. F. »'h:■. 3d.
2 years old. c. 11. White. 1st: ('. S. Vose. 2d.
H. White, 2d.
1 year old. ( '. S. V’ose. l»t:<
(
H. White. 1*!: 3oseph
Heifer valves.
Steven-, 2d.
Mallions. (i. A. Hunt, 1-t; Kl. Vose. 2 1; D.
\\ hitaker. 3ii.
Matvhvd 11 uses. ('has. Stevens. 1st: J. Shi!»!♦•«-. 2 1.
3 years

old Stailior.s. ( has. Siewns. l*t.
Hor>e-of all work. W. Whitten, 1-t; Otis
Stevens. 2d
3 v. ;,r- old colt-. A. H. Clark. 1st; J. Shibles,
2 1.

J.

Two years old colts. .1. B. Conner,
Shibles. 2d: W. Garcelon, 3d.
Oip year old. A. H. Clark, 1-t: A. Dyer, 2d:
K. A. Boulter. 3d.
Mares ami Foal. F. Shibles, l*t: G. A. Hunt,
2d: (i. Piilsbury, 3d.
.1. B. \ ickery. l.-t: on fine
T iue wool Sb**v|i.
wuoi Buck.
Fine wool lamb.-. 3. B. Vickery.
2d. Fine wool sheep. 3. B. Vickery, 3d. Kd.
Davts 2d on tiue wool Buck.
( oar*wool slieea. Kd. Hand, lst:N. A.
('ate*. 2d.
N. A. Cates, 1st; Kd.
Coarse wool Buck.
Hand.2d.
Hens. K. 11. Adam*. 1-t: G. Piilsbury, 2d.
(o c-e.
W. Whitaker, 1-t : H. Cook. 2d.
Turk- v-. G 1’dlsourv, lst:Seldcn Crosby.
1st:

Maine

Matters.

Partridges are very plenty on the Maine
A party of three persons recently
secured ninety-three birds in one day on Deer
Isle.
The Dexter woolen mills are rushed with
orders and report a brilliant outlook for a good
winter’s business.
George McCue of Portland is known to have
passed his 105th year and Is thought to he at
least two years older.
Eighty thousand dollars have recently been
expended on new houses in Gardiner, and a

Massachusetts

coast.

NEWS AND

GOSSIP FROM ALL

OVER TIIE STATE.

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.
The annual convention of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Cnion opened in Portland. Tuesday evening. Sept. 2D. A large audience was present, including many prominent
worker* of this and other States. The address
of welcome was given by Mrs. Hunt, of Portland. The next, speaker was Mrs. C. F. A.
Johnson of Presque Me. A poem written byMrs. Moore of Thomaxton, was read by Mix’s
Lord of Kenuebunk. Wednesday morniug a
praise meeting was led by Mrs. 11. N. Jones, of
Winthrop. The convention was opened by the
President, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens. There was
a large attendance.
The session was devoted
to report of the Corresponding Secretary, and
appointment of committees, a telegram was
read from the Kentucky W. C. T. C. greeting
the convention. Mrs. Sweitzer, of Washington
Territory, and Rev. Mr. Crosley. <>f Portland,
made addresses. At Thursday morning's session the devotional exercise* were led by Mix*
Isabelle C. Hamilton, of Ha*tport. At the
business session the report *>f Sagadahoc * nunty wa* presented by Mis* Troll. Reports of
lie

departments

<»f

superintendents

wore

made.

Mrs. L W. Weston, of Skowhegnn. reported
temperance literature; Mr-. Stevens reported on legislative work: Mrs. II. N. Jones reported on evangelistic work. Brief remark*
were made by
U*
Messrs. Hayden. Cresser
and Munson, of Portland.
Mr*. Porter report1
on prwork.
Mr*. Spaulding report* *1 on
m ieutifii*
in*tructi-Ki. Ml-x A blue Leavitt reorted on prison and jail work. At the afternoon session a letter was re*
ived from Neal
I>"W. ex pi* x*ing regret at hi- absence, cau*e«l
<
to
>hio
to
“urnmoned
take part in the
by being
on

--

i<
in * campaign.
in]"
Report* of tin* superintend- i,t* were
oitinued. I>r. L. M. Whitmore
read a paper on Hygienic Reform. The report
of tin* Committee on Credential- showed the
whole numb* 1 of Unions to he 74. Forty-seven
unions an* represented by 112 delegates.
The

following ollicers

w« re
elccte*!;
President,
Mrs. I. M. N. Steven*. Portland; CorrespondLor«i. Kenuebunk;
!Mli s.cnlary. Mi-** >. <
lb •--.nil nu
Secretary. Mrs. (. M. Farwell,
|{*"-kiand: Treasurer. Mrs. II. N\ Jones. Fast
Winthrop. A children's meeting was held,
attended by a large number of “mall people.
Th* evening s.---i-»n was addressed by Frances
T. F..
F. Willard. National President W. <
who gave an eloquent presentation of the obj*ft an«l aims of the I nion.
I.INOil.N

BAPTIST ASSOCIATION.

eighty-first annual session of the Lincoln
P.aptlst Association, met Wednesday morning.
N pi. :;o, ai the Warren Baptist church.
Re\.
The

W. S. Roberts was chosen moderator and Rev.
F. J. Bickneli clerk. The tr* usurer's report of
the JJneoln Benevolent Association showed the
resour* *•** lo he .fd.slo, an inerea.-*- of about $7u.
A sermon vva- d«‘liv* red by Rev. W. S. Roberts;
subje- i. Crus*, chrisl. .'sixteen cliurches were
r* parted.
There wa- a la;-ge attendance of
Letter* were read, each church
*l**i< gat* -.
showing an improved condition, especially the
of
church property.
'Pin* total misrebuilding
sionary collection* reported were $12<-L in the
afternoon was a devotional meeting; sermon byRex. F.W.O. Holman of Rockland: subject,
W. S. McKenzie,
th** great Salvation ev* ning.
secretary of Boston, delivered a sermon in favor
of the Baptist Foreign Missionary
Society,
which was followed by Hr. A. F. Mason, who
addressed th*' home mission*. A resolve xvuadopi* d that the x\ ork of ex angeliztng the world
Tli«wa-never more urgent than at present.

day's session opi ned with a missionary
Mr*. C. C. Hunt. Augusta, secretary
mu ting.
of tli** home missionary society, spoke of the
-e.

olid

progress of lIk* mission schools *>f the Chinese
<*hi dren. Cal.
Mrs. Thoma- Nickerson, Newton •
ntr* president of the Woman’.- American
Bq ;i-t society. -poke of tie missions in Mexico, crushed out by the power of the priests ami
The returned missionary
tic bible closed.’
...1.

Mi.

<

It

l>........

«

I...... J,

tcresting account of the work in Burundi. The
remaining time was taken up by a sermon by
A conference meeiiug
Rev. Mi. Newcomb.

OCTOBER

from

co-operation in obtaining protection
small-pox by vaccination.

The removal of Hon. S. T. Pullen fr< m the
is so glaring a violation of the
President's reform professions that even the
Mugwump Boston Herald Is constrained to
condemn it.
Gov. liohie has appointed as delegate to the
national ealtleand horse growers association at
St. Louis next November, Hall C. Burleigh of
Vn-snlboro, and as alternate, John Best of
Port land.
Notwithstanding the new railroad the Bangor
and Bar Harbor Steamboat Company have
done a very satisfactory business this season.
The ( imbria is now hauled up. while the (pieen
City does the fall business.
Hon. W. W. Brookings, a Woolwich bo\
who wont to Dakota some twenty years ago.
and who inis been both a territorial judge and
Governor, lias been nominated for V. >. Senator from the embryo new State of Southern
I >akota.
Burglars blew open 0. P. Merrill's' safe at
Dexter depot. Wednesday night, but secured
only twenty-live dollars. They also entered
C. M. Sawyer’s store, but left* the safe, containing considerable money, untouched. There
i- no clue to the burglars.*
Horace G. Jacob*, assistant supervising architect of the treasury, has tendered bis resignation, to take effect Oct. 31-t. His action was
entirely voluntary, and was taken in order that
lie might accept a business offer from a Washington tirm. Jacobs is :i native of Maine, and
ha- Ween in the treasury for nearly 25 years.
Maine horses hitherto popular, are In coming
better and better known and appreciated annually. The average value of Maine's hundred
thousand horses i- im rea-ing by an appreciable
percentage annually. The numbm of horse
buyers in Maine from other States is yearly
reinforced.
The annual meeting of tin- Maine Pedagogical
Society will be held on the 15th, lGlli and ITtli
ins’., at the Coburn Classical Institute Building
in Waterville. A highly interesting programme
has been arranged and reductions in railroad

snrveynrshlp

that the pure air there would soon cure me of
the slow fever that had been hanging about me
for some weeks. A horseback rtde of thirty
miles seemed quite an undertaking in my weak
condition, but as there was no other mode of

pared for our benefit. Every thing was done
that could be to make us comfortable for the
night. The cheerful open fire, and pleasant

conveyance I mounted my faithful old horse
that had carried me on many a longer journey,
and equipped with poncho and leggings to protect me from showTers, left Managua at 10 a. m.
A ride of ten miles of gradual ascent brought
to the

us

evening speut with them will long be remembered. A portion of the next day was spent
with our old friends Mr. A. E. Nickerson and
family and our cordial reception made us feel
at home at once.
In the afternoon we called

foot of the hills that form the Sierras

Managua. These hills are considerably
broken, ami on the steep hillsides and in the
deep ravines are planted the coffee trees. These
estates are principally owned by natives, who
give but little personal attention to planting the
trees or to the improvement of their plantaof

my father’s most intimate friend, Mr.
Emery Nickerson, whom wc found in a very
feeble state. The light of reason had gone
from his eyes and he failed to recognize us.
In conversing with his wife she said in her
sweet, placid manner, that she trusted in her
Saviour and endeavored to look on the bright
side, but there was nothing but sorrow that met
her eyes as she opened them every morning.
On inquiry for the little girls we used to play
with, we were informed that they were all
away—one lies in the cemetery—while others

on

tions. The management is left to a “mandador” (overseer) who deals out the rations to
the mozoH and sees tiiat they perform their
work faithfully. Nearly all the work in this
country is done by tasks, the men earning from
*20 to 40 cts. a day, and women about 20 cts.
Some experienced coffee pickers earn more.
Some of these estates have good houses, and the

Managua where it Is thoroughly dried
and hulled by steam power. These machines
have a cleaning capacity of one hundred quin-

carts to

con-

assembled, reaffirm once more our adherence to those principles of freedom, equality
and national supremacy and liberal constitutional construction upon which our party was
founded and by whieh it lias prospered and
been enabled to advance the welfare of the
country. W» renew our pledges to the soldiers
and sailors of the war that all .-hall bo dune for
them and their.-, both in State and nation, that
justice and gratitude alike demand. We demand the prompt enactment by Congress of a
general banking law, substantially as passed by
the Senate of the United States during the last
vention

twelve hours. Coffee cleaning machinery was introduced into this country twelve
years ago, and previous to that time coffee was
hulled in “trios'7 driven by mules or horses,
tals in

After a ride of about eight miles over a steep,
crooked road which had been much improved
since I was here ten years ago, we reached the

'ongress.

demand the immediate and unconditional
suspension of the overvalued silver dollar.
W" urge the vigorous enforcement of the Edmund'- law in Utah, with the passage of such
amendment a« will give it increased efficiency,
and the encouragement of the “Kansas plan”
of settling the Mormon Territory with lawabiding American citizens.
We give to the Civil Service act.
passed by a
republican Congress, our hearty and continued
in
accordance
with
our last
and,
approval,
national platform, we demand the extension
of the principles of that act to all the business
offices of the government, and the repeal of
the Four Years’ Tenure law.
We favor any
reforms, revisionsor reductions in the customs
duties whi'-h will beneti' our labor or our industries; but we pledge ourselves again to the
lii m maintenance of the protective principle
whieh prevents the displacement in cur home
markets of American by foreign products with
a const qu< nt diminution of employment, and
which also guard* us from a competition that
would result in the wages of the American
workingman being regulated by the standard
whieh foreign manufacturers would dictate.
The Republican partv has always been an
essentially national and union party. It i* opposed to sectionalism and to geographical divisions in any and every form. If has heartily
and deeply rejoiced in the manifestations of
We

summit of the Sierras, and had a splendid view
of the Pacific Ocean as well as of tie volcanic
mountain of Momotombo and the hil's of Chontalas.
The latter abound in gold mines, and at
their foot flow the placid waters of Lake Managua. This point is about two thousand feet
above the sea, which is about fifteen miles distant, although at this elevation it seemed much
nearer.
After a short rest at a ranch 1 refreshed myself with a dose of quinine and started

Letter from

awaiting
1

us.

the next morning much refreshed by
a good sleep in this cool climate.
After a walk
around the place, Mr. Vaughn (his brother was
absent in England) left me the sole occupant of
his “casav his business calling him back to Manarose

agua.

I found this plantation conducted very
from those that I passed through on

differently
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[Correspondence of the Journal.J
Brockton, Mass., Oct. 5, 1885. In a former letter to the Journal I briefly mentioned
the two most prominent labor organizations
which have a footing here, but it is due to their
importance in State affairs to describe them
more fully.
It is true that in Maine several
labor unions have a strong foothold, but they do
not exert the marked influence in public affairs
that they do here nor can they unless Maine becomes like Massachusetts, emphatically a manufacturing State. Take for instance the organizations of the
KNIGHTS OF

111

On and after the loth inst. all scholars not
forib by the death of our great soldier and pat- trees are set out regularly, about 5,000 in each
vaccinated will not be allowed to attend the riot. and a* Republicans we wish for a comlot, and are protected on the northeast side by
and
of
vilthe
Augusta public schools,
pupils
was held in the afternoon and the re-dedieul ion
plete and perfect reconciliation between the
lage districts must he vaccinated after this section*. To have such reconciliation the re- large forest trees which they call wiudbreakers.
of the church, repaired and improved at an exleft
a
name.
marks.
have
tingui-hmg
week. Nearly all those attending in the dis- sults of the war must be
King*
pense of £;>.00<); an addre ss by Deacon Studk y,
accepted everywhere Many wide avenues lead through the estate,
trict have been vaccinated, however.
Mind ha- moulded the very elements. Argosies
in good faith. One result has not been accept• sermon by Rev. .J. 11. Barrows.
which are planted with quick growing shade
Mr.
John
that
he
shall
winter
May
says
'd.
The
m
gro. enfranchised by the war. is
have -ailed the ocean of thought, and come home
trees.
No grass is allowed to grow either in
(iOYKKNOK COBl'KN' S WILL.
Pilot Knox in Augusta. He has been ottered iarucly deprived of his
as
a
voter.
In
privileges
richly laden; or wrecked upon the rocks and
$2.},000 for the stallion, but refused it. When certain States elections are a mockery, returns the avenues or among the trees. The native
'There i- a good deal of talk at Skowhegan
id; .1. B. Viekerv. dd.
-amis, .lasans have quested unknown shore*
and Waterville over the attempt to break Gov- u is known that the famous animal has earned are fraudulent and voting is a farce. If we
planters take the plants that spring up from
Rye. W. Weed, 1st; F. A. Bartlett, id.
The executors see no $10,000 for its owner this season, his refusal were to be silent as to this crying evil we
ernor
Coburn's will.
lor golden fleeces. Great armies have fought
Oats.
N. A. Cates, 1st; C. W. Clark, id.
coflee that drops from the tree and crowd them
docs not seem strange.
he false to all the traditions and prinfor the success of the movement of the
should
chance
gi "at arini'-s fora -• ntiment, a song, oi the note
< orn.
C. W. Clark, 1st; .1. IF Vickery, id;
John Millbury, 12 years of age, employed in ciples of our party, as well as to those of into a small hole in the ground, not more than
California nephews. It is believed that the
W. Weed. dd.
a Iloulton mill, caught his arm in the cogwheels
Winds have wafted the seed* to
of tyrant.
< oburnestate will settle up quite as well as has
American government and American freedom. one half cleared, and
they seldom clean the
Beans. (.. W. Clark. 1-t; N A. Cates.i l; been
Time rolls on.
New forms
v"ii desert i-les.
anticipated. The Topeka, Salina and of a shingle machine last 'J hursday and com- Against this great wrong, so dangerous and weeds from among the trees but once a
F I.. Thompson, dd.
it
wrenched
from
its
socket.
The
year.
so un-American, yet vindicated and maintained
pletely
Western railroad stocks of which Mr. Coburn
w
:b
W.
a
n
st
iii
mind,
in
(>.
i-",
R. Rlioades, 1-t:
Winter Apple*.
-nape- a—nine, .and
young man lingered two hours in great agony,
has several hundred thousand dollars, haw just
b} successive Democratic majorities in the No pains are taken to prune the trees, and the
(
IF
nnett.
dd.
:
>.
11.
lark,
id
when death came to his relief.
cations
im.L-i. in material ami re-u't m \v
1 louse of
been sold for £bl,Oou cash. All the debt* are
Representatives, we propose to result is that the limbs seldom grow nearer the
Fall Apples. >. II. IF-nuelt, 1-1; R. Rhoades,
in the race for the 2.27 class at the Roches- agitate and to protest. We appeal
mi
"'1 th.-old.
there is the inexorable law
paid—and they amount to considerably less
against it to
than two feet, and h lb. per tree is an
id : J. >1. Thompson, d I.
ter, N. II., fair. Jack Spratt. owned l>\ William
than wa- supposed. Some of the western lands
public opinion, both North and South. Wo ground
o! Hi" -urvival ol the l'i11• t.
R. Rhoad's. 1-t; u IF Rhoades,
Crapes.
Snell, of Portland, won in 2.27 minutes. In shall seek redress in aroused public conscience average crop. The Messrs. Vaugl u select the
so.*! 'ey the Coburns, ate not yet fully out of
dd.
id
X.
for
in
Bagiev,
ihe
race
the
at
alive
ibasic
-Tomstallion
Win;, eo-opei
tfort
the
cup
Mystic park, ami in proper legislation. We shall not be best coffee lor seed, and when the plants are
tin-estate, a* there are unpaid notes covered by
v
ken up
Fears. S. Hunt. 1- : L B. \
Poston, Pilot Knox, owned by J. II. May, of content until the wrong is crushed out ami
He
.1
i’a';'m- of iIo-bandry. it likewise
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before the Somerset 8. J. court. Sept. 2b, and
having seen
this order, more than in any other, must r*'st
afford to pay for water, arrangements with
retracted bis original plea of not guilty and
past, sheep costing from 4g4>£c, Lambs 5gfd4c
Master D. Frank Todd, of Milford, Seward Co.,
at least a quarter of a century or more, and now
the hopes of all friends of true humanity, of
houses.
lb.
live
landed
a
the
per
weight,
slaughter
The court Neb., writes: “My mother wishes me to write von parties to construct works to supply Belfast
of
pleaded
guilty
manslaughter.
of
Western Fat Hogs are lower tills week, costing
good government, of republican institutions,
ordered the clerk to enter a noli* proxwjui on the and say that site always uses Church A Co.’s Arm with water. In our opinion no community can having bloomed for three score years it bids
democratic principles, of philanthropic states- landed at the slaughter houses from4«4V per lb.
afford to use well water if good running water fair to see another
twenty-five years. The old
charge of malice aforethought lu the Indict- A Hammer Soda and thinks it is very good.”
live weight. In our number we include all the
can be had.
The Age is doubtless sincere, but
manship.
it
to a charge of manslaughter.
ment,
in
reducing
Fat
Western
over
the
An
Iowa
Western
has
decided
that
a
man
brought
is
in
Hogs
judge
duty it is wrong in its views in an economical aspect, trunk is there, but the top has been renewed.
Lvery party of the future in the political railroads for the
in
Walker was then sentenced to five years
hound to tell his wife where he spends the evenings
past week to Boston markets.
world must declare and maintain its true fealty
leaving the important consideration of public The little spot in the corner of the wall where
State Prison. In the sentence the fact that he
when he is away from home. This decision is all
to farming. The hope of the nation Is in the
health out of the question.
With pure water we so often
to a certain extent, but suppose the man
In
was
has
fifteen
months
right
played “keep-house” and made
already
spent
prison
Belfast should be one of the healthiest cities in
intelligence of its cultivators of the soil. The
doesn’t know?
taken into consideration.
“100 Doses One Dollar” is true only of Hood’s
hut
an
indusfounded
the State, and with an ample supply would mud pies and cakes was not over looked. Tears
upon anything
greatness
is
an
unanswerable
and
It
argument
Sarsaparilla,
FIREMEN'S MUSTER IN GARDINER.
Why go about with that aching head? Try Ayer’s doubtless be saved from a repetition of such blinded ray eyes as I thought of the sister who
trial basis must fade and fall, and be as nought.
as to strength ami economy.
Rills. They relieve the stomach, restore the diges'The grandest nations of antiquity are as but exdisastrous conflagrations as have twice swept
The firemen’s muster took place in Gardiner, tive
played so many hours there with me. For
organs to healthy action, remove the obstruciu
its
chemist
founded
a
Baltimore
was
which
A bottle of milk
incepOct. 1. Prizes were awarded as follows: Eire tions that depress nerves and brain, and tints cure over it within a few years,
[Rockland Free
amples to shun. Wisely
more than twenty years she has been sleeping
tion, if wisely carried on and sustained, the testing the other day exploded witli gn at force and engines, Kennebec of Brunswick, 1st; Union headache.
Press.
a
from
It
killed
him.
was
kicking of
probably
grange has grander glories than ever hallowed nearly
Ellsworth, 2d; Androscoggin of Topsham,
While the great Democratic papers of the in the church yard. Had it not beeu for the
cow.
The Canadian Presbyterian remarks with perfect
the nation’s berets fare. The more the aims
lid. Steamer Atlantic, No. 2, of Augusta, beat
country almost unanimously concede the inclemency of the weather we should have
that “the congregation that expects a perfect
safety
and objects, the platform and principles of the
seven
feet.
Kennebec
!
liallowell
3
The
No. by
Dellrate Ladles
minister is as stupid as the minister who expects
strength of the Republican ticket in New York stopped and taken a stroll over the fields and
grange are examined and understood, the more Who have that tired ami all-gone feeling, and don’t played two hundred and eleven and a half feet. a perfect congregation.”
State, Editor Rust, of the Belfast Age, whose
there is found in them to commend it to all
She has a record of two hundred aud eighteen
like to l>e disturbed, will continue to be troubled
political convictions changed with marked ra- pastures.
If you would have appetite, flesh,color,strength,
right minded persons, and to commend It to the with this complaint until they renew their impure feet. Companies were present from ThomasMany years have passed since we left
pidity when he failed to secure a coveted office
and vigor, take Ayer’s .Sarsaparilla, that incomparblood. Sulphur Bitters will cause new and rich
world.
The dear old home on the hill
ton, Brunswick, Topsham, Hallowed, Augusta
from the Republicans, says Mr. Davenport is a
able tonic and blood purifier.
We are truly thankful our Order has beeu so blood to course through every artery and vein in and Ellsworth.
But
I think in my dreams sometimes
and
the
“other
nom“man
of
fair
only
ability”
2w42
the human system. See another column.
is
we
that
woman
are
thankful
That we are the children still.
wisely devised,
"What do they always put 4D. C.’ after Washinginees on the ticket are with one or two excepIN GENERAL.
here admitted to equal voice, vote and value.
ton for?” asked Mrs.
of Mr. Quilp. “Why,
Peter the Great’s boots ar*. on exhibition in St.
tions men with tfnly local reputation.” If Mr.
Our Intentions were to visit our old friend
Quilp
Franklin county has eight shows aud fairs my dear, don’t you know tiint Washington was the Rust will consult the records of the rebellion
Ages have slowly passed away, and slowly has Petersburg. And yet we believe It was not the
and neighbor Mr. S. and family, but as we came
size of ibis monarch's bools ao much as the size of
daddy of this country said Quilp with a snicker.”
woman emerged"from obscurity and meniality.
this fad.
he will find that five of the seven candidates on
Ids head that gave him his reputation.
Slowly in the years that are gone has she beeu
Through the efforts of ltev. C. S. Beane, a
the Republican ticket attained something more in sight we fouuil the house gone and its inOne thousand testimonials, from all parts of the
awarded the measure due. To-day she stauds
new Unitarian church is to bt* erected at Presque
than a “local reputation” when the salvation of
If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter’s
mates too, though anew building in course of
country, attest the infallible properties of “ANA
side
side
and
of
man
in
our
equal
by
order,
KESI*7’’the great Pile remedy. It relieves pain the National Government was at stake. [Ban- erection. At the next house
Little’Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous, Isle.
soon will stand
beyond we met
Rev. Edwin F. Small of Saco has accepted a at once and cures permanently. Samples sent free. gor Whig and Courier.
acknowledged equal before the and nervousness makes you dyspeptic; either one
world by just laws. We are thankful she is adAddress “ANAKES1S,” Box 2416, New York.
our friends who were stopping there tempor*
renders you miserable and these iiule pills cure
call to the rectorship of St. Stephens Episcopal
mitted to a full membership, rights, privileges, both.
church of Newark.
s •By, am! who gb /e us a .varm reception and
and benefits. That her presence among us is to
Those only who know little can he said to
God made man to go by motives, and be will
It Is reported that a recent transfer of a
We are told In a song that “Kvery day’ll be Suncheer us on and up, and charm by her touch,
know anything.
The greater the knowledge regretted much that their home was not finishnot go without t hem any more than a boat withsmall piece of land ou Main street, Bur Harbor,
When
that
time
cxmies
our
rivers
day
ed. After a pleasant call we bid them good
the greater the doubt. [Goethe.
and cherish by her purity. That on our strength will by-and-l>y.”
out steam, or a balloon without gas. [Beecher.
was at the rate of $80,000 per acre.
soon i>e depleted of the tinny tribe.
2d.

Massachusetts.

ORGANIZED LABOR. OUR LICENSE LAW. THE
SALVATION ARMY. REPUBLICAN PLATFORMS.

the llano (level plain) and in a few hours
turned into the avenue leading to Vaughn’s
plantation, where we found a good dinner

very many of them palatial and
unique in structure and architectural beauty.
Short horn Durhams and Alderneys in herds
of fifteen to twenty-five, fat and sleek,
leisurely

grazing in the suburbs of the city, attracted
Milk

my

in their covered coaches,
drawn by two horses, drive up in front of the
residences, riug their bells and await the coming of fair maidens wearing tidy white aprons,
men

to receive the morning’s supply of the pure milk
from the dairyman's home; and instead of having it charged and settled for monthly, as is our

custom, the maid passes the milkman a quart
milk check with which he supplies all his customers at the rate of sixteen for a dollar.

early dawn for the xtensive grain
fields North-west of the city and return with
the setting sun to pass the night in sweet repose
in their accustomed homes. They are said to
be very excellent for a “Black bird pic,” but a
City ordinance prohibits the discharge of tirearms within the city limits, therefore they cannot he captured.
Our transit from Boston to this city by the
favorite Bee-line route, via. Boston and Albany,

dear sister, buried a few years ago. We
arrived home safely, much pleased with our
satisfactory visit at Swanville.
i,. n. c.
Boston, Mass. Oct. 5th, 1885.

across

residences,

board upon which we had placed our problems
many years ago, hoping they would meet the
eyes of some of our friends, whom we had not
the time to call aud see. We visited our brother-

a

1

side the whole length with tall elms, walnut,
hickory and catalpa shade trees about twentyfive feet apart; pleased with the neat and tidy

We visited the Polyteenlc school buildings
and Orphan's Asylum, endowments from the
late C’hauncy Rose, Esq., the former costing

in-law, (Mr. 1\ L. Strout), of Belfast, who invited me, before we left, to visit the brick yard
where he kindly gave me Instructions in the
art of brick-making in which he was engaged*
We spent a few hours with a cousin (R. Smart)
a former resident of Swanville, and our final
visit was at the cemetery in Belfast, where lies

and a few small planters still hull their coffee
In that way, rather than pay fifty cents a quintal.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 28, 1885. I am
delighted and pleased with this beautiful city
of forty thousand inhabitants; delighted with
the thirty broad, handsome streets, which are
laid out parallel with the Wabash river, due
North and South, two miles long, lined on each

attention.

LABOR.

Embracing as they do every sort and kind of
workmen and workwoman in their ranks.
Their intlueuee is felt all through our State.
Not only in the shoe shops of Lynn, Brockton
and Haverhill, but in the cotton mills of Fall
ltiver, Lowell and Lawrence; in the silk factories of Canton, the watch works of Waltham,
and the many varied manufactories of Worcester. Their aims are broad enough to cover
anything from a rabid communist to a workman who simply wants steady work and fair
pay assured him, and daily they make hundreds of accessions to their ranks. It is an
assured fact that labor assoc iations can only be
successful among well paid workmen, and consequently in communities like Fall River where
the average pay is but a bare living successful
organization is impossible, even to secure
moderate and reasonable demands, but among
the well paid laborers of our shoe towns a
union is an almost all-powerful institution, it
is therefore that the
LASTERS PROTECTIVE UNION.

The Edge Setters Union, The McKay Sewers
Union, and like organizations have made
themselves important industrial factors, hi

Lynn, Brockton, Haverhill, Stoneham. HudAbiugtou and Middleboro these unions
practically control manufacturing, and in many
son,

instances

of

late

manufacturers have been
working against them, so that before many
months a clash of the opposing Interests seems
imminent.
I will give you two incidents of the power of
the unions in Brockton.

Last August a workKeith's shoe shop was discharged
by a foreman. He was a member of several
organizations, and tin* next day (Saturday) Mr.
Keith was waited on by a committee who
man

in public that there was not a woman of the
fifty in his room whom he had not or could not
insult with impunity, lie also used abusive
and insulting language in the shop and discharged one woman for remonstrating. TieKnights of Labor interfered in the matter, laid
the facts before the manufacturers, ordered a

strike and demanded the removal of the offensive foreman. After lying idle a day or two
their demands were complied with. Sometimes
the power is well applied; sometimes illy, but
that it remains in the hands of the laborer in
many Massachusetts towns is true.
Quite a movement has been inaugurated
among temperance folks looking toward the
abolition of the present
LIQUOR LICENSE LAW.
and the substitution of prohibitory laws in
their place. If such a movement is successful
it will be due mainly to lhe exertions of the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union, which
has already done great work throughout Massachusetts. One of the most practical movements of a temperance nature which I have
observed

was

the

placing (by the W. C.

T. U.) of large water tanks at short intervals
on the business streets of Brockton which were
tilled with ice water through the hot weather.
In all probability the modest water tanks kept
more thirsty workmen from beer drinking than
number of eloquent lectures.
By the way,
that favorite argument of the rum party in
Maine that a license law does away with the
low, secret rum holes of a prohibition State is
all knocked to smithereens in this license State.
The same holes exist here and flourish in a
a

luxury of vice unknown in Maine, selling
cheap liquor and competing successfully with
the high license parlors which exist under our
laws. The more one examines in other States
the workings of various liquor laws the more
one realizes that the only way to deal with rum
is Neal Dow’s good old way of “stamping it
out.”
Brockton’s last sensation is

a

branch of the

SALVATION ARMY

which has located here. Meetings are held
each nightat the barracks, where addresses are
made (as per bills) by “Captain Thompson, the
converted sport. His Wife, The llallejujah
Talking Machine, War cry Bertie and Blood
Washed David Sanborn.” Admission ten cents.
Since their advent here “Smiling Cora,’’ “Happy
Jennie” and several others have joined the
speakers, and several street parades have been
held. The movement is generally discountenanced by respectable people, but crowds
nightly witness the performances.
Wasn’t that
REPUBLICAN PLATFORM

“rouser” that Massachusetts originated the
other day? “The old ticket and a bigger majority” is the Republican watchword in the
Bay State this year.
Brockton cattle show next week.
Beta.
a

are

both

Terre
to forever bless his
of

Haute have great reason
memory.
Innumerable lloeks of black birds take their
departure from the branches of the tail trees of
which I have spoken, on sixth street, every
at

New York Central, Lake shore and

Michigan,

Ohio, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Yandalia,
occupied just 39 hours. Two amusing aud unfortunate incidents occurred on the Sleeping
car “Sunny-side” which we occupied.
A Boston lady on her way to 8t. Louis gave her little
daughter, three or four years old, her purse
containing $185, to play with, and the car
window being up the child threw it out. The
mother

was frantic for a few moments but as
the train was gliding along at the rate of forty
or fifty miles per hour the recovery of the lost
treasure was abandoned.

A gentleman with his little hoy at the car
window, playfully took off his cap making believe throw it out and then concealed it behind
him, and told his little son he could whistle
the cap back again, which he did, and placed it
his head. After a few moments the boy
took off his cap and threw it out, and looked up
and says “Papa, whistle my cap back.” Of
course the passengers were convulsed.
on

esterday I plucked two ears of corn from a
field containing one hundred and thirty acres,
which the owner told me would yield from sevto one hundred bushels to the acre.
The ears are 12 ami 14 rowed. The yellow corn
is not used by the people of the West; they prefer the white.
I will give you a few of the retail market

enty-live

prices just

for

comparison
Kurus. Apples .75 to $2.50 per bbl. Quinces
bushel.
Concoul grapes 5 emits per
$2.00 per
lb.
Delawares 10 cents
Cantelopes .75 to
$1.50 per bbl. Pears $1.50 to $2.00 per bushel.
:

Peaches, Delaware m haif bushel baskets $ 1
and $1.50. Cranberries $ t.uo per bbl.
Vegetabees.
Cabbage do ets. pm- bbl.
Beans .5)0 to .75 per bushel. Potatoes $1.25 per
bbl. Tomatoes .50 and .75 per bushel crate.
Sweet potatoes, Kent in k v $1.50 per bbl; J.-rsevs $3.00.
Onions $2.25 per bbl.
I’RoDUCE. Butter 8 anil 10 cents per lb.
Poultry.
lieu- s «■ nts per lb.
spring
chickens 7c. Turkeys So. Old geese full feathered $4.80 per do/. Young gee-e $3.50. Duek>
tic per lb.
Eggs 14 cents per doz.
Corn. 1’m- bushel 40 md 42 cents.
Oats. 20 to 28\ ets per bushel.
Wheat. 80 to 05 ets. per bushel.
I had the pleasure of meeting Indiana*- Si nator, the lion. Daniel W. Voorhees.
II
i- a
very tine looking man and l only wi.-h he would
apply his bountiful talent to the promulgation
our glorious, eternal, and everlasting Republican principles. He i- too genial and pleasant
for a Democrat and no one could possibly dislike him, only for this one fault, if fault it i-.
Vs usual, in off years, the result of Indiana's
State election cannot be predicted with any de-

of

gree of certainty at the present time.

u.

at («. E.

offered him three propositions: 1. To take
the man back. 1. To give reasons for discharging him, or 1». to close his shop Monday.
At :) o’clock Monday, Mr. Keith met the committee at his office.
lie refused to take the
man back.
The committee then asked if lie
would state that the man was not discharged
ou account of connecti- n with labor organizations.
He said he would. Tie committee
then refused to take his word or even oath to
that effect and told him to write an affirmation
to that effect signed in their presence or they
would shut down his shop. After remonstrance
Mr. Keith was obliged to do as directed and the
matter was settled.
Later an incident occurred which shows on
the other hand the well directed action of a
union.
Packard «fc Grovers employed as foreman in their stitching room a man who stated

ever

$75,000 and the latter $40,000. They
magnificent structures and the people

morning

Literary News

and Notes.

No. 3 of The Bangor Historical Magazine
contains a second article on “Ancient Lived
(Hants East of the Penobscot River," Marriageon Bangor Record-, etc. etc.
Joseph \v. porter editor.
B. A. Burr, Bangor, Proprietor.
The

October number ^monthly part) of Hold-

Days

is

unusually interesting. Kuo new
to begin in the nevt
number—one by an Army ofiieer, describing
cadet life at Wc-t PoinI, and the other a sea
story by a Naval oilier. James E!verson,
publisher. Philadelphia.
en

serials

are

announced

The author of “The iiuntllng Ball," whose
name has not yet been announced, ipreparing
for early publication “an opera without mu-ie,”
entitled “The New King Arthur.” It promises
to be something quite novel in the literary
world.
The publishers (Funk A Wagnails.
New York) promise the book by November 1-t.

Every Other Saturday for October 10 will
print the first sermon preached to the students
of Bowdoiu College by it.- new President, R v.
William Dt Witt ll\de, on “Christ's Appeal to
Self-interest.” A sketch (with portrait) of
William A. Kideing, the author of “A Little
Fpstart,” will appear In the number for October 2o, and in the same issue a second part to
the interesting sketch (with portrait) of Mrs.
Ewing, given in the number for September
12.
The October Babyhood giw> its usual variety
of topics interesting to parents, by its wejlknown editors, Mai ion Harland and Dr. Leroy
M. Vale, and a corps of able contributors.
Among the principal subjects are “The Preco-

Baby,” “Nursery Cookery,” “The Care
of Baby’s Eyes,” “Contagion in Throat Troubles,” “Art in the Nursery,” “Thoughts on

cious

Home Training,” “The Diet of Nursing Mothers,” “Systematic Weaning,” “Autumn Styles
for Baby's Wardrobe,” etc. A letter from Vienna on Austrian baby matters in
general, and
another from an American mother in Japan,
will be read with interest. [15 cents a number;
$l.f>0 a year, is Spruce Street, New York.]

Outing for October
pers of

more

than

contains a number of pausual interest, and is one of

the best issues in point of illustration that has
appeared. The leading article, by Mrs. Anne
C. Goater “A Summer in an Artistic Haunt."
Is

charming description

a

of

a

delightful

resort

artists in Brittany, and is fully illustrated.
The first installment of the second series of
Thomas Stevens’ “Around the World on a Biof

cycle” graphically describes his journey from
America to the German Frontier. It is accompanied by an admirable portrait, engraved by
Tenney, besides other illustrations relating to
scenes and incidents of his
journey. Mention
was made last week of some of the other attractive features of this number of Outing.
The departments are unusually full this month.

$3

a

year.
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NEWS OP BELFAST AND VICINITY.

Letter from Indiana.
TIIE OBSERVATIONS OF A BELFAST MAN IN
THE CITY OF TERRE HAUTE. INCIDENTS ON
THE BEE-LINE MARKETS. DAN VOORHEES.

married and in houses of their own.
We then visited the cemetery. There we read
the names on the different tombstones of more
friends than we had met. Many of our old
neighbors had passed away. After leaving the
church yard we proceeded ou our way home
by way of Searsport. We could not pass the
old school house on the hill without entering,
and it proved to be the most familiar place of
all. We left our names upon the same black-

are

owners, who reside in the city, move out to
their haciendas at the beginning of the dry season and
remain till tne coffee is picked and
hauled to Managua. None of the estates have
facilities for washing coffee, and it is partially
dried on partios. or yards, and then hauled on ox

and

<

bye with a promise that we would surely visit
them when the “spare-room*’ was completed.
We decided then to go to our cousins (Mr. T.
C. Smart) and spend the night. By the time
we reached there it was raining hard.
We
were tired, and having taken an early dinner,
our
looks must have betrayed us, for our
hostess had a good supper at once and a plenty
of it, and we did justice to the “new dish” pre-

Written for the Journal.
One morning in June I accepted an invitation
from the Vaughn Bros, to visit their coffee
hacienda near Diriamba, and they assured me

The Massachusetts Republican State convention was held at Springfield, Sept. 30. Hon. A.

unanimously adopted:
We, the republicans of Massachusetts in

NUMBER

Kambles in Nicaragua.

Republicans.

THEIR NOMINATIONS AND PLATFORM.

W. Beard was chosen temporary chairman and
in the course of his remarks said, among other
things, that this was the first time since 1800
that the Republicans of Massachusetts had met
in convention with the National Administration
j in the hands of tin; Democratic party. Notlarge sum on improvements.
withstanding the defeat in the last Presidential
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Sprague of Lowell. Mass., election the
prosperity of the country is based
celebrated their golden wedding recently.
Mrs. !
upon the confidence which business men all
Sprague is a native of Bluchill.
over the country h ive In the Republican Senate
President Hyde of Bowdoin has been secured of th° United States.
They have the faith that
for an address at the coming State Sunday the Senate will
prevent vicious and destructive
School Convention to be hold in Auburn, Oct.
and upon the currenthe
tariff,
legislation upon
21-23.
The hope of tbe business men of the Nacy.
Judge Baker and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Leigh tion for the suspension of the coinage of the
and Dr. and Mrs. Chase, of Hallowed, are silver dollar, for the
passage of a judicious namaking their annual carriage tour through tional bankrupt law rests, not upon the DemoFranklin and Oxford counties.
cratic party in Congress, but upon the RepubliIsaac I). Cushmau has been appointed P s- can members aided
by a small minority of
tal railway Mail clerk for special duty in PortDemocrats, lie said tfiat not until there is a
land. in place of Hon. H. Say ward removed.
Republican majority in the National House of
September 24 Hon. Sumner Whitney and Representatives would there be fair elections in
wife of Presque Die celebrated their golden the Southern States. Men who
plan and carry
wedding it the residence of their son. Mr. on murderou- election campaigns in the South
James F. Whitney.
know that the Democratic House will not quesThe Maine Farmer says that from one acre tion how a Democrat obtained his certificate of
of greensward which he turned under, Mr. J.
election. IP predicted that a Republican maII. Bean of Sidney harvested 28 bushels of oats
jority would be elected to the House next year,
from one bushel's sowing.
and in Ism.-, a Re; ubliean Preside nt and a ReThr National Board of Health has established
publican Congress would administer the Naan inspector at
Moose River, to examine all
tion's affairs. He concluded by urging upon
persons passing through to this State and see
the attention of tin- convention the fact that the
that they are vaccinated.
election in Massachusetts this year would be es'1 here are but two or three sections of the
pecially important because of its influence upon
country that can compare with the State of national affairs.
Maine in quality and breeding of horses, and
lion. George K. Hoar was chosen permanent
this faet i- becoming more apparent every
chairman, and escorted to the platform amid
year.
The State Board of Health has issued a
great applause. He than delivered a ringing
circular to the manufacturers of the Slate Makaddress. The following platform was reported
their

ing

15, 1885.

The Wheelman Co., Boston.

The

numbers of The Living Age for the
weeks ending Sept.20th and Get. 3d respectively, have the following contents: A Jesuit Reformer and Poet, by the Rev. Father
Ryder,
Nineteenth Century; The Liberal Movement in
English Literature. National Review; From
“Some Reminiscences of my Life,” by Mary

Jlowitt, part III., Good Words; The Krakatou
Eruption, part IV., Leisure Hour; Anarchism
in Switzerland, part. II.,
Spectator; Yittoria
Colonua, Nineteenth Century ; L’Afiaire Spinks,
Longman’s Magazine; Thibet, Nineteenth Century; Norway To-day, Fortnightly Review;
Lord Houghton, Spectator; Wild-Flowers of
Old London, Chambers’s Journal; A Scotch
Parson, Spectator; The Caitiff Cat-fish, Saturday Review; with instalments of “A House
Divided Against Itself,” by Mrs. Oliphant, and
“Mrs. Dymond,” by Mrs. (Thackeray) Ritchie,
and the usual amount of choice poetry.

We are indebted to Mr. Wallace B. White, of tide
city, for some very tine highland cranberries, a
part of his exhibit at the recent Waldo County
Fair.
At

recent

meeting of the West Virginia Press
Thompson of the Kevser
Mr. T. is a nephew of Mr.
J. C. Thompson of this city.
The Mach las Union says: There is a revival of
religious interest in the Methodist Society, Kev. T.
II. Murphy pastor. Upwards »f fifty persons have
expressed an interest in recent meetings.
a

Association Mr. J. O.
Echo was chosen poet.

F. W. CJowen Esq. will lecture at Searsmont
village Friday eve. Oct. Kith. Subject Temperance.
At North App'don Saturday Oct. 17, Subject:
Temperance and Prohibition * enforced by Phre-

nology and Physiology.
The Boston Concert it Convention

Company will
Searsport the 16th of Oct. for
the purpose of organizing a musical convention.
This same company wi re at Rockland, Bath and
Belfast last year and met with ni—t flattering

give

free concert

a

at

success.

Mr. Samuel E. Stubbs and

wife, of East Buckiniver-ary of their
miiiday, September
27th. Mr. Stubbs is seventy-six years old and
Mrs. Stubbs seventy-four, and the house they nowlive in has been occupied by them for nearly half a
port, celebrated the fiftieth a
wedding day at their home,

century.
Rev. II. O.

trley, of Prospect, died at his resiTuesday, October t>th, aged

(

dence in that town

eighty-eight years. lie was for many years a
faithful preacher of the gospel in different towns
in Waldo county, but of late years he has retired
from the. active duties of bis profession. He was
held in great esteem and reverence by a large
number of friends.
Dr. Brooks of Bel fa.-1, Albee of Camden and
Banks of Rockland went to Hope last week to
examine a Mr. Norwood, who received an injury
about a year and a half ago by failing on the ice.
A Belfast
was called at the time and
examined tins man and teportc t no fracture, but
found that the f.di aggravated the chronic rheumatism from whim the man was then suffering.
Eater other physicians wen-cabl'd who pronounced
his disease to be a fracture of the thigh near the
hip joint, which led Mr. Norwood to think he had
been improperly treated and i e sued the Belfast
physician for malpractice and a suit is now pending. The \isit of l>r.-. Brooks Albee and Banks
was made preparatory m giving their testimony in
court, which we learn w ill be tavorable to the. Belfast physician. [Camden Cor. Courier-Gazette.

physician

The chairman

ot the [executive committee has
following:
The Waldo Co. Educational Society will hold its
next annual meeting at the town hall in Monroe,
Oct. 2t» and 21, lss.'i.
The following is the prog,
1. Thorough Teaching, Essay by F. II.
ranune:
2. Teaching' Exercises
Nickerson, of swanvillt
in Geography, by Lucia Haskell, of Cssline. 3.
school Festivals, by F. ij. Dolin', Monroe. 4. Temperance instruction, i»y Hon. N. A
Luce, State
Professional Reading, Essay
Superintendent.
by Prof. F. VV. Foster, of Lastine. o
What, may
be Taught Outside of Text Books, E-say by Elizabeth D. Moore, Monroe. 7. Essay !-v William B.
Rich, of Belfast, s. school Hygiene, by A. G.
Vouug, See'y State Board of Health, it. Essay by
Ellen It. Pierce, of Beltast, School Apparatus. The
executive committee have spared no pains to
secure an interesting programm •.
The reading of
the essays will of course be followed by discussion, in which all, whether teachers or not, are
cordially invited t>» participate, in addition to the
foregoing programme, there will be the customary
query box; the various subjuts suggested by
which will be fully discussed.
In accordance
with the act of the Eegi.-lature, passed last winter,
all teachers are authorized to suspend their
seh >ols to attend this meeting, without loss of pay.

furnished

the

us

Tm-: Winterim>KT Law cask.
case

was

trial before the

on

following

The

Judicial

supreme

Court at

Hangur last week
George W. IJrown vs. 1 nhabilants of Wintcrp'»rt.
The plaintiff alleges that the Selectmen of Winterport. on Ma\ dl, I'M, borrowed of the Mineral
Hill Mining Company for the ust of the town $.V>o,
giving said company therefor a | romissory note of
said town for -Hid sum with interest. That on
•July 7th, 1S.M, the Selectmen of Winterport took up
.-aid promissory note and gave a town order on the
Treasurer of said town la the words and figures
following

Winn rp »rt, -July 7, Is.'4
Hall, Town Treasurer, or his sucees.-oi
K. Fernald, Treasurer of the Mini r.u
Hill Mining t'oinpaiiy -i\ hundred and eighteen
dollars and thirteen cents, it being a note and in
‘lo l». I*.

Pay

A.

t**

lerest for the
No. 17:«.

Is—.

soar

A. A. Hall,
Geo. W. llitrhle,
leetnn n -d Winterport.
To said Treasurer of said company for sai 1 com
pnny
That at a legal meeting d -aid own held hcvinher Util, 1SM, the inhabitants of -aid town in pur
-nance of an article in tne wa Tam voted “that
the town treasurer lie autii -ri/cd and diri' ti-d to
iiirc money sulli- ient l" pa\ -aid mwii order at a
o mur per cent, and on
rate of interest not t" e\
•tii- year's time and to give the note or note- .>t the
t«»wn therefor
That on 1 neemiier
h, l"l, -ai I Albert K !•'• iimld, for and in In-half of -,P I Mineral llili Mining Company demanded Ii writing of tile l’i a
urer of said 1
"I -aid
or it,
n, pa\nn
and
therein otf.-red t<> -um-ndto -ai
t-.wn tiea-a
note ot tinurer, said Own orner, and take
*'<• vame of said order, on one >
town for the
ar
in accordance u .i! the Mde of .-aid town, which
said order -ai Tiva-ur<
tin n and tin ia neglected
and refu-ed to p«v or take up and _i. c a note i>i
the town, as in- h..
been at.tiiorr «-d and directed
to do.
>.ud town order on tiie loth of Hei-.-mher,
l"t, was n--ig n-d in writing
ii 1 Mineral Hill
Mining Coinpauv. to the p ai:if’. an i mi- :• ti■ ui
nr- n-r and
is In-ought i<eover t lie ainoiiiu of -ai
interest.
Parker, \ i-c A Parlor, f"i- plaint:IT.
iiiii'
d
u b
A. P.
tm-"ii, fur defel. lint.-.
s.

••

■

<

■

..

t- id in town
good deal haabout the young uni thrift) orchard of G. W. PenWe
di-ton. -o heavi y la len down with aijpirhappenc I along that way lu-t. week. He live- on a

PitosrKCT.

imt min-li traveled, inn l should -ay in
papi r-—Tin- Kcpniiln-au .h i.rnnl. M -titreal Star, Camden Herald, Kli-worth Amerb-au
and others. Some are sent to Mrs. Pendh ton by

cross

road

takes

tne

the children that
lands.

His

married and live

ar*

trees are ot

tiie I-

on

Naked I.Imb

tin-

Greening

variety, young ami thrifty, and ar laden down to
ground with a I il:e> can Inn, up. The yield
will be eiiormon
It i- a ,-igiit to K-hold. Hi-old

the

ofi tiar i al-o iia-a _",.d crop.
Tin sit- for Ha
eli.-ird is mostb -In iter*--! from winds and tiie -oil

is

the

of

M

be-t.

plums of any

P.
in

••

••

raises tin

t"Wi.,

-une

and best

most

brought >5 per

busii. this year,

ili- -itri-' undu.gs don’t

:

lie

for shekels.

:-

was

full of

read)...

Hi- barn

»

»k

as

if

>torcd

grain to the fop and he feed® nil hifour big -ta I,
beans were
to put In the barn when tin- grain is thresh'
Mr. John Harding will be -I >. .u- in Vo He

hay

and

l

out.

nny
ed

press'

ug U\

\« : vady for
stands up well under ni- y<-ur- an t
t• r-.
a good laugh an
1 no Tin writer, lii-e mum
can remember more about Mr
Harding ’viien a
<

; her old pc pic
youngster tlrm almo-t air. of tm
Many remember the o el looking -11;'• tain-1 big
speckled dog that u.-g to lor >a him. We took
pains to interview Mr. Harding mont that dog the
other dav. II
lid lie got t" lighti ig and was
lor-i to piece- he hud b> k. ,1 ni.u nearly 40. c.us ago,
but he wa-agood dog... Tie- n.\v threshing ma
II. 1.»

ii—

»hi

oiMIUlit

-irr ,1

.1'

threshing in the bui\> of Fnvi i.m Partridge
Monday. W :n good crew ai 1 Fred's ig horses,
Liu* grain w
b..a." d up w*U and
nn dispatch,

was

<

success

Free ...II.

to

raising barb y
on one am

Notes

v

I.i

Freedom, sends
to.ir

iii \Va

sowing yielded 52 bushels

ground.

;

*

ok

beats all in

Partridg

«

bush.

;

a",

A',

Mr. F.

oTruEit.

Gowen, of

of his recent lecture
and Kenn'bee counties,

us some notes
somerset

a summary
Mr. •. lectured two
riiorndikc station and says lie found the
owner of the hall then* to be a gentleman in every
sense of tin- word and Ida.. G. II. Rich as linn a be

of whit h
d iys

we

give

at

iever in

temperance a> lie lias been
The lecture at lhirnhaui sept. 2htii

years.

well attended, owing

to

the revival

progress, and the second lecture
deferred. Monday Mr. G. went

»r

many

was not

meetings

annou

iced

in

was

to Clii.mn, and
busy little village. He visited the Advertiser olliee, had a social chat with the editor,
and found 11. W. Dodge, Esq one of our state
Deputies, and a leading man in the place, earnest
and active in tin- temperance cause, lb* also met

found it

a

here several former schoolmates from Waierville

Pittslield, and in the evening spoke for the
in Good Templars Halt and was promised
that if he would come again Centennial Hall would
be tilled to overflowing with people who believe
that the dram shop is one of the greatest evils of
the day. in Pittslield many old acquaintances are
met and a visit made t" the M. C. Institute, where
the lecturer began to prepare for college. Here
was met Geo. M.
Parks, a classmate, and now
teacher of penmanship at the Institute. Profs.
Parsons and Drake were found busy as usual lu
and

cause

the

discharge

of their duties.

Here also

was

met

a
Slate Deputy and well
Farwell, Esq
known as a temperance lecturer. From Pittslield
to Hartland, the latter a pleasant little village
nestling among the hills, Mr. Gowen says: “This

C.

A.

is the home of the veteran horseman G. P. Shaw.
We visit Ids residence and are shown around
his stable.

We look

at

Gen.

Withers, who stands

at the head of Cream Rrook Farm.

His

color

Is

chestnut, he stands 15.,14 hands high and
weighs i,05t) pounds. He is now ten y ears old and
very popular as a sire in Maine. In the next stall
stands the handsome two year old bay colt Hemlock. He Is also very large of bis age, standing
15.2.

It is claimed that he

can

trot

a

mile in 2 .50.

We looked at the

bay colt Hartland, the chestnut
tilly, Betty Withers, and others and can only say
that

our

visit

to

the stable of

*lr.

Shaw

was

full of

interest. We found Srbasticook Lodge I. O. of G.
T., of that place not in so nourishing a condition as
would like to see, but have no doubt it will Inin membership and do a good work this
coming winter. We shall visit Hartland, St. Alwe

crease

bans and other

places

in Somerset

county again

sometime in Dee.
I had spells of neuralgia and suffered so that
many times I have wished death would end my
agony. I employed doctors but could get no benefit
from them. Since taking Athlophoros I have had
only two spells in over a year. Mrs. C. N. Paige,
Boltonv ille, Vt.

Maine
NEWS AND

Matters,

GOSSIP FROM ALL

OVER THE STATE.

GRAND LODGE OF GOOD TEMPLARS.

The ‘28th semi-annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars of Maine convened at
I >worth Oct. 8. with an average attendance.
Among the prominent members* present were:
Kev. 11. C. Munson, Grand Tempter; M. J.
Dow, Grand Counselor: George K. Brackett,
Grand Secretary: 1L C. Gusev. Past Grand
Templar: Mrs. Pressey. Grand Nice; Mrs.
Pember. Superintendent of Juvenile Temples;
N -L Chase, Mrs. 1 tarsiow and C. A. Farwell.
I'hc session opened ut ten a. m. and was devoted to the reports of officers and
preparatory
work. N aeaucies were tilled as follows; Rev.
Harding, Chaplain; F. 11. Dexter, G. NV.
M.: Mrs. Louise Caine, G. NV. ]). M. Several
wen initiated into the Grand Lodge.
Worthy
i hief 1« mplars read semi-annual
reports which
w. rc full of
encouraging words to the order.
Delegates were present from all parts of the
State.
The meeting was full of interest. The
afternoon session opened at two o’clock. Grand
Secretary Brackett reported the total receipts
'Mire the April session, $ls47:
paid treasurers,
£14!G: cash on hand. $351; number of lodges
instituted since April session, IS: present number. ol<»: membership, nearly *20,000. Mrs.
PeniMcr. .Superintendent of Juvenile Temples,
reported the whole number 82. The committees
on
distribution, deceased members, political
action, good of the order, temperance, instruction in public schools and others
reported.
The reports were adopted. Addresses were
made by Mrs. Hooper. Vice
Templar of the
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, Messrs. Harding, Torsev, Chase, Dexter, Osborne and
others.
The session was very interesting and
harmonious throughout,
a public meeting
was held in the Methodist church in the evening vvInch was full of interest. It was devoted
to live minute speeches by
many speakers.
THE BAPTISI

MISSION

CONVENTION.

A RY

The sixty-first annual meeting of the Maine
Baptist Missionary ^ onvention opened Oct. 0
at the Free Street t lum-h. Fort
land. President
George F. Emery in the chair. There was a
large attendance of clergymen from ail parts of
the State. President Finery delivered a brief
opening address and Rev. Dr. Small delivered
an address of welcome.
Rev. Dr. Ricker, Cor-

ON

THURSDAY

MORNING

BY TUB

RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

Pilgrimage.

In the last issue of the Prog. Age the editor
gives an account of his recent pilgrimage to
Washington after a share of the spoils. His
ambition, as is well known, is to sit in Collec-

Boardman's chair in

the Belfast custom
house. Our contemporary is unnecessarily hut
characteristically uuveracious when he says he

merely

went to

Boston to

see

the cyclorama of

the battle of

Gettysburg, and was tempted to
keep on to Washington and “see how it was
ourself.” The fact is, the perennial candidate
was alarmed lest the
particular place at the
government rack he had selected for himself
should fall to some other of the hungry and
thirsty crowd who have been wearing out the
patience of the President and Secretaries these
many months; and unless his friend** are to be
discredited he packed his grip-sack in Belfast for
Washington, and a market. If we are to believe what he says, in his paper, he

not

was

overpleased with his visit. But our contemporary. like Joey Bagstock, is “sly, devilish
sly," and the impression generally prevails
that he is seeking to discourage the pursuit of
office by his fellow patriots until he has secured bis own prize. No doubt, however, he has
sketched himself when he says of visitors to the
National Capitol that they are not “spending
time and money merely to take in the beauties
of the National Capitol.” “What they are
there to see.” he continues, “is the new Democratic resident and what they want to see him

and Cure of

Unspirituality."

The folelected for the ensuing
year: President. George F. Emery: N ice Presid* ni. Moms Gid'liugs; c
orresponding Secretary. Rev. S. Ricker: Recording Secretary, H.
S. Burrago; Treasurer. Prof. J. B. Foster"; Auditor. J. NV. Philbriek. The old Board of Trustees was re-elected.
A meeting of the Woman’s Foreign
Missionary Society was then
held. Miss Abbie S. Russell presiding. Addresses were made by Mrs. O. W. Gates. Mrs.
Burrows of Burmah. Mrs. Knowltou of China.
1 he evening s< -ion was a
missionary meeting.
The < ’omuiittei
Foreign Missions reported.
The Home Mi-sa.
'port was also read. Mrs.
Reynolds ot Conneei ut addre-vd the convention on home mission work. NVaiimnyah. a
native Burmese, sang ii her native language.
Miss s. ]>,. Barrows ga e an account of the
Wurk in Burmah. Addre-s.-s on home mission
work were made by Ih v. Dr. Mason of Boston,
B* '• 'F A. Cushing and K_v. J. M. Murdock.

lowing oliieers

A

were

MAN AND WIFE KILLED
YANKEE.

RY

THE

FLYING

>h*-eking .iuw nt occurred at Clinton Saturday afternoon, as the Flying Yankee train
w as passing by that station
going toward BanA

There is

crossing m ar the station, and
Horace Goodwin and Lis wile
were riding in a wagon from the
village, and
were to i ass over the track at this
point and
proceed to ih-dr home, a distant *-of four miles.
A long line of box ears and one or two buildings sto i between tic- moving vehicle and the
track beyond and obstructed the view of Mr.
gor.

r.wn

:i

named

a man

-'ll-.

hear tin

iun

...

approaching

train

OIU

not

people

m<>-

c\!<ieiun
or see

tioulng i" them to stop their team, or else the}
thought that they could -toss before the train
reach* d the place. They drovi
upon the track
so that ih
iocomotivstruck them squarely.
Mr. and Mr>. Goodwin were both instantly

killed and thrown

considerable distance. The
wagon was smash* d into v< y small pi*
and
the hor-- also instantly killed. Tie train was
:tn*l
the
Conductor
with
the
stopped
other officials weiit hack and vitc«.i Lhe scene of the
aeeld-m and sent for a eoroncr.
rhe bodies
wen quit*
badh miisetl.
Mr. G■ dwin was
about sixty years old and his wife ten vears
younger. They h;t\c a family of live children.
The accident was a m >«q unfortunate one ami
the train men fee! very ba*Uv about it. Tht
trail) w a under the charge <»l Mr. F. A. McIntyre. who is one of the most careful Conductor*
on the road, and the
engineer has the same reputation.
a

>

Ol’KMNti UJ-

111K

1 All.

1U .SINES*.

The business ouilook in Maim i* bigblv enSecretary lii.h, of He Portland
Ho:inl of 1 rad'-. sn\* that the g- m-ral trade in
Maine ha* been fully e*piai ami in many res»«f lh« previous year.
The fall
pect* in excess
business
starts at
least tweiitv-hv
per c-m.
better than it did last year, with price* advancing- xcept for provision*. Manufacturer.* arc
ail starting up. which of course tends to gF<
an impetus to other brau«*ljes of business,
The
dry good* trail*- i* good ami jobber* feel encouraged. lhe lishmg interest show* improvement in price*, The termination *»f the Washington 1 n aty had no restricting intluenee upon
the receipt of foreign fish and ha* not aiVectid
Trice*. The lumber interest i* quite prosperous.
All the railroad and lran*p mlalion lines
have been doing a heave carrying business.
The shipping interest *till languishes under the
common depression that
prevails throughout
the world.
A prominent insurance man sa\s
that the last business p;mi-- produced heavier
loss** to the insurance companies in Maine
than any epidemic tin- companies have ever

couraging.

enroll

titer* <1.

Ol’NVK

<>J

l’KKVEXTlOX.

Hour*! -.<1 lieaiih has issued a cirlie municipal officers of the toWlls ill

State
to

!

M.om calling their attention to the grave reiq>'>n*ibilities which especially at this tiimd* 'olve upon them a* Jo*-.i 1 health officials and
guardian* of the public health, and to the
s‘ nous
resui's which nun follow'
negiect of
dutv. It
urgently requested ami *-xp. cted
that every town which has not yet attended to
this matter will do so at once*
It a case ot
small pox i.ppcar* in any town It should be
made known to tic*
municipal authorities at
once and a!*o to the Mate Hoard of Health bv
telegraph at the expense of the Board. The
Board lias r • iv*-*l a letter front the Selectmen
and prominent lumbermen of Greenville commending the methods set forth in the circular
letter of the Board to lumbermen to prevent
tli* introduction of small p».x into the state
through the employment of laboring men from
infected districts.
<

IN

GKNKItAI..

be'* iH- 1 ennev bas nmv been a
clergyman
in Eliswortli more than half a century.
Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Piper of Augusta celebrated the rgolden wedding Thur-day
evening.
in Paris a Wil'l goose has been shot
weighing
12, pounds, and m-asuiing in length bj feet.
Hon. Eugene Hale has g;ven Hebron Aeademy one hundred dollars for Hi' purchase of
scientific apparatus.
It is said that Gen. liutler has
expressed an
intention to give hi- private library in a year
or

Greeubacker—office, or an equivalent.
Some of the Democratic papers, hut more
particularly those of the Mugwumpian species,
have indignantly denied that there was any

Colby I'niversity.

two to
It is related" of

an Augusta lawyer whose
ebirography is notoriously bad, that’lie writes
blindly to cover uu his had spelling.
An association of wealthy
gentlemen from
out of the State are building a large ami
elegant

for

ly Increased since the November election,” and
“that every department is beseiged by applicants.”
He expresses surprise and regret,
however, at the masterly inactivity which prevails in the direction of “turning the rascals
out.” hut says the President G “laboring under
the difficulty of a possibly hostile Senate, while
he is confronted with quite as serious a difficulty. in carrying out h s ideas of civil service.”
The latter portion of this sentence is evidently
“wrote sarcastic”, as Artemus Ward would say.
Mugwumps will possibly be interested in the
further statement that the “ablest and most
patriotic statesmen” of the Democratic party—
-uch a> Hendricks, for example—say that civil
M

nice re or in on

vocate-

can never

ernment

“tne pain of Its

leading

be engrafted upon

our

and Searsmout will have abundant cause to rejoice over his coining. He is turniug a waste
place into taxable property, is expending this
thousands of dollars, mainly for labor,
ana will continue to give
employment to a
j greater or less number of persons. When he
has sixty acres of cranberry plants in
hearing
the harvesting and preparing the berries for
market will be quite au item. His operations
season

j
I

gov-

farm, and after renovating and improving the
he christened it Woodbine Collage.
The house stands upon high ground, which descends by a gradual slope to tile level of the

Ulterior

dollar.—worth le-s than TO eons to-day—with
which the vaults of the treasury and sub-treasuries are overflowing because the people dr. not

which Hows from the foot of tyuautehaeook pond. It is a story and a half structure,
and with the broad veranda on the south and

stream

want them, and the continued
coinage of which
thn atens to bring upon tldcountry financial
from which the laboring people will suffer
most.
Tin New York Herald -ays: “If \ou
flood the country with silver which is worth
oniy eighty cents, anti falsely < all each piece a
dollar, when everybody knows it is not a dollar, the bunker- and merchants will see the
to

a

cau-e

it

lie ami

a
a

long

a

tine- he

himself.”

The Ohio Election.

crat, and Dr. Leonard. Prohibition. The Legislature chosen will elect a succe.-.sor to Senator
Sherman. The return- are incomplete at this
writing, but Republican gain- are r» ported
throughout the State and Foraker'- election is
claimed by 15.000 to D.ooo plurality, with the

Legislature Republican by
Leonard’s

a

mer

gem

quaint china, the relics of forrations, appeal to one's artistic sense,
the

studio, and probably one or more Boston artists will set up their easels here.
Mr. Woodcock bad as guests for a short time this season
Messrs. Wright and Topiiffe.

Despatches received just before going
that Hamilton county, except, four

Thursday evening a visit was made to The
Pines, Mr. W. leading the way with a lantern,
for the night was dark and in the woods it was

were on

CLASS

CLASS

It would

auctioneer and the

If another says one hundred
right around on the platform and says, titty, do 1 hear, and waits for a
higher fee. This is a “grand way to run a party. It is reform." It Brown did this as a pri-

we are not

Colts, 2 Years Old.

There will be

a

rich lime when

the dupes squeal.

Flood

some

Sigma.

Book

Blown

Up,

long-cherished
of

the

of

the State Foraker defeats
Iloadly by from IS.000 to 20,000 plurality. The
legislature is Republican in both branches.
In

The Democratic State Convention of Massachusetts was held last week and the following
ticket nominated: Governor. F. O. Prince, of
Cambridge: Lieutenant Governor. H. H. Gilmore, of Cambridge; Secretary of State; Jeremiah Crowley, of Lowell; Attorney General,
Henry K. Braley, of Fall River; Treasurer and
Receiver General, Henry M. Cros«, of Nevvburvport; Auditor, Janie- E. Delaney, of Holyoke. 1 be contest for Governor was between
Grinned and Prince. The latter was nominated
on th3 second ballot.
T he convention was not
very harmonious, and .lie platform is a weak
one.
We print on the first page a report of
the Republican convention and the full text of
the platform, which will repav perusal.
'I he Prog. Age concludes a tirade
against the
proposed water works for Belfast by saying
that if the plan proves successful “we will
throw up our hat and claim that we were one

club bouse near Kineo on Moosehead Lake.
It is stated there Is a considerable trade in of the original advocates of the
project.” No
Portland in oleomargarine, the sale of which is
doubt of it. But when water is
running in
forbidden by law. The oleo is sold as bona
Belfast as freely as rum does now. there will
tide butter.
rl he Portland Argus reports a marriage which he many to remember, not
only that the Prog.
took place iu a buggy m Woodford's recently.
advocated free rum and opposed a water
The bride was a girl of lb aud the groom was a Age
supply but that it has always opposed every
college student.
in a game of polo at Rockland, Thursday good and useful measure and
every educational
night, the Rockiands heat the Queen City's of institution from common schools to
colleges.
iu
three
liaugor
S. set forth for a stroll
straight goals. Time two and
oue-haif minutes.
to the village. The way led over a
pleasant,
Of Dr. Leonard, the Prohibition candidate for
Confidence men at the Eastern depot swindled
shady road, carpeted with leaves. Little stripau unsuspicious seaman out of five dollars,
Governor of Ohio, it is said that “on one oced squirrels ran nimbly along the fences and in
rhursday, hv play ing the same old game of casion bis
life was saved by the liberal use of
borrowing money for paying freight charges.
and out of the crevices of the old stone walls,
The Grand Army building at South China is champagne in an attack of malaria, at another
while birds twittered overhead iu ibe trees,
fast approaching completion.
It is 00x10 feet, time he was
brought out of a violent inflamma- and the
making a commodious hall and two stories tion of the
ldgh north wind was agreeably temperlungs by Bourbon whiskey, and at ed
high. It Is an ornament to the village and
by bright sunshine. Arriving at the village
still another he was cured of a serious ease of
shows that the Post is up and doing.
we turned toward the
carriage shops of Mr.
A settlement has been effected between the
dyspepsia by old stock ale.” He probably James Barker, now
closed, and meeting Mr. B.
striking operatives al Kimball Bros.' shoe wants a
monopoly of liquor for himself.
lactory in Gardiner, and the firm. Work will
we went through Ibe store
houses, in which
be resumed at ouee. The demands of the
In
his
speech at Toledo Gov. Hoadley said are still some of his superior top-buggies and
strikers were acceded to.
There is a poor debtor iu the Augusta
jail, that he is opposed to prohibition whether “to- wagous waiting buyers. In the paint shop we
who was imprisoned by his creditor, a Water- tal or
partial, and in favor of the fullest per- found Mr. John E. Woodcock, who for thirville man, for a debt of $5. The creditor has
sonal freedom.”
If this means anything It teen years has been in Mr. Barker’s employ.
for
the
unfortunate individual’s
already paid S3o
As before announced Mr. B. is about to rehoard aud shows no situs of relenting.
means that lie is in favor of free
rum, and if
A team driven by Mr. John G. Tibbetts of
necessary to the “fullest personal freedom” he move front the State aud with his departure
was
struck
a
Lisbon,
by special freight train at
Carvill’s crossing, at five o’clock. Friday night. would probably not object to a grog shop on the business he has so successfully conducted
comes to an end.
The horse was killed, but Mr. Tibbetts escaped every corner.
Searsmont, and the county
with only bruises.
.Mr. Arthur Wakefield was
aud State, lose a valuable citizen, who will be
with himIn its illustrations of the recent Democratic missed in
more ways than one, aud many will
A correspondent writes that this is the way
the President receives Maine office-seekers": convention at Worcester, the Boston Globe join us in wishing that Mr. Barker may enjoy
•‘Per iaps I have been to sec you often enough,” shows tbe interior of u deserted bar-room with renewed health aud continued
prosperity iu
suggested one of the delegation which was In the inscription, “Democrats don't drink.” Ob, his new home. Our stroll ended at the
Georges
Washington ou the Portland Custom House no! They pour it
down, and no doubt each stream where there is excellent water power
business. "Yes. I tbiuk you have.” was the
reply, and the questioner took the traiu that delegate bad a demijohn in his grip-sack.
for any number of manufactures aud which
night for home.
it is said that a newly appointed postmaster we hope ere ioug to see utilized to a greater
The party in camp at Chain Lakes on Maextent than at uresent. Our return was through
nillas river, are ex-Goveruor Connor of Au- in a
place not over fifty miles from Belfast,
fields aud pastures, passing the pile driver at
gusta, Hr. Amos Wilderof Augusta, Hon. Geo. cannot
read. This may cause some trouble in
Walker of Portland, Hr. S. B. Hunter and II.
work at Mr. Woodcock's lower dam, skirting
R. Taylor, esq., of Manillas and several others. distributing the mails, but it wiil be a comfort
the marsh and crossing Ihe main dam to WoodSeveral ladies are in camp, the wives and to know that he cannot read the
postal cards.
bine cottage again.
One tlilDg struck the
daughters of the sportsmen. They are having
writer in bis rides and rambles. All the stone
a tine time.
it is reported that Vice President Hendricks is
The jury in the ease of Frank Bodwell, who
square, fiat or oblong, aud walls can be
expresses the belief that tbe new Civil Service easily laid up with as smooth a face as
was arrested in Nebraska aud
though
brought to Al- Commission will be partisan in character.
made of cut stone. In the vicinity of Belfast
fred charged with a dc-adlv assault upon Heputv
if Mr. Hendricks was never right before lie round stones predominate and such material as
Sheriff Roberts while that officer was searching
that which abounds in Searsmont is at a premthe premises of the respondent, in Springvale, undoubtedly is so in this case.
ium.
for liquors, bas returned a verdict of not guilty.
Friday evening the party at The Pines were
Surgeon Leveusaler bas vaccinated all the
Ebcu F. Pillsburv’s mission to Washington
entertained
at Woodbine cottage.
The fireconvicts at the Maine State Prison. The Board
was to ask
for a telephone for bis Boston place was ablaze with hard wood
of Health of the town of Tbomaston lias issued
logs to welby-laws calling attention to the sanitary pre- office. At least that is wliat tbe Democratic come their coming and a huge tea kettle swung
on the crane.
Soon the host brought from a
ventives.
Frank Webber, of West Harps- papers say, and those who choose to do so
may convenient cupboard a number of
mugs, one
well, died Monday night of small-pox.
believe tbe story.
for each of the company, which he placed inf a
i row along the hearth. Then he and Our
The Washington correspondents all agree
“Laugh and brow Fat,”
went to work beating up sugar and
I George
is a precept easily Breached, hut not so
easy to that the Democratic office seekers from Maine eggs, making a compound which they called
if
a
practice,
persoiPhas no appetite, hut a "dis- take tbe cake for
"pud.” Then a portion was put in each mug,
hunger, thirst and persis- milk
tressing nausea, slck headache, dyspepsia, boils, or
was added from a quaint okl-tinie pitcher
any other ill resulting from inaction of the bowels, tency.
which had stood in a corner of the fire-place,
it is impossible to get up such a laugh as will pro.
and a certain portion of hot water from the
duce aklermanic corpulence.
In order to laugh
Au interesting letter from our London cor- steaming tea kettle. Then Our George stirred
satisfactorily you must have your uoweis in good
the
mixture and
a little grated nutmeg,
order. You can do this aud laugh heartily with Hr.
respondent, Mr. E. 0. Thorndike, will appear after which the addedwere
Pierce’s “Pleasant Purgative Pellets,”" ihe little
mugs
passed around. It
regulators of Ihe liver aud bowels aud liest pro- next week.
is possible that the Scribe has omitted mention
moters of jollity.
of one of the ingredients, but if a young lady
An exchange christens “Uncle Itemus” Joel from Boston had been present we are told that
“American fish chowder” is a dainty dish in Stanley Harris. His name is Joel Chandler she would have called the mixture Thomas and
a Liverpool hotel.
Jeremiah. The evening was spent with songs
Harris.
and social converse, and the good nights came
*
* * *
Delicate diseases radically cured. Conall too soon. Next morning the writer took the
Incendiary fires and burglaries are reported stage for home, only regretting that he could
sultation free. Address World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffaio, N. Y.
from all over Maine.
not remain longer.

|

one

This fair

a

Freedom

wish to blow up Flood Rock,

plete

was

held

at

the had of

Village, Friday,

Oct.

hlh,

The attendance

success.

was

was a com-

large.

We

“Shoot

Polly

as

She Plies,”

—Pop.
appeared
proof-slip. The
argus-eyed proof reader, however, knew the limitation Intended and changed It to read : "Shoot Folly
as she tiles.”— Pope. Of course it was an error,
vet how many are dally committing much graver
errors bv allowing the first symptoms of
consumpwas

the way It

tion to go unheeded.

in the

If

afflicted

with loss of appetite, chilly sensations, or hacking cough, it is suicidal to delay a single moment the use of Dr. Pierce’s
“Golden Medical Discovery,”—the great and only
reliable remedy yet known for this terribly fatal
malady. Send two letter stamps for Dr. Pierce’s
complete treatise on this disease. Address World’s
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y,

The English yacht Genesta sailed from Tornpkinsvilie, L. I., Thursday afternoon, for England. She carried a jury rig and only her crew
were on

board.

The Union League Club of New York has
adopted resolutions endorsing the Uepublican
State ticket and condemning the legislative career of Gov. Hill.

ible

VEGETABLES.

Apples presented by S. 15. Nutt, C. Bellows, W.
H. Beal, Wm. Poland, D. B. Johnson, G. Bellows,
W. I>. Foster, S. s. Keen A Son, and Sumner Glid
den. Mr. Glidden also furnished a dish of last
year’s apples in a good state of preservation, also
I pears of two varieties. Grapes. Clarence Johnson 1st.
Cranberries. A. F. Wyman 1st; Mark E.
Busher2d. Early Bose Potatoes. E. M. Tucker
Sumner
Glidden 2d. Late Bose.
1st;
George O.
Danforth 1st. Beauty of Hebron. D. B .Johnson
1st. Beets. D. B. Johnson 1st; W. D. Foster 2nd.
I
Turnips. John II. Dean 1st. Cabbage. John H.
Dean 1st; A. M. Lawrence 2d. Squash. D. IJ.
Johnson 1st; M. E. Lhee 2d
Pumpkins. Henry
1 McFarland
1st; M. M. Clement 2d. Onions. 8.
j Churchill 1st. Tomatoes. Wm. G. Barbour 1st;
I). B. Johnson 2d. Cauliflower. E. B. Cain 1st.
PopCorn. Miss Ida Lawrence 1st; Master Fred
Poland 2d. Corn. D. B. Johnson 1st; T. 8. Keen
& Son 2d; Win. E. Poland 3d.
CATTLE AND HORSES.

I). B. Johnson 1st.
Stock Cows.
I). B. Johnson 1st. Yearling Heifers. D. B. JohnW.
E.
Poland
Milford
Leonard
3d. Fat
2d;
1st;
Cows. I). B. Johnson 1st. Oxen. J. II. Vose 1st;
S. Tilton 2d; J. B. Clement 3d. 3 years old. M. M.
Clement 1st;-2d; J. 11. Vose 3d. 2years
old. C. Ingraham 1st; Willard Vose 2d, Wm. E.
Poland 3d. Yearlings. Nathaniel McFarland 1st;
W. Vose 2d. 5 years old. S. Tilton 1st; E. Bushcr
2d; S. S. Keen 3d. Fat Cattle. S. Tilton I t; J.
Gordon 2d; S. Tilton 3d. Hereford Bull. S. II.
Fuller 1st. Jersey Bull Calf. I). W. Rennet 1st.
Yearling. B. Penney 1st. 18 months old. II. Barlow 1st. Stallions, 4 years old. C. B. Ingraham
1st. 3 years old. J. Shibles 1st; Job Clement 2d.
2 years old. E. Hall 1st; J. Shibles 2d; A. G. Hall
3d. Yearlings. C. Bryant 1st; Chas. Bellows 2d.
Mare and Foal. Chas. Bellows 1st; Allen Leonard
2d; Wm. Stevenson 3d. Weaned Colt. Sumner
Glidden 1st.

Dairy Cows.

son

POULTRY.
Mrs. E. W. Smith

1st; D. B. Johnson 2d.

AG RICOLTUHAL

IMPLEMENTS.

Harrows. G. E. Bryant 1st; C. M. Clement 2d.
Mowers. G. E. Bryant 1st. Bakes. G. E. Bryant
1st. Plows. C. M. Clement 1st; G. E. Bryant 2d.

Tbe confession of Ferdinand Ward brings
ex-Confederate Gen. Gordon, Mayor Grace and
numerous wealthy New Yorkers into disagreeable prominence and confirms 4be impression
that Gen. Grant, was tbe victim of a magnificent
confidence game. Wealthy financiers helped
Ward, took big margins and asked no questions.
The Alabama Claims Court will now proceed
with its business, because private individuals
have guaranteed the salaries of tbe clerks ami
other uecessary officers which Comptroller
Durham would not allow. By this course a
large number of claimants will probably secure

tardy justice.

hearse;

iron

good

Victor Revers-

a

built the

bridge.
hall costing $7000.

Ten

years ago the town built a
town is practically out of debt.

Rainbow

The
c.

Grange

Fair.

Rainbow

Orange No. 203 held a cattle show and
Mr at North Brooksvllle, Oct. 9. This is the first
town fair ever field in Brooksvillc and the manager'; determined that it should be superior to
any
tiling of the kind iu the county. And it was superior in the number ami excellence of its
horses, cattle, poultry, vegetables, t; nit, and the needlework

«>f the ladies.

Mr. E. Brown exhibited three specimens of potatoes.
From one pound of seed he
raised 12s pounds of Burpee’s Empire State; from

pound Dakota lb d l.‘>7 pounds, and of the Chicago Market H/2 pounds from one pound of seed.
Mr. Eben Hinckley had
pumpkins of Jumbo size,
;,I"I *l remarkable i*air, both growing on one stem
.mb united at the sides after the fashion of
the
Mnmese twins. He had also an
appetizing dlsplav of bi-i-if, turnips, potatoes and cabbage.
< apt. H. i». Bickford onions
large enough to make
erv and tomatoes of line llavor.
Alpheus HerM' k E-q., apple.-, grapes and
plums and pears,
lully ripe, ot uncommon size and beauty. Let it
-mlice to <av that we had the
pleasure of seeing the
mm show in the N
E Fair at Bangor, and that
tin- show here ewedi-d that at
Bangor in variety,
quality and beauty. On the slv, Mi\ Editor, when
;oii ward to steal lruil go to Brooksville. In the
w ork- t.q art tlie uio.il excellent was an oil
painting
I
the residence of Capl. Jerry Jones
by his
'laiiL'hler Miss Eaura li. .Jones, it was a beautiful
"I
a
beautiful
borne. Miss Emma Walker’s
picture
rayon picture- .1" her great credit. Miss Ida Derrick exhibited a wia alb of wax flowers which would
PU//.IC a Soiou.on to distinguish from the natural,
uni bo.xci, made of -tone, taken from the
Cape
Hosier mine lour hundred feet below the. surface
exhibited by Mr. John J. Bukeman, were wrought
in imitation of Grecian art and were most
exquisite
-pi ciinen- of Yankee jack-knife ingenuity, (dipt.
I'homas Tap ley exhibited pure blood Plymouth
rock and Brown Leghorn liens, Pekin ducks and
turkeys. Frank II. Billings a white Chester boar
t fair proportions.
Mr. David Allen a line Durham bull, fr rod Hawse a plump yoke of three year
"id steers. Capt. Jerry Jones two
specimens of
'vheal, the seed brought l’ai.-ander M A. and this
witn Mr. Joaehin Gray’s Egyptian and Hussian
"heal show that Hrooksville can raise its own
bread. Mr. >ewall Gray took the premium for
licit teamster. Mr.-. William Wasson’s
butter,
lii'in, waxen and golden, of a cow that for six
months lias averaged a pound and two oz. per dav,
bore the stamp of .-uper excellence. Good order,
g >od nature and brotherly love and friendships
prevailed during the day and all felt that it was
good to be there.
n. h. w.

one

Waldo and Brooks Town Fair.
This fair

held at

the Itllchlc

Grange hall in
fully up t"
lormer wars. There were one hundred and twenty
head of horned cattle, and a large number of colts
and young horses. The -how of sheep and lambs
lias always been small at our fairs, owing to there
being no yards or pens on the ground; but there
arc some very nice Hocks owned within our limits,
and we hope before another show is held, something may lie done to put our ground in good order
"

j that
|

j
|

was

aid.i, Tuesday, the I.’Jth Inst, and

may show
nice

we

were some as

ides

our

wa-

Hocks and

herds.

There

specimens of fruit and vegeta-

at any fair. The traces of corn
shown indicate that this important crop is receivmore
attention
than formerly.
ing
In tin* ladies department there were the usual
as we over saw

number of useful and ornamental

articles—pickles,

preserves, jellies and jams; and we could not help
thinking what an advance had been made in the
hut ten years in canning and preserving fruits, al-

though we have been frequently reminded of it
the extra calls lor sugar.
There

by

the usual baby show and Brooks beat
It will not do to allow them to beat two
years in succession. The most interesting part of
the show to us was the trained steers and heifers
was

Waldo.

exhibited

by the boys, who take a great deal of
pride in showing the result of their skill. The list
of premiums awarded will be published next week.

"Seance"

A
To

Ehitou

the

tion of

in

ok the

Stockton.

Journal.

An oxhibi

last evening was such a barefaced fraud that
it deserves exposure. It was bv a party calling
himself Dr. T. Warren, assisted by another man of
town

similar appearance, but smaller.

Both

are

dark

conipk xioned and wear their hair rather long.
They came to town one day ahead of time, and last
evening circulated their handbills covered with
marvelous tales of materialized

spirits exhibiting

themselves and

talking tc* members of the audience.
on one side with a Hying woman
in a gauze nightgown, and on the other, a man is
bolding a materialized little girl on his knee. The
exhibition in in* manner carried out the promises,
for the whole mystery consisted in how ho got his
right arm loose and got it back in the ropes again.
With that accomplished all else was very simple,
The Dill is headed

for it was all done in a cabinet in the dark. Tying
him is much like tying a rubber ball, he is so round,
fat and easily inflated, and his arms to his linger
ends

taper like

them

were

in

were

toy the least change.

reaching

to

arms

and hands

his elbows

These sockets

tied himself Ids

tight by the position he held

bound

and his knees

committee his

h*

When he

cones.

held in and
When tied

were

were

by the

in wire sockets

behind,
higher
firmly lashed to his hoots and
position to pull his tapering
The only c ord that t ouched his
and

in front.

were

his sides in the best

arms

out of them.

above the sockets

arms

that
free.

was so near

his shoulders

dropping either of them would leave his arm
And lashing him with distended lungs made

it easy to slacken the rope across his breast. With
either of his arms free there was nothing mysterious or even
ance.

lie

difficult about the

evidently

used

rest

some

of the

performphosphorus on

his hands that would show when the cabinet was
dark enough, lie and his pal raised a large table
with their

thumbs, and lie alone tipped a small one
by pushing it. This was done in the light, and the
fraud was so visible that it was disgusting.
When we realize that all power is invisible, aud
the greatest, such as electricity and gravity escaped the discovery of an intelligent people for so
many centuries; and that steam and explosives
were believed to lie harmless and powerless until
the art of testing their strength was discovered, it
is no wonder that people look upon all subtle phenomena as though wonderful marvels were hidden
there waiting for a discoverer. And people cannot be censured for thinking some of these are
manifestations of spirits who have been taught
that the Bible is
woman

of Endor

the hand

writing

true wherein

they read of the

calling
on

up the spirit of Samuel,
the wall, the voice of Jesus

heard

by Paul at his emersion, and the materialization or transfiguration of Elijah on the mount in
the presence of Jesus and his disciples. It is faith
in and careful, honest examination of invisible and
almost

untangiblc phenomena that has given civilnearly all its advantages, and frauds going
about the country casting ridicule upon any examiners of subtle phenomena, are a hindrance tc
progress, and ought to be dealt with as they deserve.
Had they come to explain the arts of tying
and untying, or of ventriloquism, or of magic appearances. an audience would be well paid for visiting them. Bui where they present nothing, anil

ization

cost ridicule upon honest Investigators after truth,
C. S. Griffin.
they become a public nuisance.

Stockton, Me., Oct. 4.
The Post Office Department has decided tc
modify its order with respect to the delivery ol
the special stamp letters on Sunday. Postmast
ers are to he instructed that they will not re
quire special delivery messengers to report ot
Sunday, but that they are at liberty to have
such letters delivered if it is convenient.

The platform of the Massachusetts Demo
crats is quite as remarkable for what it doei
not contain as for what it does. Not a word li
said about the tariff, and the declaration in re
gard to civil service reform is next to nothing.

special delivery letter received in this

came on

The

county commissioners began an adjourned
city on Tuesday. Some road matters engaged their attention.
session in this

Accidents. Mr. Bloomfield White, of this city,
from a ladder on Monday whilo gathering
apples, and injured his left shoulder.
fell

building
Dr. S. VV. Johnson, of this
city, will heat his sidewalk from Masonic
Temple to the corner of
house with steam, and George It. Read will put in
| Spring street. The walk will be on a line with the
the
apparatus.

Durham &
load of

for

house, which will be shipped to California.

a

building.
special train containing the Railroad Commissioners,President Sewalland Superintendent Tucker and several other
railroad, officers arrived in
Belfast Tuesday afternoou on a tour of
inspection.
Dr. W. H. Winslow and
arrived

much credit
fast.

the.

on

Burgess.

VV.

ton in

7 to

of much

pleasure

Mrs. Kills

to

W.

to-day’s paper will be found an
Rambles In Nicaragua”
written by Mr. Daniel s. Simpson, of Sears port.

Interesting

Johnson, city

p.

m.

Mr. Will

ment would be

Small, of Thorndike, was thrown from
carriage in Belfast one day last week, and quite
severely hurt. He drove to the lower bridge on rhe !
east side, ami on his way to the
upper bridge <•«>:

were so

Mr.
use

llded with another team

carriage

was

in

Robbinstown.

Beginning on Monday last the
places of business in this city, with few
exceptions, closed at 8 o’clock p. m. This arrange-

The

now living.
He will put In steam heating apparatus.... Mrs. Marv A. Whitmore has i
bought Joseph Trussedl's house and 1<»i at tin* cor
nor of High and
Spring streets.

It is expected that several e dges of
Templars will be instituted.\ lodge of Good
1 '-mp nr to be called “Enterprise,” was Instituted
at tree port Monday evening, Oct.
12th, by M. J.
Dow, of Brooks. They start with to charter mem-

gnnu .-f base ball betwe«
Belfast Juniors and the Jacksons wn- announced
in this city for Saturday of last week. The Juniors
the

were on

a

grounds, but

show up the game
The Juniors have

winning

every

was

the Jacksons did

as

played

bers and

n..t

given

to the Juniors, .• to o.
ten games this season,

Force
both

are

to

meet

!

horse

!

gave

Another Vessel

Bi

to i$k

McDonald

ih.

Monday evenings.

chiefly

in the

granite business in the employ of Mr.
C, J. Hall, of this city.
Mr. Thomas S. Furniss, the efficient
druggist who
has been with Kilgore A Wilson, in lids
city, since
their
they opened
new drug store, has left their
Mr.
Furniss
employ.
has made many warm friends

cm

an

surud
was

some two years

more, during winch time he has made many
friends. He is a thorough pharmacist, an

Polo.

to

wlmm

On

an

played
by the Coliseums. Before the game Prof,
of Boston, gave an exhibition of
tancy skating.... Mr. Morrison announces a time
turns at tiie Belfast Coliseum
building next week
which ought to draw crowds. Mondav
evening,
Oct. in, there will he. a polo match between the
of
Crescents,
Boston, the female champions of tinworld, and the Belfast team, and a one mile rare
between the players of the Crescents for a
gold
medal.
Tuesday evening, polo playing, skating
and racing, Including a two mile race for the chamand

won

(ieorge Merry,

pionship
to

of Belfast fur

all, and

a one

champions

vs.

•Sentence

mile

Belfast

of

an

race

r

were

Ml'FFERS
will meet

VS.

Dfffeks.

IN

Bar Room.

a

Mr.

Kstatk.

following

The

Bangor.

Abby .Jam Pond let* n, Lim-olnvii c
Fleteher, I-|rv-boro, to Fllcn F. Fogg,
Ira T. Flanders. Morrill, t
William

Flanders.

Waldo, ami another 1»

milieu,
B.

1

to

sewell

■

Hatch. Portland.
Wm. B. f loyton
Burnham.

>ewall B. F>;
aI-..

A

H. Hall, Be last,

Charles

o.

Jsle-boro, m
A W Fletcher,

nor,

Bang1

Wilton I.. Shaw

>

to

t

-ame tow

Widiam

n.

Finery Boa id man, -;nne town.
Barak A. Hatch. Morrill, to ha d. Flanders, same
'ow.i.
Fib. a Ma-ui, Ja< k-m, to do.-hua (cmid,
'•inic
town.
Flisha Murray, Burnnain.
Wilton
i..
w11.
"haw. .-•ini*
Fhj.ah M. Pease. Belmont,
to Albert (
Mor-c, same town. Mary F Piflen,
Marill.-i M.
Hallowell, to doiin s. Cates, Liberty
"pragm Ism shorn. to Wm I*, Sprague, same Low
'Vo
P. spraguc, 1 sit -boro to Wi iie W. Sprague,
to

■

vears

.<

>

attorneys.

{

«

duty
bog leave to report that In their opinion
It would imt bo expedient under the circumstance
to allow the erection of such building, a:
therefore they’ recommend that the petitioner nave leave

d'ccl

that behalf

|

These celebrated club*

to

committee

on

A--

and

;v.

Thursday

Three trips per week will lie
leaving lb- f.n-! Mcmlav, Wednc-Friday, and leaving Boston Tuesday,

-alurday.

wav.

The

Saturday

:

ai

the

During the winter-lie
thoroughly overhauled and receive very e.xJ

will remain

j
j

mule

V

II-

L

until the

'nonts will

HIM

l.rst

We

.Oil Wl

of

Kl^l-

January

taken -MV.

\

j

umber "f ctinnuv- will We made among the nflh-Toi tlu- boat.- wlien next -vtt nr* la\'
new arrange

;

ieut goes into cfl'o'-t. Mr. J. I’,, Patler-on, now
ireight «dcrk of the I'enobscot, will be iran-lVrred

i" the steamer Rockland, when he \\i:l act a- pur1 lan-come, now pur-er u the
! .~er, and Mr. A. II
IxHtatidln, will -u •-r. d him on the I*
■

probably oe a miml»er of other trail-In-,
they have not yet been annomeed-IVe regn t to learn from the Bangor Whig that < apt U
Ii Unix, oi the -tea.i"
1‘enohseot is unite ill and
There will

j

1

nut

nor.

!

al

anie to

not be

trips

■

•■inmnnd the

Tuesday l-udU’s

steamer

for

-ever-

delayed tin- Bos
ton steamer-.
The boat din* here yesterday mom.
! tug did not arrive and there was no departure for
..

storm

Boston in the afternoon.
Ot.u.> Fki.i.mw Notis.

|

Odd Fedow

|

I the

readers

we

For the
give

Important legislation

at

icnelit

of

our

brief summary of
tin- recent Sovereign
a

; (irand I.- ilg.- ami other matters of interest. \ new
degree was adopted to be called fie Patriarch's
Militant Degree for I informed I’atrlai■••lo
e-

signed to take the pl.w of the pre-ent l informed
| Degree. Instead of Degree ramp- the organi/.alion 1-

to

be

ailed Cantons, and instead of

rades, the members
tiers.
The degree is

!

)
j

plan

;

j

j

are to

be

designated

a-

Coin

Gliev

i-

military and is based upon a
similar to the United States army, having the

various gradations of batallions, regiments, brigndcs, divisions ami army. Tim Grand Sire is
commander in-ebief ex officio, tiie next and active
oflieer being known as Blent. General. L\ Gov.
Joim <
Underwood, of Kentueky, one of the committee who composed the degree, lias been elected
General. 'There are but few Uniform Deamps in Maine, one of which is located in
Belfast. A- soon as convenient new rituals will
<e
issued and the new word promulgated-The
Lieut

gree
;

«

Patriarchal

<

Irele that is hostile to the order and

ha-

given the Sovereign Grand Lodge
much trouble., again came up at this session.
Lodges containing members of Um < Irele are given
until Jan. 1, lsso, in which to expel them, on
penalty of losing their charters... The degree of
Itebekah, of which committee Rep. II. P. ('< x. of
Portland, was chairman, received much attention.
This degree grows in Importance each year. It is
the degree originated by the late s. < olfax, and is
for the wives, sisters and daughters of Odd Fellows. Ladies in Massachusetts and Ml higan petitioned for separate Grand Lodges F> control this
degree and to which the women are to be admitted
The committee reported in
as representatives.
favor of such legislation, which was accepted by
the Sovereign Grand Lodge and a committee made
to report forms for such to bo presented to the
next session of the Sovereign Grand Lodge.\n
amended form for dedicating Odd Fellow hails
was adopted_The Ridgely monument, costing
$-20,000 which was made up by live cent subscrip«'•:••!:

1

tions from members,

was

dedicated

at

Baltimore.

8,u57 subordinate lodges with
53*2,469 members; 1,943 encampments with 94,587
members; total amount paid out for relief last
.To keep Odd Fellow matter
year, $2,111,926.86
out of civil courts each applicant for membership
agrees to seek remedy for all rights on account of
.-aid membership or connection therewith in the
tribunals of the order only....The first Odd Fellow hall ever erected In the United States, at Baltimore, must hr demolished or moved away by order
of the city government. A new street has been
laid out which passes directly through the building...The printed proceedings of the forty-first annual session of the Grand Lodge of Maine has
_There

—

supper the articles exhibited at the fair were disThere were between 400 and
fiOO tickets which were placed in a basket and
drawn by a blinded-folded boy. The articles consisted of rugs, quilts, pillows, robes .'fee. The affair
ended with a dance.

tin-

on

of iho.-r

me

•••

<

....

Katahdin

route until Fcbruarv.

will be

sidewalks.
<

-u-aincr

make- her last trip from iliis city on Friday ami
upon her arrival in Boston she wi!! he hauled off

withdraw” ...Jonathan Durham and ei_ hi v-tu<•
others petitioned for a side walk, Fast Belfast, to
commence ;,t the lnterseeti n of the vad near the
lower bridge and extend to t lie (.loose River bridg.
Referred

next

e

i"

the Coliseum

Georgia.1 2 3 3
John Mills.3 3 4 2
Butcher Bov.4 4 2 4
Time—2.35^, 2.36^, 2.30
The judges were W. C. Marshall, of Belfast, Dr.
Colson, of Prospect, and Thomas Morton, Thorndike.

Bkai.

in

the nansfers in real estate in Waldo county,
for the week ending <><-t. 1 :>th: Isaac Coomb-,

"1 believ• T. >. Arthur's novel of ‘Ten Night
Bar Ro.mi’ Is the m* =.-1 thrilling temperance

building tills Thurs.lnv
I’F.usonal. Mr. and. Mi>. ! -ry O. E-i.--,
evening to settle the question of supremacy. The
>outh Ablngt.im, Mass., formerly
Belfast, nr
game will be played on skates and mimh fun may I
in town "ii a visit-Mr. ( iiarle.- K. Johns..u. for
be expected. The following art; the Mullers
Dr.
merly a lawyer in till- eit\, hut n.*w engaged
Lombard, .J. s. Harrlman, T. S. Furniss, F. T.
manufacturing, was in Belfast on Saturday. 1U
Chase, F. E. Cottrell, Chas. Knowlt<»n, Janies
will go to Georgia.shortly to lake charge of a
Howes, Will tjuimhy, Chas. O’Connell, H. F. Me.
partment iu a cotton mill ...Mr. Horace Grosbv,.d
Donald and A. W. Keating. The Pullers. M. T.
B> >ton, is in town on a visit-Mr. Ralph Enter.'
Marshall, Dr. Small, T. B. Pin.-more, ( M. Craig,
lias been to New York on hti.-ii.—,.
.Mr. Frank B.
G. I. Keating, Capt. W. White, A. Colburn, <».
Mathews, of this city, is engaged in the drug .-.tore
Clark, s. A. Parker, 1. M. Cottrell, and J. PendleOf S. \. 1>. Shepherd, on Washington strei-t, Buston. Umpire, “Our Dilly.” The following is the
ton, and also attends a colleg. id pliarma..l.-n
programme:
C'-naut. Isabelle Swell, E-litit st.-iie ami Edith
A grand street parade, bended bv the Belfast SilKuowlt.m, of tills city, icft on Monday f.-r l; .-t ui,
ver Cornet Band, will form at Post oilrv
''.(uare
promptly at 7.3u p. m and pmi-ccd over the fo.b.w- on a few weeks vacatiou ...Mr. and Mrs. II. V
route
Church
to
and
ing
Main streets,
Miller, High
Lancaster, of this ll'.-, were at Mo. -r1 el Lake
to Coliseum Kink, where skating will he indulged
last week on a railroad excursion from Bang r...
in until 9 r. m., at which time the great deciding
game of iia.se ball of the season between the Muffs
Mr. Downs, of Jacksonville is iu town. lie aine
and Duffs, will be played. Polo from u.;ih to in.
North in s.-li. l’alalka ami will return n -cm
The whole to close with a grand hop ;rom in t" J.
Mr. Louis Pendleton,
music by Sanborn’s full orchestra. Fireworks will
Florida, ii-i'v at this purr
be displayed on the route of the procession, ami
f.»r some time .n die empl-.y
! W
K. M.-ii-m, in
several cPlzens have signified their intention of iltins city, leaves tu-dav f u Minneapolis, Minn....
luminating their premises. Two bands will i>e in
attendance. The public will !><• astonished at the
Prof. J. Perley of Lully. i- conducting a
very
agility displayed by some of tin* •••«utp.-ianis on tlu* successful writing school on Granite
Hill, Hallofestive roller.' The heavy weight- are showing the
Mr. C. * L Poor went > Bostor. In Monday’s
efleets of their constant practice in the depiction of well
their rot,umlaut forms. The Muffs and Duffs will
boat to Buy goods-Mrs. Pratt, the daughter of
appear in costume, so look out for horrors.
Mrs. t
N. Vea/ie of this city has gone to China to
The Races. The postponed races of the Waldo join her husband, Capt. Pratt, of steamer Kiangteen,
County Agricultural Fair took place at the Belfast and lias taken her youngest child with her_Fl.e
Trotting Park on Thursday last. The attendance following from this vicinity an: in attendance upwas very good and the trotting fair.
As the trot- on the American Board at Boston: ( apt. A. D. (’a.ters glided around the track more than one horse- cord and wife, bearsport, Miss E. M. Pond, Bel
fast... The Bangor Commercial says: Rev. C. I.
man thought of George O., Belfast’s favorite trotLibby, presiding elder of the Bucksport district,
ter, whose remains tie buried within the circle at
who has recently been married to Mrs s. c. Estathe Park. It will be a long day before we own anbrook, of Boston, returned home Wednesday
Mr.
other such promising horse.
The first rare on
Thursday afternoon was the four years old class Libby has many friends in Bucksport and Mr-.
for a purse of $30—$15 to first, $10 to second ami
Libby needs only to be known to be appreciated.
$5 to third. The starters were M. P owned by
Tin: GiianoKS. The regular meeting of .Star of
Charles Wellington, of Albion; Belle H., by Dr.
Progress Grange, Jackson, last Saturday evening,
of
I
an
Ed.
R.
P.
LeonHopkins,
H., by
Searsport,
was a very interesting and profitable one.
After
ard. The summary :
the usual opening exercises, remarks were made
M. P.1 l 1
for the “Good of the Order” by members, having
Belle FI.2 2 2
i reference to the past and present w<*rk of their
Ed. II.
3 3 3
Time—2.57*4,2.50%, 2.54%.
Grange, followed by an address from the worthy
The 2.50 class was for a purse of $50—$-*5 to first, Co. Deputy, who spoke at length upon the elements
$15 to second and $10 to third. The starters were and kind of work that tend to make a successful
Nellie B., by Mudgett Bros., Belfast; Lady Yeaton, Grange. If everything is done in the true spirit of
j
Oliver Yeaton, Belfast; lolanthe, Charles Wellingbrotherly love, entire harmony, good will and vital
ton, Albion; Baby Boy, Isaac Parks, Searsport. In brotherhood will prevail, and such a Grange will
|
the first heat Nellie R. got the lead and kept it, but
not lack for members or interest in its exercises.
it was evident that lolanthe was not driven to win. | After recess the Grange listened to a recitation by
The driver pulled his horse, which caused the 1 its worthy Chaplain, select, readings by sisters Cook
driver of Nellie B. to pull, so the heat, as an exhi- and Gctehei!, and to a beautiful song and organ
bition of horse racing, was a failure. The judges accompaniment by sister Grant. Some of the forcautioned Wellington and called the beat “no heat.’’
mer active, valuable members of this Grange have
The following is tne summary
been absent from its meetings for some time. Wo
Nellie B.1 l t
hope their love for the Order has not decreased, and
lolanthe.2 2 2
that they will see that their Grange needs their
Baby Boy..3 3 3
support, and return soon to the pleasant path of
Lady Yeaton.. 4 4
Time—2.42, 2.40. 2.42.
duty in Grange work. Waldo Co. lias always been
The free for all class was for a purse of $150—
proud of good work done by this Grange. Long
$15 to first, $50 to second and $25 to third. The may their star move in the ascendant.If the
starters were McLain, by H. M. Bean, Camden;
weather is favorable the County Deputy will visit
Georgia, Mudgett Bros., Belfast; John Mills, John Northern Light Grange, Winterport, Thursday
Gibbs, Bangor; Butcher Boy, Robinson Bros., Car- evening, Oct. -2d, South Branch, Prospect, Friday
mel. In the first bent McLain came In ahead of
evening, Oct. 23d, Sunrise, Winterport, Saturday
Georgia, but was set back for running. Georgia evening, Oct. 24th
Equity Grange, Belfast, gave
trotted the mile handsomely and was given the a levee, supper, and dance at the Opera House on
heat, but as time was taken only on the leading Tuesday evening. Notwithstanding the storm the
horse, no time was given the gray mare. The fol- house was well filled. Supper was served from 6
lowing Is a summary:
to 8.30 and consisted of baked beans, brown bread,
McLain.2 1 1 I
cold meats, cakes, pies, tea, coffee, etc. After
at

Tl?,\nari;its
are

udes H.

■

The

Lewiston
Journal says
Dilwort.li is undoubtedly the most remarkable
base Dali player that Maine ever turned out, and
Belfast is without, question more thoroughly steeped in base hall than any other Malm'town. Dilworth, without any special advantages, has picked
up a lot of science and secured a New Lngiaud
reputation as “tiie phenomenal pitcher.” After
linishing a Miccessful season with the Belfasts, tie
played an engagement with the Newburyport- and
Haverhills and arrived home this week n. he re
ceivcd with much enthusiasm
The Belfast folks
have cultivated the lingo of Las hall to a greater
degree of perfection than any eommimity 1 kn<*\\ :
and the talk that revolved around the pet
pit.-n.-i
ehout the “in-shoot,” the “straight-drop,” the
in
rise” and the “in-rise,” was enough to nonplus an
ordinary hasc-hallist Wherever lie went lliiw urii
was lionized and Ills friend- absorbed tin- technical
terms with much understanding and
cngerncs-. ahe fold of the new tricks he had learned am; tm*
batsmen who had iiit or hadn't hit him. I lilw.c I h is
an undersized fellow of about 22, and does not
>k
as if lie weighed more than I-a; but his
appearninv
is deceptive. He i- all solid meal ami weighs l'>o to
lfio. His father is a printer and lie was a nerk until he took the pitcher’s box, anti he had no athletic
training. He has done some big thing- in tils line
and it is not surprising that the Belfast folks have
made a pet of him.

Tllelmtipr

Ml.

rememoer Charles H Clark.
•
ago, deiighted »ur people. IP
; .-ame town.
was tlieii propr:et"r of a eoinjian;. m. hu1 as U'.;--.n
Attention is .died to tin- womii rful display
»V Clarks Theatre < oinpnny, md played in Bml'a-l,
figures in tic a vcrtisctnent ( *.»«*.•. A
I'.m ketf A
to t'nii house- for w 'eks.
Mr. < dark -‘id
daii
Those in want of these goods iMii/t embrace
lit-old time vigor. Tin
air of iv-et ve ; -n;- ,\
< ltv<
di>
uis
advertisement a caretul
••pporlnuity.
» :.
oil hr. lay
opt II ,it 1’ ...f & •soil
rca ling..1. W
». announce that
Ferguson A
On • ioVEKNMKN I Mi TING. A sp-fl.-d iiOfliiig
returned from market
they have just
with
«•
of the P.elfast itv council was hel l on Monday
new
fall and
winter millinery
in
the very
evening. The committee to whom was referred the 1-Best styles. Yarns .f all kinds. The firm
has
matter of ase‘itainlng the city’s interest In Pine
secure I the services of Mr<
It
P. Chase, •>m- of
street, between Church and High street made a rethe c-t milliners ever in Belfast, a fart that will
port. This street is on the southern boundary of
c
appreciated by customers— \t ention is calle I
the Lowney lot, so called, recently purchased in.
» tic- card of Cox a Son.
proprietors of tin- Wiml11ms. B. Dinsmore. The street is not used. Mr.
s-r Hotel in mis city.
The house has been thorDinsmore claimed it belonged to his recent pm I
I oiignly r< icvaic i. has a goon livery and iiaek
chase and fenced it up.
The commute" report
sLahle. and an c-x-client run of u-tom.1*. L.
‘•That they have investigated and are of opinion I
''trotr, Belfast, Ins for-ale-Jc,non excellent brick.
that the city has a legal right to use .md occupy
•••The Brooks Pant fa*-torv wants j-auts ilni.-hcrs.
Pine street, easterly of Church stiv.-t n» heretofore
....There i- a grand opening of fall an ! winter
t
and recommend that the
fence recently mb:,
overcoats at flic New Boston cloth! ig ''tore. Mark
across said street easterly of Church street be n
Andrews. Belfast. Bead wiiat lie -ays-Mr
I
moved.’' Report; accepted. The following order
I
Mac( roil
| Main .-trc»
Bclfa-t, a-ks people
was passed:
"That the street commissioner for
i" call at her place n. fore purchasing winter hats
the city district be and he is hereby authorized and
a
bonnet- a- -he feels -he is able to give better
directed for and in behalf ot the city to forthwit:
tisfact on than can be had ei-ew’here.F W.
remove the fence recently erected across Pme-trcct
t.ould, Boston, piano tuner, will be in
t ufa t
on tlie easterly -ide of Church street.” The follow
about 1 t.
Leave order- it Woodcock's book
“Your committee to whom was
ing was accepted
-bre.. .see notice of >. s
.mimlcre. Belfa-r.
referred the petition .f \ Mansfield for permission
stKAMKtt Nort-.s.
The fall arrangement of the
to or.. a wooden building to be covered witii iron
le’-lot ant Bangor •-lenm-hip < ompany* goes into
on Beaver street,
in
having attended to their

made last June.

Treat's

CUT. Pi:

T«>

goers of P.elfast will

a

Phenomenal Pitcher.

a

budding

nifm, of Shanghai, published the following
correspondent, under date -f Ningpo, \ug.

"Who, eighteen

decision was tiled
that no errors have been found. Treat, who was
formerly one of the leading Democrats of Frankfort, has been taken to Bangor to serve his sentence
of seven months and pay ffioo and costs. Clarence
Oi

from

The

$7no

work I ever rea l.
Many ask, 'Is It a story dealing
wholly with bar rooms?’ In answer, I say no' It
points with life-like, fidelity to all tne evil* pro Im-ed
by that fearful monster—rum." The hi theatre

dictment of the same character was f.njnd there.
A motion of arrest of sentence wa.- <]!c I an i over
ruled. Treat was sentemed to seven months in the
Bangor jail and a line of $:>no. \ writ, of error -\
issued hv Judge Colt,and ITent was
brought up on

Hale and ii. D. Hadloek

I

s

In the I'nited states

was

anee

-ay
in a

players.

haheuB corpus. Argument
G, in the Circuit Court

\ »r

company wiii on Monday evening next
present at the P.elfast open House the great
Temperance play entitled "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room." of thl- play Mrs Harriet Beecher >P-we

<
up, open
between Boston’s lady

<)<-t.

■

Clark’s

Circuit Court at Portland net. Gth, the ease of the
l lilted States vs. Fdwin P. Treat came to an end
after a long complication.
In June, lssl, Treat
was indicted at Bangor fur
taking an excessive
pension fee. The following December another in-

a

to

stock and furniture $l,.'*uo.

Tks Nights

elegant silver

F. 1*. Treat.

Wednesday, < ><%t. Till, tlit' ( mgrcgational Church
of a .pilot welding, the llr-t •mi*- that
has graced lie* edifice since its erection. The
n
t’-acting parties were Mr. (ie«>. K. Bing,of Bolfa-t,
M«-., an Si is- A da Fogg, elder daughter of hr. has
Fogg, of Norwood. Tiio ■•errmony which w as
perform'd hy Bev. Kill- Mendell in an impressive
was made more
manner,
impiesaive hy the
u-e
of the emblematical
ring, and the interest was further enhanced by the presence at the
altar of the bride’s brother, hr Irving Fogg and
wife and Mr. and Mr-. Hodgdon. of Dedham, the
latter the only sister <>f the bride. The bride was
attired in an elegant travelling costume, preparatory to an immedintr departure to tin- new m urn !i,
Cbiengo. Mr. and Airs. Bing were the recipients
f man
valuable presents. Many as-embied to
witness the ceremony. The bridegroom Is-a man
of sterling 'piniitie-, i« well connected, and has
many friends in the east who rejoice with him in
his good fortune in obtaining so accomplished and
amiable a wife. Many local frien Is wish them nil
prosperity and happiness in their new lift*.
wa- tin- sci'lie

Yesterday afternoon ipdte a numbei
Ningpo
Tea merchants assembled on board the i\‘. rigt.-cn
l"i' Hie purpose of
presenting a silk iF,g to her
m-iile commander Captain Pratt.
rine of the leading merchant in linn
ling the ling
t" C.ipt- Pratt, said it was to commemorate the
fact "f his vessel having been the first
Nlngp.'-liai.gtiai steamer to enter the port nftei the kale
troubles and also as a mark of their esteem, -moving the gratification they had a:\v.iys fr.t n mcnirteoiis behaviour to passengers
travelling m
hi* vessel. In <*ou uision
wisheu ad w ..-.peril
and happinr-s to Captain Pi ut and his ,.fi,
in
them for their
response Captain Pratt tnnnki
very nnndsoine gift and goml v. .‘dies : .war*- aim
sell. ids ollicers and ship
1 tie Mag was ita-n h*d-tcd amidst a salvo of crackers, and cheer* from tin
spectators and crew.

Friday last the Bijous of Portland,
exhibition game with the Coliseums in
the Coliseum building, this
city. The Bij-ms won
in three straight goals. A fourth
goal was
played

on

insured

Norwood, Mn-s., Advertiser of the uth, has
following, which will interest many of our

r.o in

found in

loth

upright
take pleasure in

gentleman, and we
commending him to the good will of those
he goes.”

some

I’KKSKN TAT1«»N

or

and honorable

unknown, out a roll ..f cm.ii

at

The

think the store might have
burglarized and fired. Mr llnb!,s was p. m
master and lived in the same building
!!-• i\a- in.

loft.of Itoekland, Mass. The Standard of that place
says-

mu is

day

ould

the

been

while here who regret his
departure. Kilgore
Wilson have secured the services of Mr. C. I>. Dob
“Mr. Dolloff has been here

in.

the buohes leads

one

Dr.LG. Brooks recently received from Colonel
Henry Lee of Boston an engraving copied from a
portrait of Mai. Thomas Savage, their common ancestor. In the back ground is a view of Beacon Hid
with the light brightly burning. Boston ( minor,
with a regiment of soldiers, and Charles river with
several brig- under sail. He was p Inted in fu
dress. The portrait bears date 1 *'T.* and gives ids
age 73. Mrj. Savage at one time commanded an
expedition from Boston against the Indiana. His
son Thomas commanded a regi uent in Mr Wm.
Phipps’ mad expedition t-. eaptui
outd..pi'.to,
and had previously seen service in King Phillip's
war.
Dr. B. lias a portrait of tin- grandson f Mnj.
savage painted about 1700.

P<»t office Burned at Frankfort, a funding at West Frankfort owned by Rev. Atwood 1
Brown, and occupied by J. W. Hobbs as a store
and post"lU« c wa- burned on
Sunday morning with
it* entire contents. Mr. Ilonhs and
family were
absent at the time, and when the fire wa-> discovered the flames had made
rapid progress. The origin

of sch. Flora Grindlc. The schooner will be 7.» fret
on the keel, 2U feet beam and 7 feet
deep, and about
12.r» tons carpenter’s measurement, she will be used

noticeable

was

Two young ladies in this city hired a
Dunbar's stable to attend the Waldo < mn

tra:

entertainment compose l of so-called spirit
manifestations in the Belfast Opera House Monday
evening. We have failed to find any >ne who was
present, but a good many have, expressed the opinsuggest and do earnestly appeal to the ladies of ion Hint such
performances should be prohibited.
every parish in this city to join us in preparation
A 8 took to u
correspondent writes nr; indignant letfor a Charity Fair to he held lu the near future. !
ter CO nee-riling a recent exhibition in that town
by
Fer order VV. C. T. I ., (.. V Veazle.
the same parties.

Brown, of this city, will build a small vessel immediately, to be commanded by Capt. George Sargent,

This

not stop him. The horse marched 1 nvn < i-nAvenue the entire length of the cemetery, but
the girls at last got him pointed toward the gate
and drove out.

<

Manifestations, a man
styling himself Dr. T. Warren, assisted by another,

one.

Force of habit U strong in

and beast.

ty Agricultural fair. The animal had been used on
the hearse, a ml when the girls arrived at Grove
•
nii-terv the horse turned in at
tin'gate and they

So-Called spirit

As the cold weather approaches our W. C. T. C.
are reminded that the
poor will have wants which
Mil urgently demand our attention, therefore we

Habit.

<>r

man

last week.

Good Templar Votes. Rev. II. C.
Munson, G.
w. c. T., and M J. Dow, G. W.
C.. are to make a
h ur of Franklin
county, beginning (be last of this

where he is

to make the work valueless.

facts.

will continue until next
spring. The stores
will remain open until 9 on Saturday
evening* and
all the week 'luring the
holidays.

street,

Base Ball,

and

ment

Sales of Real Estate. Mr. II. E. McDonald
has bought the Haynes house on Church

errors as

Tuk Wintkrport Note L'asi:. The preliminary
proceedings in this case before the Supreme Judicial Court ar Bangor arc given in a local on the first
page. The evidence was closed Thursday night
and by agreement of parties it 1- t«. be reported to
the Law Court—tho Court, upon so much of the
evidence as they find admissible and competent, to
render judgment according to the law and tin-

Closed Ur.

broken.

many

Pattee, who subscribed for five copies for the
of the common schools, has declined to receive

them.

a

stores

one.

George N. Colby, of Honlton,

Belfast for an atlas of rhe State of Maine
and secured about sixty subscribers. Last week
when the atlas was delivered, twenty of the sub
scribers refused to receive It, claiming that there

A column of local news will be found on the first
page of this week’s Journal, and on the fourth page
an interesting
geneological sketch of ihe Partridge
family. The correspondence is also of local interest, and on the first page there is a
variety of
Maine new*.

Mr. II. M.

good

canvassed

George G. Patterson, son of Robert Patterson, :<l
Mills, Belfast, died on .Sunday of conaump
lion aged 35 years. Some time ago Mr. Patterson
went to California for his
health, but not recovering he returned recently.

to

a

Last winter Mr.

Poor’s

her work.

sketch entitled

Other sketches are to follow. Mr. Simpson resided
for several years at Managua, and is thoroughly
acquainted with the country and people. He is a
candidate for consul at that port, and his appoint-

II. Qulm
by, treated him to a pleasnnt surprise by inviting
friends and relatives to a progressive euchre
party
in the evening.

perfect.

display

l)r. s.

Monday, the 12th, was the birthday of
Quimby, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.

Two quilts made by Mrs. Annie Ellis, widow of
the late Gilbert Ellis, were exhibited at the Waldo
county fair belli in this city last week. Mrs. Ellis
is si years old, yet the
sewing was fine and
thus

p

held at

On the outside of

Vaccination.

physician, is now prepared to vaccinate, free of
charge, all citizens, agreeable to a vote of the city
council. Office hours from 3.3o to <i
p. in. and from

meritorious work.

was a source

party in yacht Pilgrim
ten days from

Doctor W. writes that he went into BosThe passage was long and

FkEE

artist, Miss It. E. ltced, of Bel-

was

vestry last Sunday p. m., which
was addressed by Revs. Ammi Prince and W. H.
Williams, Mrs. Parker and White, and Messrs.
Kuowlton, Twombly, Brackett and others. The
next meeting will he held at the same place and
hour, in two weeks, Sunday p. m., Oct. 2"».

Friday last,

on

interesting temperance meeting

An

the Uni versa list

gale of wind.

rough.

The work refieels

Some

It

a

Boston

at

Belfast.

excellent crayon likeness of the late Ezekiel
Burgess, of this city, may be seen at the printing
An

George

very hard, and say that Belfast has the hardest
foundation of any town in Maine.

A

Leaves which have fallen from the trees maKe excellent bedding for horses and stock, and many
People gather and store large quantities of them
each year.

office of Mr.

The Honlton men who began last week to sink an
artesian well for Frank A. Howard, find the ledge

walk in front of the Temple

Hall, of this city, are manufacturing
doors, sash, blinds, inside finish, &<*.»

a car

of Belfast, are at Vinalhavcn
trotting horses Nellie B. and Georgia.

with their

A. J. Condon and I. II. Harmon, of Belfast, were
In New York on
Saturday and witnessed the explosion of Flood Rock in Hell Gate
passage.
Street commissioner Wilson is
a new

Judgc Virgin will preside at the October term of
the S. J. Court in this city,
beginning on Tuesday
next.

Mudgett Bros,

The

Tuesday.

The Monroe cheese factory has closed
operations
and the cheese will soon be
ready for market.

The Maine Central railroad
company will vacciemployees free of charge.

nate its

>■

pretended spirit manifestations given in tills

loosened

THE HABV SHOW.

|

an

purchased

BREAD, BI TTER AND CHEESE.
Bread. Miss Mattie Johnson aged 7 years, 1st.
Butter. Mrs. I). B. Johnson, 1st; Mrs. M*. E. Luce,
2d; Mrs. Hiram Stevenson, 3d. Cheese. Mrs. D.
B. Johnson, 1st.

FRUIT \NI>

is consistent

as

proposes to build

town

five hundred dollar
road machine; and

hands

Under2 years. Todaughterof Mrs. Cora Nichols,
1st; son of Mrs. Burton Foster, 2d; son of Mrs.
Wentworth, 3d. Children under 3 years. Daughter
of Mrs. Emma Messer, 1st; daughter of Mrs. Richardson, 2d; son of Mrs. Mary A. Howard, 3rd.

j
!

itb its finances tiie

Tucker, 1st. PomegranMrs. F. B. Nutt, 1st. Jellies. Mrs. W. II.
Beal, 1st ; Mrs. M. E. Luce, 2d.

ites.

vet

As far

bridges.

a new

|

Dirigo Grange,
and

lias ten

generation will lie its permanent bridges and
roads. Within two years the town has

Gage Rob-

Fair.

most

Before the fall of the mass, and while it was
apparently suspended in the air, Lite resemblance to an immense iceberg in col or and outline was very marked. A solid wall of white,
streaked with dull greeu, 6(10 or find feet in
length, and fully 100 feet high, seemed to rise
straight up from the bed of the river. The lop
of the mass was irregular with sharp peaks and
jets of spray shooting up as high again into the
air. From the heights on the New York shore
the topmost spray obscured too electric
light
tower at llallett's Point completely, so that in
all probability the water was thrown 200 feet
high. A curious feature of the picture was tbe
anseuce of all rocks or debris of anv kind until
the mountain subsided. Nothing was seen for
a second after the
explosion but tills magnificent mountain of white and green water,
tipped
with its jHgged crests of spray.
It was predicted that the broken rook would
make an even more dangerous reef than before,
at least to appearance, until removed
by grappling, and the appearance of the rock after the
explosion seemed to verify the prediction. Gen.
Newton, however, expressed satisfaction with
the explosion as apparently successful. The
work of removing the rock to the deep hole
north of Blackwell’s Island, where there is
room for it all, will he begun at ouee.
Four instantaneous views of the explosion
were taken by government
officers, all successfully, and a number hv private photographers.
During the explosion electric communication
was established over the Western Union wires
between Ferry Point, at Astoria, and obseivation parties sent out to Palchogue, Bay
Shore,
Pearsall anil Milieu’s Point, on Long Island,
for the purpose of testing the duration and extent of the shock. The shock of the explosion
was felt at Flushing,
College Point and East
New York, in Long lslauil and at Astoria. At
11.15 there was a perceptible vibration of the
earth, and a disiant report, like rumbling thunder, which reminded all of the earthquake of
August, 1884. So sensible were many people of
the shock that they expressed the opinion that
the houses near Flood ltoek must have been
demolished.

\\

it

1st; sizie Johnson 2*1;

Dirigo Grange

long,
plan, but of

bridge as fast as an old one requires to be replaced.
11 this is done, a valuable
legacy to the rising

1st, J. 11. McKinley

tup:

Saturday witnessed the consummation

them

1

hell gate mine or dynamite slccessFl'LLY EXPLODED. THE GREAT UPHEAVAL
NOl AS VIOLENT AS WAS EXPECTED.

of
are

«

Among the many colts on the grounds were noticeable a very pretty pair of sorrel four months old
oli.- driven by Eugene Fletcher, 12 year- old, in
double harness, thru performed in an admirable
manner.
Tlie-e colts are the progeny of the Withers horse, Gen. Grant, owned In
A. K. Fletcher,
.Monroe.Henry Fletcher, a little bo\ of t> yrs.,
drove his lathers •‘steer team” to the fair, consisting of four 2 yr. old and four 3 yr. old steers,attracting much attention by the 'skillful manner
with which he handled them.Amos Hatch exhibited a verv line Shropshire buck lamb purchased of J. M. Carter, Hallowed, at the Maine State
Fair, Lewiston, at which lie took the lirst premium.

of

Jenkins

bridge in the county and for many years it will lie
one of the finest.
Its total cost was $i.Vk).
Monroe, though not a large town, has two large
streams flowing almost its entire
length and upon

NOTES AT THE FAIR.

advised.

approaches,

Edwin

50 and 150 feet

Outside a
roadway having a width of 20 feet is placed a
continuous line of nice split granite 12 by 15 inches,
on each side, and into this is
securely fastened a
.strong and pretty iron railing furnished by the
above company. I believe this is the first iron

,

Lewis Cook 1st;

by

built

were

The

built upon the railroad embankment
cobble stone and covered with dirt.

DRAFT OXEN.

2d ; Everett Cates 3*1.
Suckers. Genie Fletcher
die Cook 3 1.

But if he should and charge in proportion as he
has for Post Offices, he will become a millionaire.

Monroe.

AND STEERS.

erts 21; Horatio Twitched 3d.
1 Year Old.
Herbert Chase

citizen it would do, but as Chairman of
the State Committee it hardly comes
up to G.
Williaft Curtis's standard. If these facts have
been presented to *Mr. Cleveland it, must place
Brown iu a delicate position. Great is reform
from Brown’s standpoint.
Whether he has
not

approaches,

FLOWERS.

HORSES AND COLTS.

vate

or

ments upon which it rests are built in a workmanmanner and strongly doweled.
They, and the

like

Entries <d oxen by G. W. Hasty, E. A. Carpenter, C. T. Kimball. O. C. Roberts and C. II. Hadlev.
Premiums Awarded. E. A. Carpenter 1st: C. T.
Kimball 2*1; Geo. W. Hasty 3 1.

turns

Collectors

just completed and shows that thrift ami intelligence have placed it there. It is of iron, 52 feet
long, with a span of 40 feet, has a roadway 20 feet
w ide and was built
by the Berlin Bridge Co., of
Rerlin falls, <;t. The heaviest teams
passing over
produce no jar whatever. The split granite abut-

AND VKDKTAREES.

OXEN

CLASS 7.

Post Office.

on

is

CLASS <'•. COWS AND CALVES.
Stock Cow-. E. A. Carpenter 1st and 2d.
v <;. Varney 1st.
Cows,
Dairy
One Y ear Old Heifer. \\ C Varney 1st.
steer Calves. E. A. Carpenter 1st."

places were going, gone to the highest bidder.
Some have paid one hundred dollars and over

levied

COHN

The first

city

The red sunsets have returned.

important changes have been made in the
Boston Custom House. Among the clerks whose
He is in color an iron grey, stands
17‘4 hands high, |I salaries
have been increased is William VV.
ami weighs 1425 lbs. Ordinary horses
Castle,
standing by clerk in the
warehouse division, from $1,(Kioto $l,2(K)
his side seem but ponies. A man of 5 feet 9
Inches, per
year.
the average height, standing beside him has the
Rev. II. C. Munson, Grand
crown of his head level with the shoulders of
Worthy Chief Templar
the
of the. Grand Lodge of Maine, Good
horse, while tin* head towers 1 % to 2 feet higher.
Templars, has
Though not a citizen of Monroe, pride in our resigned, to take effect Jan. 1, l$S6. This will make
Mr.
M. J. Dow, of Brooks, Grand
county leads me to refer to some of Monroe’s proWorthy Chief
gressive tendencies. A new bridge at the village Templar. Mr. Dow is entitled to the office by

Fat Oxen. C. T. Kimball 1st; C. 11. Hadley 2d;
E. Edwards 3*1.
Best Pair 3 Year oi l Steers. M. s. Miles Jr. 1st;
A. J. Fletcher 2d and 3d.
Best Pair 2 Y ear Old steers. A. E. Carpenter
l>t; A. J. Fletcher 2 1 and 3d.
Best Pair 1 Year Old steers. Moses Kimball 1st.

1 he

fifty Simon

their age in New England.
I also saw it colt raised and owned
by Mr. Atwood, which received a large amount of attention.
His of the Knox-Pease blood, 3
years old last June.

Best Trace of Field Corn. Amos Hatch l*t;
Emerson Davis 2d M. 8. "tiles, Jr. 3d.
Pop Corn. E. Rich 1st.
Squash. A. E. Davis 1st, Fred Edwards 2-1.
Cabbage. A. E. Davis 1st; Fred Edwards 2 1.
Onions. L. Rich 1st; T. W. Rowe 2*1.
Beet.". L. Ricii 1st; T. W. Rowe 2d.
Turnips. T. W. ltowc 1st; M. S. stiles Jr. 2 1;
Fred Edwards 3*1.
Potatoes. Amos Hatch 1st; Moses Kimball 2 1;
N. C. Varney
Sunflowers. Benj. Dodge 1st.

have hard work in some localities to beat into
the heads ol Simon Brown's clients any idea of
their duties. But it is hardly the thing to pay
for such instruction out of tne public money.

a

4.

A

ot

Potted Plants, Geraniums. Mrs. E. A. Carpenter
1st; Mrs. N. E. Carpentered; Miss Kate Warren 3d.
Canned Fruit. Kate Warren.
CLASS

NEWS OF BELFAST AND VICINITY.
FAIR.

AT

Burleigh and Bod well. They also took
1st and 2nd prizes in the same classes at
Monroe. Mr. Atwood believes them to be the best

Yellow Siberian. L. Rich, 1st.
Best Collection Pears. Levi Rich. Grapes. L.
Rich 1st and 2d. Tomatoes. L. Rich.
Cheese. Mrs. >. H. Wright exhibited some very
fine cheese, both plain and sage, and being the
only exhibitor in this department was duly awarded the premiums.
Cut Flowers. Mrs. L. Rich 1st ; Miss Kate War-

ling around instructing the new postmasters
how to do their duty, and of course lie is paid
out of the United States Treasury,
'l'his to us
is a new phase of “reform.”
The official will

tor

FUUI rs AND

Monroe.

THE RECENT
PROGRESSIVE TOWN.
STOCK

both

Best collection of fruits. L. Rich, 1st.
Best collection of apples. E. P. Chase, 1st; E.
A. Carpenter, 2d; M. S. Stiles, Jr., 1 !.
Best dish of Greenings. E. P. Chase, 1st; E. A.
Carpenter, 2d; M. >. Stiles, Jr., 3d.
Black Oxford. E. P. Chase, 1st.
Northern Spy.
L. p. Chafce, 1st.
Baldwins. i£. P. Chase, 1st; Emerson Davis, 2d;
E. A. Carpenter, 3d.
Jackson’s Best. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
R. Russet. E. P. Chase, 1st; E. A. Carpenter, 2d.
Jelly Flower. E. Davis, 1st; E. A. Carpenter, 2d.
King of Tompkins Co. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
G. Russet. T. W. Rowe, 1st; E. A. Carpenter,
2d.
Maiden’s Blush. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Spice Apple. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Blue Pcarmain. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
High Top Sweeting. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Jordan Sweet. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Bock Sweeting. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Duchess. T. W. Rowe, 1st.
Tallinn Sweet. T. W. Rowe. 1st.
Porters. E. P. Chase, 1st; Emerson Davis, 2d.
Pumpkin Sweet. E. Davis, 1st.
Kilnm Hill. M. s. Stiles, Jr., 1st; E. A. Carpenter, 2d ; E. Davis, 3d.
Bellflower. E. P. Chase, 1st.
Honey Pink. E. P. Chase, 1st.
N V. Sweets. E. P. Chase, 1st.
Queen Sweet. E. Davis, 1st.
Tranceudant Crabs. L. Rich, 1st; T. W. Rowe,

in at our SHuaiors should say Chase was the
choice ul his party, that he was a represuutative man, and it was uot their duty or wish to
wash tiie soiled linen of the Democratic party.
We hear that a government official is travel-

and

3d.

THE

Messrs.

Canvas Toilet Set. Mrs. E. A. Carpenter, 1st,
Mrs. Amos Hatch, 2d; Mrs. F. W. Wright, 3d.
Lace Work. Miss Becky M. Rich, 1st.
Table Covers. Mrs J. II. Wright, 1st.
Feather wreath. Mrs. T. W. Rowe, 1st.
Feather boliquet. Mrs. T. W. Rowe, 1st.
Sofa Pillow. Miss Vesta V. Davis, 1st.
Ottomans. Miss Vesta V. Davis, 1st, 2nd.
Pillow Shams. Mrs. F. W. Wright, 1st.
Canvas Tidy. Mrs. E. A. Carpenter, 1st; Mrs.
H. Twitchell, 2d.
Worsted Ottoman. Mrs. F. W. Wright, 1st.
Table Mat. Miss Vesta V. Davis, 1st.
Vase Mats. Mabel Croxford, 1st.
Knitted Lace. Mrs. F. W. Wright, 1st.
Window Curtains. Miss Susie Fletcher, 1st.
Kensington Work. Miss B. M. Rich, l*t.
Mottoes. Mrs. F. W. W right, 1st; Mrs. 11. Twitchell, 2d.
Carriage Afghan. Mrs. J. II. Wright, 1st.
Macrame Tidies. Mrs. Amos Hatch, 1st; Mbs L.
Erla Higgins, 2d.
Mantel Lambrequin. Mrs. O. A. Chase, 1st.
Thread Tidies. Mrs. L. A. Carpenter, 1st.
Table Holder. Miss Vesta V. Davis, 1st.
Cardboard work.
Miss Jennie Croxford, 1st ;
Mabel Croxford, 2d; Miss Vesta V. Davis, 3d.
Satin and Lace Tidy. Mrs. M. S. Stiles, 1st.
Kensington Tidy. Mrs. J. It. Wright, 1st.
Worsted Lamp mat
Mrs. J. W. Wallace, 1st.
Chair Scarf. Miss Vesta V. Davis, 1st,2d.
Cardboard Set. Millie Cook, 1st.

Chase’s support and offered to make him surveyor, so the rumor runs. Now our opinion is

an

a

CLASS 1ST. manufactures.
Double mittens. Mrs. D. Hasty jr. 1st.
Ladles stockings. Mrs. Mahalu Twitchell, 1st.
Children’s stockings. Miss Susie E. Fletcher, 1st.
Worsted quilt. Ml»s Vesta V. Davis, 1st.
Calico quilts. Roxa A. Curtis, 1st; Mrs. Ruth
Wright, 2d; Miss Mary Chase, 3d.
Braided rugs. Mrs. Amos Hatch, 1st; Mrs. Nora
Boody, 2d; Mrs. Da\id Boody, 3d.
Hooked rugs. MissBertha M. Wallace, 1st; Miss
Evla Higgins, 2d; Mrs. J. 11. Wright, 3d.
Hooked rugs. Miss Ada Gatohell, 1st; Mrs. J.
H. Wright, 2d; Mrs. Amos Hatch, 3d.
Button rugs. Mrs. Abram Fletcher, 1st.
Comforter. Mrs. E. E. Higgins, 1st.
Woven Shawl. Mrs. Joshua Gould, 1st.
CLASS 2d. fancy articles.

The fact is our opponents are in a light over
the spoils. Mr. Sweat hates Chase because he
was selected aud he rejected as a
delegate to
their last National Convention.
lie sought

was

grounds; but

large, happy and good
natured crowd made up for all other deficiencies.
Below wc give the premiums:

We believe iti fair play
people know tiiat every
leading Democrat in Main*, save lion. W. L.
Putnam aud Sc wall C. Stro.it were in favor of
this identical act.
lie knun: u'/uit we say and <an

appear that Simon

the

dangerous impediments to give the list of premiums awarded, ns follows
navigation near Hell Gate. All the plans bad
FANCY ARTICLES, ETC.
Toilet Set, Mrs. E. Pearson, 1st; Laura II. Ayer,
darker than dark. It was somewhat of a sur- been nicely laid, and the only accident report2nd. Table scarf, applique work, Mrs. R. Elder,
prise to find that Albarto Cottage really stands ed in connection with the explosion was the 1st. Chair, Mrs. It. Elder, 1st. Mexican needle
work, Mrs. John S. Sylvester, 1st, 2nd, 3rd. Vase
of
Gen.
in a growth of stately
Newton
on
the
burning
neck
slightly
pines which extends to
11. \Y. Murry, 1-t; Miss Minnie E. Cornby a piece of fuse attached to a photographic Mat, Mrs.
Hie very edge of the pond.
2nd. Tidies, Laura K. Ayer, 1st; Mrs. s. H.
People generally camera. Soon after 10 o'clock the
river was forth,
2nd.
Double Mittens, Mrs. Win.
BarFuller,
seem so bent on
proving that there is nothing fairly alive with craft, the most venturesome low, 1st, 2nd, 3d. Socks,
Mrs. S. Glidden, 1st. Mu
in a name that when one hears of The Pines, it being driven back by the police boats, while gle Mittens, Miss Jennie Patterson, 1st. Knit Skirt,
fully 10(1,000 people lined the shores. When Miss Jennie Patterson, 1st. Bouquets, Miss Jenis expected that the only trees in the
vicinity everything was in readiness for the final blast, nie Johnson, 1st; Miss Elia Elkin.-, 2nd; Mrs. Mark
are birch or maple.
But here we are at the Mary Newton, the 12-years-old daughter of E. Rusher, 3d. Paper Flowers, Miss Minnie C.
door, which flies open iu response to a hail, Gen. Newton, touched the button which set Cornforth, 1-t. Crosses, Mrs. Eugene Pearson, 1st;
Mrs. L M. Bellows, 2nd. Macrame Tidies, Miss
and Our George comes out to welcome us. The free the electric current and exploded the sub- Minnie Cornforth, 1st; Miss Laura 11. Ayer, 2nd.
marine mine, shattering the mountain of rock, Lace
Tidies, Mrs. L. M. Bellows, 1st. .Macrame
party at the Pines was Mr. and Mrs. George A. lifting it out of (he bosom of the sea and crushslipper Case, Mrs. L. M. Bellows, 1st. KensingQuimbv, Miss Mary Johnson. Miss Maud Milli- ing it Into millions of Hying fragments. The ton Lambrequin, Flora Pilley, 1st; Adelie Foster,
siiock of the collapse was onlv slightlv felt on 2nd. Outlined Splasher, Mrs. 8. K. Fuller, 1st.
keu. Miss Annie Blodgett and Mr. Will Quimthe Astoria shore, and the report resembled Macrame Lambrequin, Mrs. L. M. Bellows, 1st;
bv. It goes without the saying that the visitors far-distant subterranean thunder.
Mrs. W. 11. Real, 2nd. Knit Lace, Miss Maria T.
A tremenMitchell. Paintings on velvet. Miss Jennie Patterhad a warm reception, and tlds without refer- u«us vuiume ot water rose to the height of
son,
1st, 2nd, 3rd. Paintings on birch bark, Mrs.
loll or 200 feet, ami masses of white foam shone R.
ence lo the thermometer, which indicated 00.
EMcr, 1st, 2nd. Painting on pasteboard, Mrs.
in the sunlight, presenting the
of a 8. 11. Erve. silk Quilts, Miss E. Edwards, 1st;
appearance
The lassies treated us to 'lasses candy and at fantastic
iceberg. The shock was felt to a Miss Flora E. Pilley, 2nd; Miss E. Edward-, 3rd.
least one of the callers demonstrated that he slight extent in New York citv. It was dis- Calico Quilts, Mrs. Harriet Hutchins, 1st; Mrs.
felt
in the City Hall building, the struct- Sumner Glidden, 2nd, Miss Jennie Patterson, 3rd.
has **a sweet tooth.”
The Pines is perhaps tinctly
II. Real, 1st.
Hair Wreath, Mrs. W.
Feather
ure trembling for a
space of about five seconds.
Mrs. Joseph Gordon, 1st. flag Carpeting,
more frequented than any other
cottage iu this A few seconds before 10.15 there was a dull Wreath,
Mrs. Win. Stevenson, 1st; Mrs. Adeline Rusher,
vicinity. Both winter and summer the cottage rumble, similar to thunder, and the earth 2nd, 3d. Braided mat, Mrs. It. F. Jackson, 1st,
Hooked Rugs. Mrs. R. F. Jackson, 1st; Mrs. Adis occupied, and no doubt if the fun had here seemed to sink. Those who were watching
Flood ltoek could scarcely tell when it disap- eline Rusher, 2d; Mrs John L. Silvester, 3rd.
could be rolled out to say half au inch thick It
Raveled Mats. Mrs. Mark E. Rusher, 1st; Mrs.
peared so rapid was the transformation. In
would veneer (he whole surface of the globe. place of an island in the middle of the stream L. M. Bellows, 2d.
Home made dress goods. Mrs. Harriet Ilutcldns,
Those who have once visited the place pine to an apparently solid mass of water and foam, 1st.
many acres in area had risen to a height almost
Canary Birds. Mrs. II. YV. Murrav, 1st; Mrs.
go again and repine that they have not been
to
that
of
the
electric light tower at Dr. Mitchell, 2d.
equal
there before.
linden's Point, with here and there a jet of
AN II <21 A III AN ARTICLES.
The Artist and Ibe Scribe went a fishing by foam or spray rising still higher. For about
Hand bag 100 years old. Mrs. S. II. Fuller, 1st;
half a second the mass seemed to be motionless,
Dishes 100 years old. Misses Maud ami May Fuller.
proxy, and, wilh the usual luck of the latter, and then with a noise and a crash of
seething,
PRESERVES, JELLIES, ETC.
did not get even a nibtde. While their repre- boiling water the whole collapsed into an
Canned Dears. Mrs. F. Ii. Nutt, 1st, Mrs. H. 15.
sentatives were tempting the bass of Quauteba- irregular mountain of water, foam and d'dirisof
the island and buildings which had been upon it. Glidden, 2d. Crab apples. Mrs. M. E. Luce, 1st.
eook iu vain the A. and
Gooseberries. Mrs. It. S.

precincts, gives Forakcr 32.4*T. Iloadly 30.5*4,
Leonard SSG.

overlooks
Nearer is the future
one

business on hand to pursue his favorite
calling,
hut another season a detached building now
used as a workshop will be transformed into a

ol

to press, say

the south front

while easy chairs, sofas and other accessories
show that creature comforts are not disregarded. This year Mr. Woodcock has had too much

Democratic side-show under the
Prohibition does not appear to have
given much aid to the Democrats. The latter
practically concede the State, and the Cincinnati Republicans have been
celebrating with
bands and boil-fires.
P. S.

colts and neat stock was meagre and not of the
very best the town affords though some fine animals

way.

they will stop talking about bonuses.

oil

photographs,

good majority.

to Jet the

mean

ihe veranda

ed behind ihe hills, and so we go indoors lo sit
before a capacious tire place where large hard
wood logs supported by brass andirons send up
a cheerful blaze,
ilr. Woodcock lias made no
changes in the interior save by paper and paint,
retaiuing the old fashioned woodwork, and the
tire places, and bis decorations are in
keeping
with them. The sketches on the walls, the

Tin- Ohio State eiec ion was held Tuesday,
I h“re were three candidates for Governor in
lie field- Foraker, lie; ubiican.
Iloadly. Demo-

same

and

Democrats say that Pinion Brown has levied upon candidates for Office in a way that
makes his positiou a gold mine. What would
ihey have said if our chairman of the State
Committee had done this sort of thing? i hope

the village of searsmont.
home of the cranberry and in the foreground
an apple orchard.
From the east end there is
a tine view of
(Juantehacook. But our host has
hauled down his flag, for the sun lias disappear-

ch it; and, more than
will not be able to help

served the

sides, added by the present owner, the flag
fly iug from the pole on the east gable—a white
burgee with tlie letter v\ in red—and the tasteful
combination of colors with which the building
is painted, it presented a very attractive appearance to the Artist and tlie .Scribe as
they climbed tlie hill to enter its hospitable door. From

east

minimum. But the poor workman must take
it for more than ii is worth, and he must keep
taking it. and he must go without butter for
hi- bread and sch-.ol books for hi- children bethat, for

season.

In buy Ing laud for his cranberry plantation
M r. Woodcock came Into possession of the farm
house, built til years ago. on the John Keating

policy.

coming calamity and reduce their losses

have already brought many persons to Sears
mont, and as there is now a good hotel at the
village, travel in this direction will he greatly
Increased another

ad-

In conclusion the* political pilgrim take- occasion to renew Ids allegiance to the bastard

general way of speaking; that is, there was
good showing of fancy and household articles
exhibitediu the ladies department; the representation of orchard, field and garden products was not
large but of very fine quality; the exhibit of horses,

Journal.]

OF

The report of the Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural Society’s fair in last week’s Journal fails
to do justice to some exhibits, and
having been
there, 1 desire to speak of some exceptionally fine
stock. A pair of twin heifers deserve
special mention. They were raised and exhibited
by Freeman
Atwood of Monroe; are 18 mouths old, girt 6 feet
2 inches, weigh 2200 lbs., and are so
nearly alike in
form, size and color, that their owner lias never
been able to tell them apart. They are grade Hereford.^. They were not exhibited at the New
England
fair, but at the State fair at Lewiston took 1st and
2nd prizes as best grade Hereford* one
year old ;
and 1st and 2nd prizes as best fat year olds. In the
latter class they were in competition with all
the year olds of the State, including the stock of

the

horses or oxen.
And here may be noted surveyor of the port since the count out. We
another favoring circumstance.
Mr. Wood- ! are not going to condone the wrong that Garcook's property includes a sand deposit which celou etuis did, but we do say that Hon. A. P.
will furninli all the sand required in preparing Gould, L. D. M. Sweat and other leading lawthe hog for the cranberry plants.
Indeed, it yers who advised and consented to it are equalwould seem that ad the elements of success are ly to blame, and if Mr. Chase is to be rejected
here, and if good wishes are of any avail Mr. for his course then every Democrat in Maine
W. will have a bonanza In his cranberry farm who advised aud approved the act should he

places.

Notes from
SOME

a

of

But the editor of the
l’rog. Age exclaims: “Such a rush 1” He further says that “the Democratic party has great-

name

Mil.

etl al-

Collector at the port of Belfast he will have no
place in the affections of the editor of the Prog.
Age. The price of loyalty to party is now, as
it was when he was a Republican, and later a

pressure

of the

[Correspondence

Fair.

The sixth annual Fair ami Cattle Show was held
last Tuesday and was quite a successful one in

>

responding Secretary, reported bequests from
llezekiah Dodge of Portland, income $1000;
Elizabeth Goidthwait of Augusta. $sl; Abner
Coburn. $l'*o.ooo.
Dr. Ricker spoke appropriately of deceased Governor Coburn. The re- for is the offices.
If these are not to be forthport was discussed by Rev. Dr. Bosworth of
the Massachusetts Baptist Convention. Rev. coming they don’t care a fig about that place
Messrs. G hidings, Whitcomb, Richardson, nor
anybody in it.” In other words if PresiHauscomb. Sargent and others. Rev. Dr. Gordent Cleveland does not appoint W. M. Rust
don of Bi»-ton delivered an
eloquent address on
“Cause

Jackson Town

THE COLLECTORSHIP CONTEST. TROUBLE IN
THE DEMOCRATIC CAMP. SWEAT AND THE
COUNT OUT. INSTRUCTING THE NEW POSTMASTERS. CHAIRMAN BROWN’S BONANZA.

The long agony
Portland, Get. 12, 1885.
Quantebacook Pond. It was not oue of the in regard to the Collectorship is not over and
mellow autumnal days with which we are Col. Dow holds the fort. He is willing that
sometimes favored. The sky was overcast aud j both dear charmers (Cleaves aud Auderson)
the wind was chilling rather than invigorating, shall keep together. The hungry aud thirsty
but the landscape was decked in all its fall 1 are mad. That explains it; nothing else could.
There is trouble in the Democratic camp if
splendors and the ride was a thoroughly enjoyable oue. What the artist thought of the scenery Dame Rumor is to be believed. It is reported
we cannot say.
Only once was he heard to on the streets that lion. L. D. M. Sweat of
make an exclamation, and that was prompted this city, is working to secure the rejection of
by sight of a cabbage patch! As for the Scribe, : lion. Charles H. (’base as Collector of Internal
who occupied a hack seat, his views of the I Revenue. We can hardly believe that Sweat
beauties of nature were somewhat circumscribed 1 wiil put himself into a position to antagonize
by the curtains of the mail wagon, which were the President. The funny part of the affair is
decidedly opaque. He feels warranted in stat- that Sweat is using for an argument against
ing, however, on excellent authority, that the Chase ilie course Chase took in Garcelon’s
road to Searsmout takes oue through a pleasant council upon the famous or infamous count
country, in which picturesque hits alternate out. Meeting au intelligent friend (a Republiwith well-tilled farms. One mile or more this can) who stoutly denied Sweat’s part in this
side of Searsmout village we leave the stage matter we thought it best to look up the record
and turning into a road made for hauling stone and see what kind of a face Sweat must put
and other material tc the foot of Quantebacook ou when he uses such an argument against
Poud soon come upon the dam in course of Chase. We find in the Argus of Tuesday Dee.
construction for Mr. Woodcock, of which a 30, 1879, a call for a meeting that evening at the
description was recently given in the Journal. city hall to sustain Governor Garcelon and his
There is nothing to add to the statistics then eouueil in the count out. Several speakers
presented, or in the way of general description, were announced, and among them lion. L. 1).
hut the thorough manner In which the work is j M. Sweat. The meeting was held and it was
done cannot fail to attract attention. The dam an enormous out pouring of the party. Hon.
|
is evidently built to stay, and it is both wise S. C. Andrews presided. Several speeches
and economical to so build it. Aside from the | were made aud the principal one was by Hon.
fact that the sixty acres of meadow are well L. D. M. Sweat who glorified the Governor
adapted for cranberry culture the location has i and council, and gave his opinion as a lawyer
other advantages. The spiling and most of the j that they were right, not only morally but
timber used was cut on the shore of the poud legally. He said “let them stand firm, let us
aud rafted to the site for the dam, and after stand wilb them aud by them.” At the State
prospecting over the neighborhood, gravel beds convention of the Democratic party held in
were finally fouud at each end of the
dam, con- Bangor June 1st, 1880, Mr. Sweat presented the
venient for shoveling on cars which are run on name ol Hon. Charles H. Chase for delegate at
tramways along the dam. Work on the lower large agaiust Hon. Bion Bradbury, aud made a
dam was begun Friday. This is. comparatively, brilliant appeal for him,
saying “had all had the
a small undertaking. The bottom is harder and
courage of Mr. Chase the result of Garcelon
consequently the piles are shorter, while the dam and his efforts would have been different.’’
will be but one hundred and fifty feet long. The There was no choice, Mr. Chase being the
upper dam is about 900 feet long. Probably the highest caudidaic. He withdrew in favor of
plough will ^e at work this week, and it is intend- Sweat, who declined, aud Mr. Bradbury was
ed to have the steam engine which has been used chosen with Mr. Chase as alternate. It is rein connection with the pile driver take the place ported that Sweat was in favor of Chase for

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.Editor.

tor

Letter from Portland.

TILE

One day last week the Artist and the Scribe,
a9 guests of Mr. H. L.
Woodcock, took the
stage for Woodbine Cottage at the foot of

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
An Office-Seekers

Outing.

SHORE OF QUANTEBACOOK.
MU.
WOODCOCK'S NEW ENTERPRISE. WOODBINE
COTTAGE. THE PINES.
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Franklin St. Hide of his tanpiece will be three stories high
or

1 lie new
nery.
.1.
about 4" ft. square,

extending from the present
front out to tin- sidewalk.Wm. Benz Icy while
working on the wharf last Thursday received a
-‘•vere blow upon the side of the head from a
piece
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tinber.

the blow
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insensible from the effects of
taken up and his face was badly
Miss It. A. Colby, who has lately re
w as

when

bruised..
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(.astink.
Mr. J. P.

millinery,
Saturday of last week and displayed a good stock
of pretty things including a number of trimmed
hats.The base ball boys looked in vain for the
nine from Bangor last Friday. The day was a
good one for a game and they were disappointed.
.\ public temperance meeting was held in
town hall i*st Friday evening by Rev. H. C. Mun\
and M. J. Dow, G. W. Counsellor
is »n, <*. W. (
f *r the purpose of starting a lodge of Good Templars in this place. The meeting was quite well

serve

.,

attended and the addresses

very interesting.
of Rev. J. W. Day, Fred
were

consisting
Reed and Joseph Tillock were chosen to consider
the advisability of starting a iodge in this place.
.The .Seminary nine lost a game last Saturday
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at Castine.
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Mr. .J. \V. Dresser

Whiting

as

traverse

as grand juror and
juror, arc drawn to

at the October term of Court hob ten at Ells-

i worth-Sell. Emma Green of Bangor, Capt. Win.
Smith of this place, arrived from New York on
Tuesday with 315 tons of stove coal for the Castiue
j Coal Co... .Brig Keystone, Capt. Hutchinson,
i ppoken of last week, has arrived safely in Galveston after a long
passage.On Saturday a party
j
j came from Buck sport on stmr. Queen City, compos.
ed
of
Seminary students, and a game of
| mostly
! base ball was played In the fort between a Bucksand
a
nine
Castinc nine. The game was
port
closely
! contested, and the score stood Castines 25, Bucks22.
The
were
Bucksports
whitewashed twice.
I ports
! The party returned on stmr. Florence at 4 o’clock,
i Mr. Rob Emery, one of the Bucksport nine, received
a severe blow- in the face from a bat, which
slipped
,
from the hands of a striker, and was not able to
of
A
the
the
rest
harvest
conplay during
game
cert was given by the Cong. Sunday school on
Sunday evening, which was very interesting.
Maj. C. J. Whiting, who had become weakened by
illness, fell to the floor while passing through the
library one evening recently. He has since been in
a critical condition, but is now somewhat better.
He carried in his hand a lighted lamp, but fortunately nothing took lire, neither was the lamp broken— As Mr. J. K. Perkins was carting a load of
coal at the north end last week, his oxen got out of
the load in such a way that the loaded cart dragged
them down over a steep hank about 20 feet to the
—

on

The game was a very
score of 25 to 23 in

boys.There was a very
interesting meeting of the Natural History Society
at the Seminary last Thursday evening. The subjects considered were Monkeys, Apes and Baboone.
The following selections were very pleasantly rendered during the evening:
The Heart Bowed
Down, Mr. Winslow, Piano Solo Adeslo Fldebis,
Miss Pike, Duett Herongue March, Miss Haley and
Miss Pike.There was a very interesting harvest concert at the Elm St.
vestry last Sunday
evening. The vestry was very prettily decorated
witli autumn leaves, vegetables, fruit,
etc., and the
programme was well carried out.The wharf
at A. Colby s dock Is undergoing thorough repairs.
This wharf and dock Is occupied by vessels durinir
the winter. Last season fifteen or twenty vessels
were wintered there in perfect safety.
The recent
afford dockage for a
improvements will
larger
number. Capt. John T. Snow acta as dockm&ster.
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off, but otherwise they were not seriously Injured. The cart was broken up—On Monday the
12th Inst., at the residence of the bride’s father, W.
M. Lawrence, Esq., were married Mr. Fred Jones,
formerly of Rockjiort, Me., and Miss Cora B. Law
rence, the Rev. J. F. Locke officiating.
Mr. and
Mrs. Jones left on the afternoon boat, and will soon
to their new home in St. Paul. Minn., where Mr.
So is engaged in business.
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Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, 31 ass.
Sold by all Druggists: Price $1;
Six bottles for $5.

Fall & Winter Overcoats for Men & Boys.
largest and finest line

as

Sarsaparilla,
Ayer’sPREPARED
BY

j !;

Philadelphia.

Tilt

low

A wretched condition Indicated by Pallid
8kin, Flaccid 3luscles, Shattered
Nerves, and 3Ielancholy. Its lirst
symptoms are Weakness, Languor,
Loss of Nerve Force, and 3Iental Defection. Its course, unchecked, Dads
inevitably to insanity or death. Women
frequently suffer from it. The only medicine that, while purifying the blood, enriches it with new vitality, and invigorates
the whole system, is

Belfast.
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my customers the
warranted.
This mark

Is afoul corruption in the blood that rots
out all the machinery of life. Nothing
will eradicate it from the system and prevent its transmission to "offspring but
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is also the only one that will cleanse
the blood of Mercurial poison and the
taint of Contagious Diseases. Impoverished blood is productive of

purchased from the manufacturers

BOSTON

to

PY/EMIA

"■.volt, Belfast.

New York, (Jet. v.
sailed hark George Treat,
I'reat, Bio Janeiro, hrig Katahdin, Hayes, Bangui-.
11.
Arrived sch. Mary, Magee, Bockland.
Oet. 12. Arrived sell. Lester A. Lewis, Boston.
Baltimore, Oet. ;t. Clear' d sells. Charlotte T.
sihley, F< rguson, Bangor; Flora Condon, Burgess,
d"; Beni. Fahens, Tliomhs, Havana.

propose
All

Is the most virulent form of blood-poisoning. Less speedily fatal, but not Kss certainly so, is the vitiation of the b.ood of
which the first symptoms are Pimples,
Sties, Roils, and Cutaneous Eruptions. When the taint of Scrofula gives
warningof its presence by such indications,
no time should be lost in using Aykk'9
Sarsaparilla, the only perfect and reliable medicine for the purification of the
blood.
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II Rockport, Oct. dih. Mrs. Esther Morrill, wife
• f the late Oliver
Morrill, aged dfi years, C months
mid 2d days.
In Augusta,Oct. 3d, Joseph E. Robinson, formerly -*f Rockland, aged 4d years.
At sea, Oct. 2d. Andrew C. Barrows, of Rockland. aged XU years.
Li Rockland, Sept. 2Gt.li, Chesley A. Gray, aged:
10 years, 4 months and 11 days.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 7th, Margaret A. Chase, aged
>1 vears an
months.
In Bluehill, Oct. 1st, Nathan Osgood, aged 76 vrs.
In Bluehill, Oct. 1st, Ransom Sperry, formerly a
member of the 26th Me. Vols aged 66* years.
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Cotton Flannel
White Flannel

“

4£

ir.H.-L
tuning or

Cleared sells. Palatka,
Jacksonville, Oet. G.
('iiaples, and Fannie A. Gorham, Welsh, New
^ ork. Oet. 8. Arrived sell. T. H. Livingston,

“

Watchmaker and Jeweler,

Such

Buy

not

are

9

•>' t.

j

hey

12 Yds.
10 ‘

In

]

“

1
rumors

1000 Yds. Fast Colored Print at
3c. per yd.
“
1000
Fall Style Print at
4|c.
“
500
5c.
Indigo Print at
“
1000
Toilet Twill Crash at
2,fc.
“
500
Turkey Red at 6c., worth 121c.
“
1000
Nice Bleached Cotton at 6:1c.
“
“
500
81c.
Gray Flannel at
“
1000 “ Dormet Flannel at
61c.
1000 “ Brown Cotton at
31c.
“
1000
Brown Cotton 1 Yd. wide at 41c.
“
1000
5c.
Ticking at
1000
Cotton Flannel, Heavy, at 61c. “
1 Case Ladies Vests, Splendid & Heavy, 25c. each.
1 “ Gent’s Underwear
25c. “
“
1 “ 11-4 Honey Comb Bed Spreads 50c.
1 “ White Blankets
SI per pr.
“
“
1
Colored Blankets,
$1
500 Comfortables, SSi,)
$1 Each.
10 Pcs. C & W Homespun Dress Goods 25c. pr. yd.
1 Job Lot Ladies’ Linen Collars
3c. Each.
10 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Bordered
2c. “
Hdkfs., fast colors,
“

-AND-

I

MARRIED.

AILED.

sell. K. K. Warren, (
sells. ,las. Holmes,

They

ClMM ENSft QUflNTITI ESlFORYSPOftOASH^I

1

Sell. A.

Only

“

Low Prices? h. e.
McDonald,

Tremendously

i:.

Waldo, Oct,, *th, by O. G. Hussey, Ksij Mr.
William L. Nash, <>f MontvUle, am1 Mias Etnma C.
‘avs-m.of So. Brooks.
In Monroe, Sept. ‘27th, by Rev. A. F. Brown, Mr.
“’red H. Cunningham, of swanville, and Miss Sadie
Twombly, of Monroe.
In Somerville, Mass., Sept. ‘’.Mb, by J. J. Giles,

have secured the services of

the

And

Tuning.
at

we

goods will do well to give
happy to announce to our pat-

(

Can Sell Goods at Such

Market.

golli>, or no.siMN, will he

that

are

Belfast, Oct. 15, 1885.—2w42

'»n <>r a I »oii I Or i. 2‘uh.
Orders t*>r
1-airing left at M. 1’. U'nuDOK K’S Bookstore,
viil receive prompt attention.
Iw42

ARRIVED.
Oet.

of

people rejoice at the prospect of being aide to cross
the lower bridge soon-J. VV Nickerson of l\>n<|
Island Is in town-G. T. Nickerson is finding a
ready market for his kiln of bricks in Be Hast_
Hay pressers find plenty of business. Everybody
wants their hay pressed first.
Better keep your
hay, farmers, and sell on the hoof, swale hay is
selling for seven dollars per ton_Potatoes are
rotting badly in the cellars and beans are low in
price.

turned from

Boston with all the latest styles of
had an opening at her store Friday and

The

Ruel Crockett in the West part of
this town lost his buildings by fire last week. The
loss falls heavy on Mr. C- he having just c<»mpi< ted
the buildings and there was no insurance on them.

fun.
CKM'oiti

\v.

One Week
a

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.

CURRENT.

Ui

been

ceased— Mr.

■

lit

has

Rev. C. I..
Greeley
Haskell of Searsport will preach at the meeting
house Oct. 25th at 2*4 r. M-Bert Parsons is selling out the stock in trade of Franklin Harris, de-

Tiie

k.

a

instruction of Mr. II.

evening was very stormy and
f.e audience was not large, but all who were
presnt were highly pleased with the programme. They
'.e, ,i- they advertised, an evening of innocent
tst

capacity.

The school in Ills. No. 3

-inters gave one of his entertainments entitled
Huk-' at I'd ion Hall on Tuesday evening

-on

K

—

visit to the west, and had hi* collar bone
Warren •.. Richards assisted by the Neb

a

on

here

Nickerson.

sou

place,
"'id'*-

r

^ ork-

Chesley & Berry 12 A 14 Atlantic Avenue, dealers
in hay, straw, wood ami lumber.Nathan Baker
and wife of Hampden were in town last week
visiting relatives ...Fred H. Cunningham gave a
free dance Oct. loth in honor of bis marriage. The
hall was crowded and all voted It a good time

.*

of Mrs. Folev fell from the back of
that lie was trying to ride and broke his arm
Mr. Beni. Howeyof Somerville, formerly of

A

coo

A little

Mr.

cistern and has made very
to his buildings.

SWAN VIM.K.
was

year old son of Charles
Eilingwood Corner was kicked in
rse on Monday
and badly injured.
—

F. II. Brown is confined to the house
M<-Kinley is still unable t<>

Frost lias got a good supply of water in his well
by having his well drilled 10 feet deeper than formerly— F. II. Brown has just completed a large

Addie Mnitli has
Mr-

the old

potatoes is quite large, though much reduced from
what it might have been by rot. Corn ha- a larg<
growth of stalks but the ears are rather short and
poorly ripened. Oats are yielding well, generally,
per acre and are heavy but wheat turns out poorly
for the bulk of straw ...K. A Carpenter lias a
well drill at. work sinking a well in bis barn yard
for the accommodation of his stock- Anmriah

Saturday evening.lion. ,J.
H. Martin, a former resident of Rorkport, has
'■ee 1
ele: t• < 1 re« idly a member of the Board of
I ra le of Minneapolis, Minn.
bin our.

as

fever..John

ed. but the fruit Is of inferior size.

their ejmrch

W in

comfortable for

Jackson, his former residence, about
three years.The apple crop is uow about harvested and is considerably larger than was expect

>

.11

a

relatives and friends in town.

horse, took first money in the 2.33. Time,
»lin Min-, owned by M»>rri S- Dibbs, of
it.mo*:, second.... Mrs. f
E. Pern her, 'uperini'em of the .Juvenile Tempiars 1 Maine, dellvd

more

Piano

The losses by tires in the United States and
« amnia
in
ptember amounted to £»;..Vj.‘>,ouO,
which is
Too.ooo les- than for *< plember,
1**4, and ahoul *d00,ooo less than the September average lor the past ten years.

absent from

linden

■

Blaekstone’s

We have

Milliner,
coming season, and hope all her
former friends will still continue to favor her with
their patronage.

j

»ne of

Harford, Jones, Salem.
walk from the elici ts >d the lameness produced by ;
» >'•!. li.
-'a-. A.
Bediardson, Patfershal 1. New
the kick of a horse.1). 1>. would’- little girl, i York; A. W. Kills, Ferguson, Boston; J. Ponder,
Boston.
Jr.,
Bullock,
who was thought to be dangerously ill, is now able !
sehs. Antelope, -, Boston; Hero,
Oet. 12
to go out of doors.I> M. Kimhail and wife, of j I .owe, Boston.
ort.
1;.
Srh. Meyer A Muller, Perkins, New
Abbot, have been visiting his father and other j

1"1 1;t-f of Rorkport, took first mone\ in 2.4b. The
k w is very .. aw. H
M. BeanD Mel.ain, a

ty

11. M

We

as

SPECIAL NOTICES

The

Jackson.

with

ts
1

—

before.

MRS. R. P. CHASE

;

j

attended

I.., own.-d by H

Master

rons

j!

----...

the sailors of the Genesta’s crew deei a red tint he wasn’t **a goin’ lo sea
m the
bmornln' craft” and forfeited the pay due him
rather than risk his life on the return voyage.
Mrs. lb -ir. a “voi.
medium,” was detected
in alleged spiritualists impositions at Hartford.
Conn., on Thursday. Tulle and luminous paint
were her ethereal make-un.
She came highly
recommended.”
•

ever

Underwear
closing out at cost, for want of room,

we are

call.

us a

i'ije marriage of (.cm (irant’s daughter Nelproprietor of th pants factory
lie io Mr. >nrloris i- -aid to have proved a very
das recently made sonic changes ami repairs which 1
one. and there would bo a complete
unhappy
Mr. Robert I
Movnis ami Miss Laura B.
improve the appearance and add to the convenience j separation but for tic three children, which
oitreii, both <1 Bclfa.-t, Me.
of the building. >ix new machines have been put
Nellie
is
unable
to get possession of.
j
In Searsport, Oct. 7th, hy Rev. 0. L. Haskell,
in, making now lit* machines. The building was j
\shbury V. Rich and Ll/./de I>. Smart, both of
A thorough canvass of the wheat belt of
'•‘.•ivsport.
formerly heated with wood stoves, but a large Manitoba
and the northwest territories and the
L. Senrsmoid, Oct. lllli, hy S. s. Cross, Mr. ( has.
Golden Ragle fitrnaci has been put up which
northern tier of Hakota counties shows conclu- W. Kimball, "f Belmont, amt Mrs. Abble J. Bcnwarm- the* whole building
A portico has been j sively that that cereal in this belt is injured beiclt, of Sear.-mont.
1
In Rockland, Oct. 1st, Charles Clemons ami Meplaced oyer the front entrance and the whole yond repair by the killing frosts of August last. I m-n
A. Booker, both of Roeklaml.
building !ia- received anew coat of paint. Forty i
I
Vinalhaven, Oct. ]-t, Thomas B. Lane and
The great annoyance which merchants and
Maggie E Calderwood, both of Vinalhaven.
hands ar< now employ*
th* mil li »g
rt S.
others are sutl'ering by the unnecessary delay
in Roeklaml, Sept.doth,(.'apt. Henry F. Lawrence
•M'lit
en- ill’ omi .1,1..
new nouse, ;tn<t u i,. air:
ud uncertainty in our foreign mail service to
iml Luella Benner, both of Rockland.
Alice say they an
I'a- ili*- and West Indian ports, and the delays
imt taking -olid comfort_
In Bangor, Sept. 2,.»th, Mr. M. E. Gaynor, of Ells'•aused by the policy of Postmaster General worth, and Mis.- Maggie McCarty, of Bangor
John II. Gordon lias built an addition to his store,
j NVia- in preferring inefficient
foreign lo comuow occupied by C- K. Lane A Co., making ii om !
petent American service has been fully shown
of the best ami most convenient places for trade in
DIED.
j by an article in the New York Tribune!
town...
.There is talk of quite extensive repair- j
upon the Masonic building.The buildings of
At Boor's Mills, Belfast, Oct. 11th, George G.
Patterson, aged 3d years, months and 17 days.
bSHIR NEWS.
j John Hall, on the road to Monroe, were destroyed
1: Lincolhville, ^cpt. 27th, Mrs. Mary A., wife of
by fire last Thursday. The family was ab-entnt
I. B. Lovett, aged 43 years and s months.
the time.
In Morrill, Oct. 12th, Hannah Merrithew, aged HI
POET OF BELFAST.
years ami *.» months.

Ingraham*

well

wa-

post

agent, but a new building U needed,
i-> imt large enough.

Bkooks.

He says ne was traded off for Dr. Kill'«>r Dr. Bird as stated.

anidf-n

•nligiug .aid
regretted by all

very
i-

«

t

larger than

and those in need of such

ill.!;

ment

:fe of

one

not

v\ti

1

We-t

good

a

station here and it I- much

Collec-

no

than in anger. "A!\
do? lie is in and 1

,-orrow

,i

mi,

:o

-•

signature-.. Rerent...

number >{ Democrat?,

to a

ing

..A

u, one saying that he did n»
of thing
After the last man

geniicineii. what

*.•■*,.

>

toul>taln

out

a

1*001.

his removal

buried beneath their huts.

relai v Knuieott declines to modify his rulhat there must be rotation in the assignv .if -tali' otlie. r-. and the aid--** of Sheridan.
Pope. S holield and Howard will have to go.
*.

on

11 <*•

Boston, has made his mother a short visit
grand entertainment will l»e given by some
"f the members of Saywnrd Lodge I. o. G. T. next
"aturday evening at Johnson’s Hall, «• insisting of
:i play entitled “A scene in a
Photograph Gallery
in N Y.” All Good Templars arc invited.The
R It. Go. lias made some necessary changes in the
w

,

from
>

ii--

'•'b ve

return

n-

inu them
u

sin tv his

Rust

make

drawn up charges against C-»li*
nn “offensive partisan." and i-

mas

:■

•-

It i

offht:-Skekkks.

ihh

W. M.

ha.-

ear-aii

'tiicer and

changed

m-ilti.

parties. .Mr. Harmon, bis successor, is a man ol
good standing in the "mmun’ty, and will also

raising line cabbages and his opinions
are worth something,

i:im t..Vi p»ns oh

twelve

tlicient

was

11i»

(

was

revive i his

iin-

oflbv

-i

now

Will Sell From His 830,000 Stock for

LikIIck’

iuoiaiions,

charg' d that the Chinamen at Bock
Springs. Wyoming, set tire to their own hous.
t" pn v ni wii.ii ne n from Lo tting tie ir money.
L is

which

I*. M.

new

1

tiii- -ubioi'i

"

Our

Later l sprinkle the heads with a j
plant
commission and the i"
.'iiip..s.-d of t wen tv pounds of rock sail W< i:n-da
j
morning. M

nbxtur*.
tin!

is expected that the report of General
Spark*-, Commissioner of the Laud Gtliee, will
be very spicy.
Startling recommendations as
to the land grant roads are predicted.

Bi'KNUam
Mr. I. (' Libby started for Brighton
Monday morning with seven carloads of cattle and
l.lou .-deep—Ten people were baptised on Sunday,
riicr* lias been unite a religious revival in town.

^

Boston

stork is

which

Boston < >• I. 111.
Tier, is a steady, good dci.ian
for
itri'dly line late made soods of ad kinds a! full
and tine dune erean,cries are seiiinairly. Extra trr-li mad- Vermont dairy lot n o
veil sold up at ‘21 g 22c.
.Medium low grade- are
lull and unitnpvo\ «-d.
CiiEESB—There is not a wry active trade p> day,
V* >eptember .-lock
»ut the market holds steady.
fFering. An trust lets -.ell at s g'dLc, as to grade,
dodinms air. low i.rade- dull.
L<e.s—'The market holds linn and there i- a
tea
demand tor choice slock at quotation-. IB sf
nark- of Canadian, Island, N. B. and N. s. are
-rii ^ ing 22c.
IB

It

1!1_.

My seed is sown
plant- are tram*
tht-. are large enough. Wnen
f rm I sprinkle with hellebore.

a

Tie- Grand .Jury which lias b*« n in session at
n Kiwi. W.T., tail* u lo indict tlie -ixi*. u
persons arroiril in connection with the anti( bincse riot at BuciSprings.

bin

House.

laud Is read> for tin- plants
A pi il lirst in a imi bed and the

lo

unusually large stock, and will not be
beaten In prices. In

small lot of

Lime P »bl,
1.0.53110
Oat Meal P lb,
430
Onions p lb,
31*34
< Ml,Kerosene P
gal 12 g 15
Pollock P lb,
3/i3',
H.t e*e P II).
ion 12 Pork P It.,
-go
1.50 Piaster P bid,
.'"tton Seed P cwt,
Lon
Jndlish, dry, P lt>. 4g.V* Bye Meal p It,,
P
;ranberrie>,
7,38 Shorts P nvt,
Llo
qt,
Mover 8ecd p tl>,
I2gl8 Sugar P lb
0g71a
Hour P bid,
to
:i.50gi;.75 Salt, T. L, p bu>h,
EL. ".'e.I P !»11, 2-1.5g2 25 >. I*, tab'e-P If,.
2g3
.am p lb,
Mglo Wheat Meal p n>, 3g3'?

lh»* as-auit on -I. I). Parshley. of
K<»rhc>ter, ail 11amps found hereafter in N* vv
Hampshire will be arrested under the Suite
tramp law.

<‘wing

an

doves, (IT,,

det»f, corned, p 1,
730
20
Bitter Salt, P box,
02
JornPbnsh,
racked Coro a bosh,
’• rn Meal P bush,
02

a

1

RIBBONS!
and have

our

Retail Market.

;

A fanner in Norlh Carolina recently bought
piece of land for £*2*Jon, and the \cry next day
-old from it a magnificent walnut tree fur
*l*oo.

were

at

trip to New York. The happy couple were the recipients of numerous presents amongst which a
g<dd wait-hand chain, .-et of silver teaspoons, Ml
ver goblets, gold lined, silver card receiver, silver
cake basket, sidvr pitch* r and goblei, .-liver berry
spoon, goid lined, set of silver fruit knives, silver
pic knife, Ac., A<*. W< arc informed upon their
return they will take full charge of the >ear.sport

1

ur<*.

c

II)' Chicago Base Ball Club Thursday won
it- eighty-seventh victory and thereby the chainpionshipof the National" league for lSXi;.

>aw

the resident1 ? of the bride’s mother last
I.. Haskell,
Tuesday at 11 o’clock, a. m. by Rev.
and left after dinner by train for a short wedding

the Belfast mar
tlit- cultivation of cabbages

■■■."

Grinhell and Miss Alice R. Gilkey

Will K.
married

1

the

bent, Is well known throughout tlie county, having

Hanks, of Belfast, i-

-o.-cessfiii raiser of cabbages in this vi
1M -ampins he exhibited at tht fair were

iu-.-i

Mis> Trances Willard, of 1Toy, N. Y.. made
principal addrcs> Thursday at the temperance convention held in New Haven, Ft.

the office sixteen years, which 1- the longest term
the office has been hob; by one man since ihe day?
of Andrew Leach. Mr. Roulstonc, toe new incumoeen

ie

Secretary Manning has sent a letter and R. P.
Flower :i cheek for 6do.UOO. to aid in the reelection of Governor Hill of New York.

has fallen upon N Roulstonc, who took charge of
the office Wednesday.
Mr. Sheldon has occupied

sin."

asurcs "1

to

i’ndertakor Merritt charged 611,10;. f(,i- luV
pan in burying Gen. Grant—-“a little more."
lie says, “than for an ordinary man."

w

PRICE

G.W.BDRKETT

patronage.

Yarns of all kinds. Zephyrs, Crewels, Materials for Embroidery Outline Work, Laces,

Prut luce Market
Prices Paid Producers.
\ pplcs P bush,
25540 Hay P ton,
12.003 |5.u<)
dried P lb,
4g5 Hides lb fb,
30
bans,pea,Pbu, l.oOgl.r.o Lamb p lb,
73s
medium,
i.40gl..rxi Lamb Skins,
5og70
> f llow-eyes,l.iog 1.50 Mutton P lb,
*,§({
duller P B>,
Hifl‘20 Oats P bush,
38343
deef P It.,
i\fiu potatoes.
35<j40
<»5.g75 Bound Hog P tl.,
Parley P bush,
5**30
-Mieese P lb,
7n'.i Straw P ton,
0.otigs.no
Mib-ken P ll>,
14510 Turkey p tl>,
050
tali'>>kiu-P Il>,
10g11 Veal p it>,
r.g;
>nrk 1 tt>,
ugo Wool, washedp It*, 21320
in Wool, unwashed lb lsg2n
•Cggs p do/..,
•'< wl P fb,
10312 Wool, hard,
4.0035.00
ieese p It,,
OftO Wool, soft,
3.00g3..r>o

-.

i’li

suit all who may favor us with their
We make a specialty of

guaranteed to do all mahmd for it, and tiny druggist will
give you tack your money if it does not
nmor also we print only home
testimonials from reliable.pcople.
I,-own m Sarsaparilla is sold by all
druggists for $1.00 ; tibottlesfor |5.00. AKA WARREN, Propriotor, lKingor, Maine.

Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
By C. ! 1. Sakuknt, No. 8, Main street.

Mr. .Jay Gould's family have an income of
61.400,000 a year from their investment in Misv uri railroad stock.

not

kinds, and with one of the best Milliners
in town to do our work, wc will guarantee to

(apt..John Akin, the oldest master mariner
md pilot of New Bedford. Mass., died Wedneslay night, aged 00. lie was a pensioner of the
>vnr of 1S12.

.Jabrz I,. M. Furry, of Virginia, has been
to .Spain by President Cleve-

Fancy Feathers

of all

1

appointed Minister

(

Embroideries &

Disease.

_

<
aptain Hanson of the Bark Pauline from
Cardiff for (Quebec, reports in lat.. 55 west, long.
hi north, on Sept. 20th during a rain storm, a
I ilitant ball of fire lodged on the deck and for
few minutes played about from the cabin to
lie* forecastle, prostrating the captain and two
seamen.
With a loud report the fiery visitor
then disappeared without damaging the vessel.

Mrs. Veronica Jiulia of Mia ruse. X. V.. has
died after abstaining from fo-.u for 50 days.

land.

Liver

before, including

Velvets, Plushes, Ribbons,

Tibbetts, M.D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of
Kidney and
J. W.

Sarsaparilla

i

ever

Felt Bonnete, Hats anil Frames,

Exhaustive reports to the New England
Homestead from 700 correspondents indicate
that the potato crop of New England and New
5 ork is fuliv one-third below the
average and
a trifl* smaller than last
year. The acreage la
about the same as in 1884, when it was 15 per
ent. below a full
average. Bugs have not been
a« destructive as usual, but “scales’’ |*
every
year becoming more and more prevalent, until
this season the
larger portion of the crop is not
smooth and fair.

of small pox in Newport,

a

than

sewiug

and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kiduey Disease.

St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’s'Sarsaparilla.

rown’s

Millinery and Fancy Goods;

accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and
by its use
she was cured, and can now run a
machine

K. J. W atson, Fern

j

very well received.

Having just returned from market, we are prepared to offer to our patrons a larger stock and greater variety of

that

Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Ciias.
Patterson, Engineer, Bangor, was
iired of Kidney Disease, caused
by over exertion,
i if ting, etc.

up the whole system. The
“GOOD NAME AT HOME
won by Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
unequalled in the
history of medicines. Such is its popularity in
Lowell, Mass., where it is made, that whole
neighborhoods are taking it at the same time.
This success is extending all over the
country.
Send for a hook containing statements of many
! remarkable cures.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
$1 : six for §5. Prepared by G. I. HOOD & CO!
Apotiiecaries, Lowell, Mass.

are

Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time.
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

t.'Mt

and builds

Kennebec,

Millinery!

C. P.

R8.

BACKACHE

Humors, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver Complaints, overcomes that tired feeling, creates an appetite,

learn the

M

Disease.

with all other symptoms of
Kidney Disease. Her
ftusband was called home as she was
dangerously
ill; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured
’V it, and is now about her
house in better health
than for years. The
testimony of her friends is

markable cures where other medicines fail.
It cures Scrofula, Salt lllieum, Boils, Pimples,

$luoo_Mr. and Mrs. M.

Nlee Baldwin apples are selling at 6*
in country towns in Massachusetts.

a

were

day.

Mrs. .Josephine Taylor. 100 years old, died
Woonsocket, R. I Thursday.

Father Manifested in the Son." ...The

"•

It is prepared from Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock,
Cherry Bark, Pipsissewa, Mandrake, Dandelion,
and other well-known vegetable remedies. The
combination, proportion, and preparation are
peculiar to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, aud effect re-

Generalities.

The Kickapoos on their arrival halted In front of
the conference room, and by the scornful curl of
the old chief’s lip it was intimated that the tribe

Subject.

s

them.Mr.
pension of $s

visiting at J. o. JohnMorse, the mighty hunter of ihe

Then* an- two
Rhode Island.

favorably impressed with the size of
an j Cnion Hall—but the ever
present *ma 1 boy soon
riii.mi
at the recent Baptist Convention in j sci them right and acted as
guide to the right build
ai 'J, was preached by Rev. «... F*".. Tult«, of ;
ing.
ti"
-ul
i-i,
.n et being, "The Inability of Human j
Tin: Change has Comeat Last. After the«e

wi

a

Preach-

m.

Ashley .1. M tehell has raised this season
quantity of plun’.s. Some specimens of tin1
fruit presented im—one dark purple, the other
light yellow—art very fine. They arc nearly a?
large as hens’ egg?, with a flavor like the California
plum. Can any of our Waldo Count; orchardist?
name the plums?

.f»t "Christ and the Church,” of the
(•■
The
n, •**,i> lure and Coitus.”

w

of

granted
$1,700.

of

George

l-'i.-l

our

a term

same

also at North Sears-

m..

winter

bunting in Hie. tastern part of the state. We have
not been invited to a venison dinner.The ad.
‘iress of Mrs. Brown of Vermont, at Hail St.

Mr.

((idle

He\.

n

tribe of

schools

ll'IWl.

"1

"lill'lllY

-plrituai life of our churches he
-! A. Ross being the only minister

the

n.l
:•

-n

.’ll'.;

.ire
our prayer meetings dull? 3rd.
churches have a revival this winter? 4th

\V
n

<

T

I'M-

a

the

i.!■■

st’n

Harrington’? Convention and Concert company
of Boston arc to give a free concert at the Cong,
church hriday evening, after which they will or
ganize a musical convention which will last five
days They will give twelve les-on.-, and they will
be go given as not to interfere with the public

Con-

'-tn

>•

'•

1

lion for

stage.

CONFERENCE.

Love feast at 1J.30

arrears

got a record of ■2,.i.'i on
and liic loss is equal to
I. Gcrrish of Portland,

enterprising citizens arc resolved to
have a shoe factory. VVlth the feeling manifested no
doubt a building would be furnished an enterprlfing shoe man, and the property exempt from taxa

and

two sons

Htsson will drive the

Ki'diiHNAi.

i'

widow,

a

Berry

ing by Mr. Libby at 10.45
port at 2.30 p. M.

■

heart.

just

hay for Cheslcy &
of the firm visited Sears

Rev. C. E. Libby, P. E., of Bueksport district,
will hold his secon 1 quarterly conference at the M.

■

t!

Swanville,

load-

Hospital Wednesday, and is able to be out
on pleasant days.
His jaw is healing very rapidly,
and with very littte disfiguration.

~

x'

has

Willis Patterson arrived here from the Maine

Joseph H. Field, of IJnx.
e, aged about 50, dropped dead Monday
i•
at iiis home. Mr. Field drove the stage heiA-itast a.hi Camden, having been appointed
lu:
,-t.
On Monday evening he went into his
as w
a- usual and took a seat, expiring almini
The cause of death was paralysis
ll!*

of

General

trustees.

•.

kerson,

Berry,
port last week.

Townsend, A. I. Littleford, A. J. Wilson, 0.1)
«
Wl:-.».;, i
Woo-1, Albert Meservey, J. W.
A
-i, Frank Cray. Albert Mudgctt and l>. A.
H adlin,

quar-

block, and is prepared for

sch. .James Holmes with
Boston. Mr.

seeretr.ry J. C.
U Kills, L. Hay

K

new

St.,Bangor,has

particulars. Mrs. Hattie Clough lost a cow by
death Saturday. K E. Sanford found his cow nearly dead with an apple in her throat Saturday, hut
ny prompt action managed to save her. It Is also
rumored that Frank Henderson’s tine stallion died
with Hie colic: one day last week. He was a ren
line horse and Frank is a poor man so Hie loss in
tills ease is exceedingly hard. The horse had
just

the denial business in all its branches.

County Agricultural Association
f• d.->u 111g oHirers last week : S. A. Paypv« -i ;• m. M. 1C Hunt ami Howard Murphy,
pr!-»Mi-nt-*. v. >. Kidman, treasurer, M. A.

;in

has moved into his

s

Mrs. Chas. Hatrorn,51 Pearl
been very iow with Kidney
Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time.
Had a constant and intense

Lihebty. There appeared to be a
fatality among
tile beasts in this vicinity last week. !.. I,. Preseott had a horse drop dead in the road
while attidied to a load. Smith Cram had a horse die from

here and is

Dr. P. P. Nicho

lo

Grindle has been

some cause

ters In Goodell & Park

•■icd me

"

visiting Mrs. Sarah Pendleton

are

Myers troupe chartered a schooner
giving entertainments on the
islands in the bay.
from

Waldo

It-*

Win. J

honey enough

per month with

The Flora

|

towi

•-tmaster.

j

Boston.

Decrow, of

in I'nion Hall.

h.

Woodcock, of Searainont, left Belfast
.Monday morning for Los Angeles county, Callui.i, where he lias bought a ranch, aud will re-lde in the future. Mr. Woodcock is an enterprising young mn and >earsniont will miss him. He
ha-

at

G. M.

King with hi? Kickapoo Indians arrived
Tuesday, and is giving free entertainments nightly

1

J.

I>r.

Drawing-down Pain, Weary. Tired Feeling, Disinclination to
Labor, Scanty and High
o.-ired Urine? I. you have any of tnesc
trunblea you limy be Bure you hare
Kidney Disease. Are
youbilious? Have you } ...dice? Do you have a Billow
complexion 7 Are yon troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and should read the following testimonials

house-Mr. Joachim Gray found a nest of
Italian bees in a hollow tree, from which he look
one hundred pounds o( honey,
lie has secured Hie
lives Willi

NEW FALL & WINTER

a Bhcaachc

town

changed his quarters and is

Dec-row and

HAVE YOU GOT

...

Dr. Scott

sounds.”
Mi

town.

of small pox in town.

the harbor.

at

how It

sec.

1\

Newark, Ohio,

Lan-

not

visit in

in the ticket office of the E. R. R.

now

concern-

Lancaster,”

Think it

one.

a case

E. 1*. Crookcr has

Lancaster, but The Lanstrong appropriate name. There is

very

a

It Is rumored there Is

Report by telegraph Isays sell. Brunette ashore,
taken off, and towed into New London.

Hotel

nor

Fred Grant has made

Sch. Earle put into Buothbny theSth lust., leaking 500 strokes per hour.

Coombs of Belfast.

"Traveler” writes to II. N. Lancaster

A

Mr. Mark Devereaux lost a
very
row—choked to death while eating apples
.On tlte morning of the {ith robins and
sparrows
were singing as merrily as
they sing in May. We
think it an unusual circumstance. Black birds are
here in thicks of many hundreds.We
predict a
hard wilder as ’Stall began mulching hia house with
rockweed three weeks earlier than usual.The
selectmen have shingled and
newly painted the

Capt. William Carver has gone into business at
Griunell, Iowa.

Belfast

ing the pro]i.isrd hotel in this city: "Your

Penobscot.

valuable

!

ship> Leonora ami Cora "were named for the two
•laughters «>f one of the owners.” This is incorlc t.
They were named for the daughters of the
respective captains—Capt. Crtffin of Searsport and
<■

!

Locals,

Searsport

Ceorge l

a

These

goods

arc

hut in many instances

IVIIRACULOUS

PRICE.

roKEU.N PORTS.

Iloilo, Aug..").

Sailed

ship Iceberg, Treat, Bos-

Absolutely

ton.

In port, barque James G. PendleCebu Aug. S.
ton, Nichols, for United Stales, lakes about lout)
tons dry sugar.
London, Oct. 7. sailed .-lup l.* \i G. Burgess,
Johnson, New Yuri;. Oet. 8. Arrived ship LouiWalsh, Pendleton, New York.
Liverpool, Oi l. 11. Sailed brig Don Jacinto,
Herriinan, Malanz as.
Sailed ship David Brown,
Helena, no date.
Pendleton, Singapore for New York.
Sailed ship Oneida, MeHong K"iig, Aug. 2d
Gilverv, London. Aug. Jo. Sailed bark Penoh-eot.
<
l’k.
In port ship r rank
!ii|mi;iii, Nrw
sept.
IV iieton, for l'uget Sound.
Turk* 1-1 md, Sept. .SO. sailed s<!i. C. ,J. Willard,
Wr.llaee, B Hast.
I'eiur-rara, < >• i. |u. Arrived sell. Edward J«>hn*m
Warren, Norfolk.
..

.MARITIME MISC El. I.AN V.

Gents' Fmisliiii Goods, Hats, Caps, Holies, Horse Blankets, Tranks, Valises,

Pnro.

varies. A marvel of purity,
powder
strength and whoiesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in nun
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
mm.
Royal Bakin*. Powdkk (/<>., l(>6 Wall st..
N. Y.
1y42
This

never

New Boston

11 Phoenix

C A L L AT 61
---BEEOKE

PELLS,

1

CURE
SICK

preventing

HEAD

ACHE
pills

CARTER

Notlco.

The

Oil Cloth

Please call and examine goods and prlres.

Clothing

ANDREWS, Prop.,

\ym

I

|

Store
Row, Belfast, Me.

In all the

CO.,
City.

our

prices,

which are

20 Pieces

10.

At

Specie.

Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S.Treasurer, (5
percent, of circulation).

Great Reduction

i

IN

Monday Evening, Oct.
Charles

19.

H. Clark’s

Grand Revival of the Greatest Moral Temperance
Drama of the Age,

Tdiglts is a Bar Bom.
A

To lake Boom for

Hoiay

Boots

citizens, he
being the Clark of the WILSON Sl CLARK CO.,
who has played here weeks at a time in years past.
25 Cents.
11
50

Admission,
Reserved Seats,
Sale of scats at POOR &

our

SON’S, FRIDAY, Oct. 1C

Pants Finishers
-Can And

a

large amount of work at the-

Brooks Pants
Brooks, Oct. 0,1885.—32lf

Factory.

Carpetings have

been

received.

We sell

SIX FRAME SCOTCH BRUSSELS
At

45c.

l)cr

yard.

Sold in this

city

at

02 |-2c.

400.00

Carpetings at 25c. Per Yd.
All Wool Carpetings at 02 l-2c. Per Yd.

1,550.00

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$ 50,000.00
3,000.00
Surplus fund. 5,522.23
Undivided
profits.
National Bank Notes Outstanding. 44,300.00
540.00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check. 73,884.08

Lowell Extra Superfine at. 70c. Per Yd.
-ojxt

hand-

Total.$177,246.31

Hiram Chase & Son
With their

large stock of

Rich Jewelry and Silver Ware

will offer terms lower than at any other house foi
the NEXT THIRTY DAYS.

«-PLEASE CALL AND GET PRICES.-**
Belfast, Oct. 8, 1885_41

Windsor
(Formerly

New

W. G. COX &

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, CHAM. F. GORDON, Cashier of the above-named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Chas. F. Gordon, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day
of Oct., 1885.
Chas. E. Adams, Notary Public.
Correct—A ttest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON,
J. H. LANE,
J. C. NICKELS,

Hotel, Spectacles
England House.)

SON, Prop'rs,

High Street, Belfast, Me.
Hotel, under its new management, has latolj
been repaired and renovated, and put in first-clast
condition for the accommodation of the traveling
t?42
public.
This

Directors.

)

Good Livery and Hack Stable
connected with the Hotel.

wi Eye Glasses.

Unbracing all new Improvements. A Tull and
complete asnortment constantly kept up.
gperlal attention paid to fitting them proper],
to the eyes at

Hervey’s Jewelry Store, Belfast.

BRICKS!
burned and to be
the 20th Inst.

hAA just

kky Tapestries, Brussels, Velvet Carpetings, Eta

1 w 42

)
>

PERFECTED

CORRECT PICTURE OF INTEMPERANCE.

MR. CLARK is well known to all

4,125.50

Total.$177,346.31

I

PRICES!

Our Fall

Searsport, In the State ol Maine, at the elosc of
business October I, 1SS5.
RESOURCES.

Belfast, Mo.

...

and

Loans and discounts... $77,4:18.73
1'. s. Bonds to secure circulation.
.'»o,ooo.uo
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
6,511.no
Due from approved reserve agents. 35,310.63
280.23
Current expenses and taxes paid.
728.>4
Cheeks amt other cash items.
Bills of other Banks.
805.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels and
1.08
pennies.

extremely low.

of Silk for Patchwork for lOc.

MacCABTHY,

jxtpnlar widths,
that will please.

Searsport National Bank,

Nicely Trimmed Hals $2.25. Handsome Untrimmed Hats 87c.,
T-.

Ciiijietiiig

KKPOKT OF THF. CONDITION OF TIIK

YOUK---

WINTER HATS <& BOXTXTETS !
anti learn

DEPT.

liolfast, Oct. s, is*..—II

M AIN STREET
BUYING

CARPET

Boots ^ Shoes.

prices

ITTLE

i

Boys

Cliildroii’s

aV

FLANNKL NIIIKTS FIT AND MADK TO OKDKU.

MARK

[CARTER’S

Ada F. Whitney, of Thomaston, before reported ashore on the roast of North Carolina, has
been stripped of rigging, &c. She will probably
.
be a total loss.
Wm.
McGilverv, Dunbar, from Liverpool
ship
June 1 for San Francisco, has arrived at Port Stanley with rudder sprung. Will have to discharge
part of cargo.
t p to this time all attempts to raise the
tug Mary
Lee, sunk last summer in IS fathoms of water oil'
Kick Headache and relieve all the troubles inci< apc small Point, hav»* tailed, though the insurdent to a bilious state of the system, such a*< Dizam o companies still continue at the work.
ziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remarkShip Phlneus Pendleton, with 7,.r*u0 hales hemp
on .ward I<>r New York, which took lire at Manila
able success has been shown in curing
Aug. 'k and was scuttled, was wold by auction Aug.
11. she fetched $ 1,500 ami the cargo $8,0u0.
The New England Ship Building (,’ompany laum hed at Bath, Thursday, the ship Francis, 2,070.94
tons, owned by Win. il. Besse and others, of New
Headache,yet Carte-r'sLittle Liver Pillsare equally
Milford, Mass. Capt. F’. II. Stone will command
valuable in Constipation, curing and
her.
this
(7.
annoying complaint, while they also correct
William
while
Davis,
saip
being docked at
all disorders of the stomac h, stimulate the liver
Beal street, San Francisco, Sept. 27, bad some of
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured
her planking cut into by contact with one of the
anchors of the British ship Helensburg.
Sch. Brunette, of Searsport, Capt. West, from
New York for Portland, with corn, put into New
London 7th inst., leaking badly, having been ashore
on Say brook bar.
She was hauled off and towed
Ache they would he almost priceless to those who
in by a tug,and will go on the railway for repairs.
suffer from this distressing complaint ; but fortuKonnebeekors interested in shipping are gratified
nately their goodness does not end he re, and those
nt t ie improvement in Pacific freight; and most of
who once try them will find these little i-iIIp valuthe Kennebec ships are engaged iu the San Franable
in so many ways that they will not be willing
cisco trade. A representative of one firm owning
to do without them. But after all sick It cad
eleven vessels, says that seven of them load tor
San Francisco altogether, and are now, for the first
lime in a year, doing a good business.
The bark Wallace B. Flint, 835 tons, owned by
Benjamin Flint, of New York, was launched Saturday afternoon from the yard of John McDonald,
fs the bane of so many lives that here is where we
Bath. The vessel is built for the nitrate trade on
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
the west coast of South America, and will he comothers do not.
manded by Capt. Fred H. Pearson, of Rockland.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
This is the third vessel launched within the past
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
ten days from the Bath ship yards.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
Freights. From Snow & Burgess’ New York
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
Freight Circular of Oct. 10, we learn there are
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
few features of special interest to note in connecby druggists everywhere, or aent by mail.
tion with the business of the past week. The demand for River Plate tonnage, has, in a measure,
MEDICINE
subsided, and with an abundance of tonnage availNew York
able, rates arc rather in shippers’ favor. In the
West India freights there is nothing of special inIyr41nrm
terest to report. Other nearby foreign trades are
characterized by a quiet feeling. Rates for lumber
coastwise arc very steadily maintained, with the
demand for tonnage, however, only moderate. Coal
rates are firm, with the demand for tonnage im- !
superintending school committee will be in session upon Saturday, Oct. 24th,
proving. Other departments are quiet. Of local I
freights we note: Sch. Nautilus, 135 tons, from and Saturday, Nov. 7th, at
o’clock a. m., at the
Pertli Amboy to Camden. Me., coal, $1.10. Sch.
High School building, for the purpose of examining
Fannie & Edith, 115 tons, from Hoboken to Danversteachers for the winter schools. Teachers are export, coal, $1 and discharge. Sch. Mark Pendleton, pected to present themselves for examination at
199 tens, from Perth Aml>oy to Boston, pig iron, I these times.
PER ORDER S. S. COM,
1
$1.30.
Belfast, Oct. 13, 1885.—4w42
>rh.

31<*iis;,

-IN

opened about

F. L. STROUT.
Belfast, Oct. 13,1885.—2w42*

If these prices will not crowd our large Double
Store from basement to Carpet Room, we shall
want to go West.
An extra force of help will be
on hand to wait upon the public.

CEO. W.

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main Street,

SKIN 1 BLOOD

Richard Howell made a mile ou the tiicycle
at Springfield. Mass., in *2.49, beating the record
nearly 4 seconds.

Diseases from Pimples to Scrofula
Cured by Cuticura.

The first ‘24 hours of the Immediate delivery
postal service at the Boston central office
brought iu 185 special letters.

Hundred* of letters in our possession, copies of
which may be had by return of mail, repeat this
story —I have been a terrible sufferer for years
fr- m Diseases of the Skin and Blood; have’been
liged t" -bun public places by reason of my disfiguring humors; have had the best physicians;
have 'p- nt hundreds of dollars, and got no relief
until 1 used the e uticuka Remedies, which have
ured me, and leit mv skin and blood as pure as a
'_
child’s.
C OT EH Ell

W ITH

SALT

The party committees in Ohio have finally
agreed upon a joint discussion between candidates Hoadly and Foraker.

Eighteen students of Rutger College, New
Brunswick, N. J.. were arrested Thursday
uight Oct. 1st for disorderly conduct.

RHELH.

The monthly debt statement published
shows that tine decrease of the public debt
for September amounts to $12,757.965.*25.

Cuticura Remedies are the greatest medicine
on earth.
Had the worst case "f Salt Rheum in
this country. My mother had it twenty years, and
in fact died from it. I believe CUTICURA would
have *aved her life. My arms, breast and bead
were covered tor three years, whi< n nothing relieved or
ired until I use' 1 the Cuticura Resolvent, internally, and cuticura and cuticura
»

>ai\ externally.
Newark, O.

H E

II.

A

Massachusetts Greenbackers iu State convention at Boston, nominated a full ticket. James
Sumner of Milton is the candidate for governor.
The President has decided that the positions
of weighers and guagers in the customs service. come unJer the civil service examination

J. VV. ADAMS.

FACE

1 commenced

A A II

IIOII1

RAF,

rules.

your Cuticura Remedies
ist July.
My head and face and some parts of my
body wire almost raw My head was covered w ith
scabs and sores, and my suffering was f- arful. 1
ha i tried cverythii g I had heard of iu the East and
We*t. M> ea>e was e msidered a very bad one. 1
have xi--t a particle
t >Kin Humor about me. and
mv case is eonsidi red wonderful.
Mrs.
E WHIPPLE.
Decatur, Mich.
ECZEMA

to use

FROM

HE All

TO

Franklin J. Moses, formerly Governor of
South Carolina, was sentenced at Boston,
Mass., to three years’confinement in the State
Prison.
Over one hundred million people rode on the
N. Y. elevated railroad? during the year ending
September 30, and paid the company over $7,*00.000.

FEET.

The flood' iu India will have an important
effect in reducing the world’s supply of rice,
much of which comes from the district which
ha? been inundated.

Ouirle* Eayro Hinkle. J--r*ey Ci'.y Heights. N.J
write*. “My son, a la
«>f twelve years, wa* comurof a terri
of' Eczema by the
( ui'I'T'ka Remedies,
Ed in the up ot his head
t
the sole* f his feet wa* one ma~* of scabs.”
E\ erv other reined} iu ! p: v-icians had been tried
in vain.

pleted

<

LIKE*

AOTIIIFC.

Living Monuments.

Generalities.

There are two new cases in Fall River, of
what i? supposed to be small p<>x, in tin- same
family of Fruich Canadian? in which the previous eases occurred.

( ITIC'LRA.

Tli« n.i'.i iia-n-'t been u
! a- to the great eura- ;
The treasury department has su?pended final
at: ip. » t nut iia Remedies, l have
tivy
J-'-hn Roach for the Monitor Puri-i* ”f i->. -.r* h r uiisi' iues to eure dis- pa>mentto
P-d huiitan
because her trial was not made in accord1
ca-e- -»f the I !• -d and ski:., .m
v« r i-u.nd
anyance with the contract.
t-’
-el
e.:na! ih. Cl i:>
:.a Remedies.
PkmMlem E, R. 1.
11AA. WILLIAMS.
Seven naval cadets of tin1 third class at An-

|

Ct TIC I RA

REMFB1E9
< uticura, 50c; Rerre]mix 1 :.v the Pot ;
11
O.i. M xSS.

Pri
>' •!
TE ii

\r.
vent, 8.
DiiU ,v CHEMICAL
n<

<

T

napolis.

od lor “IIow to Cure 'kin Diseases.”

M

RRIIR9
Un U DO.

IV.n i-he* and Baby
cuticura Soaj

||

$18,900

come

to

light.

An aerolite thirty feet ?<imre is reported afound in Jefferson townsbij Pa., having fallen
recently with a noise beard over Washington and Allegheny counties.

ha- her
n move*!
Captain tfob:n«on, w n
'N f KZ
1
y-i;r
fr >m an-'lli-v in the Treasury Department at
r* a.iv t.» fly*« fl‘. mail j
to
make
room
for
a
Democrat,
Washington
m, l
;•
dismarge was a wounded I nion soldier.
•. ii/.itii
thin,
\
u M’-ry fluid; antai.
J
•James Palmer while und*. rgoing examinat:
r .m
allies, mouth
j tion on a •-barge of murder at Mentor. Ind..
d
tiiroj.r parched,
and j
walked
out of he court before the eyes of the
t- it.
r
Ti.is ij officers and made his escape.
A Mr < aMr:\i. and is inj
.miy n lil.y a si: .alt1 j
The wife *.f \V. II. II. Murray has sued for
p. rm '•!.«■ nth nr- d
divorce on the ground of desertion. She is
: "anf>»i:i.>
Caiaruii.
practicing medicine at New llaven. Mr. Murray. it i- said, will not oppose the suit.
1

«

—

Radical

t

*t:

Treatment with Inhaler, $1,00,

plet

The Guerman House at Fargo, Dak., has been
burned. The io>s i> £30,000; insurance. £14,OOP.
1 he guests had narrow escapes, many of them
getting out with nothing but th* ir undercloth-

s
>\
1
».•
j■a--k:i_ri f all
Ask !■ r
iggi-t- for $1 <mm Mii-’s Radical (
he.'
i
nly a >solute sj eiih we know of.”—Med.
Tim**. “Tne nest w* nav- f *an I in a lifetime of i
Rev. Dr. Wiggiv, Poston.
“After a
suffering
Cats
Radicals
”—liev.
Jr.
Mvhr,
1irisbu
i']Uer*r:;, Pa.
“1
iv.
a
-t I
to -,t it <;i• 1 n •; r* .h-ve at
.oj ■<■."—Andrew I.te. Manchester. Mass.

T'Ut.

and

'■

h.,. v

tta

w

r.

fWli
J
/

The President has appointed Kdvvard A.
Mewnson. of Boise City, Idaho, to be governor
of the Territory of Idaho, aud William B.
Webb, of Billing. Montana, to be secretary of
the Territory of Montana.
A witness for the Stale in the C luveriu—Madison murder trial at Richmond. Va.. has just
died, iu ca.-e a new trial should be granted the
absence of his testimony would deprive the
prosecution of a strong point.

A. H. V.
t

»

j\

X

f ;

j;

l’i

?>
2 k

Hi.- \
A ..r \

*

^

Lome

>

at:

of the t-alp, 1
har-h and brittle, a pliancy am!
-eases

dry

VK.OI1

i.'.i

th-

diseas.

ot

the

scalp

t

;s

...

ingredients. Fj r-vents all s dp di&eas-, so- .ires aga.:.-’
j a
gray, and surely ..ns
growing thin
d. h lerioos

is.

v

t

rut

l>r. J. (

It

is rumored that the President ha* been
urged to reorganize the Alabama Claims C ourt
once.
I; is ela Hied that the present eourl
lets not been legally constituted since July.
Ivs4. iuasmueh as c'ongres> extended the term
of the court hut the President did not reappoint
the Judges.
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Ayer A. < o., Lowell,
Sold by all Druggists.

31

ass.

lyrS-S

Hundreds <$%
the eonntry come similar testimonials
111
curing both
ciency
rheumat ;sm and
No other remedy has been discovered
neuralgia
that is a real cure for either of these terrible diseases.
Athlophoros isuotanexjieriment.it has
l>een tried and its value proved by thousands of
people all over the United Stat«B. No remedy has
ever been put on the market that has
brought such
universal relief to sufferers from rheumatism and
neuralgia. Athlophoros is absolutely safe to take
and will surely bring relief
If you doubt its merits
send for names of persons in your own State who
have been cured by its use.
Ask your druggist for Athlophoros. If you
cannot get it of him we will send it express paid on
receipt of regular price—SI .00 per bottle.
We
prefer that you buy it from your druggist, but if
be hasn’t it do not b<* persuad' d to try something
wise, but order at once from us as directed.
over
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Everybody.

Parker’s Tonic kept in a home is a sentinel to
keep sickness out. Used discreetly it keeps the
blood pure, and the stomach, liver and kidneys in
working order. Coughs and colds vanish before it.
It builds up the health.
“I sell large quantities of Parker’s Tonic in my
drug store. Among my customers, a doe,tor, lias
been prescribing it for the past two years. He was
nearly dead himself, and tried every remedy known
to his profession, without any relief.
After he had
used four bottles of Parker’s Tonic he began to
grow in flesh, and the improvement in his health
was absolutely wonderful. He now recommends it
to
E. Harrow, Calumet Ave. Pharmacy, 113 Twenty-ninth Street, Chicago, ill.

everyone.”—J.

Tonic

[Prepared by

Iliscox & Co., N. V.J
all Druggists in large bottles at One DolimUnrm

Finger Rings!
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large stork of
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When I began using Ely’s Cream Balm my ca
tfirrh wa.bad I had headache the- whole time
ai, i discharged a large amount of filthy matter.
That ha- aim .-t entirely disappeared and 1 have
had headache since.—J. H. Summers, Stepney
Conn.
1 thank God that you ever invented such a medicine for Catarrh. 1 have suffered for five years so
1 could not lie down for weeks at a time. Since 1
have been using Elv’s Cream Balm I can rest.—
Frank P. Burleigh, Farmington. N. H.
*2w41
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States 1 find that i’ortsmouth was settled iu
1623 and in 1685, the King of England. William
III., appointed John Upham Lieutenant Governor of New Hampshire, he was
unpopular,
and the history reads that during a visit to
Boston the people privately sent an influential
merchant, William Partridge, to solicit in their
name the office of Lieutenant. Governor, which
lie did and was successful.
In 10‘J‘J he became
acting Governor and as such appointed the
judges of the provinces. We find in Ames'
Addition to Chambers’ Encyclopedia that in
1690 the ship Franklin, of 54 guns, was built
by Order of the English government in Portsmouth. We find Partridge went to England In
1089 through parties there that helped him to
office, which he held over ten years, and during
this period, or just after his return from England, this frigate was built. He was a wealthy
merchant. These sketches of history corroborate in part the tradition that we have of the

Hence it appears very probable that the John
that settled in Orland near the town
house, was the son of Win. Partridge, and he
very likely was our first ancestor that settled
on this side of the water.
We also find in W.
II. De Page's People’s Encyclopedia of Maine
of Alden Partridge, born in Vermont in 1785,
professor at West Point from 1806 to 1818,
who formed military academies in Connecticut.
New Hampshire, Delaware, Pennsylvania.
Virginia and Vermont, and was appointed
Surveyor General in 1822, was a member of
the Legislature in 1832 and 1839 and died iu
1854.
George Partridge was horn in 1740, and in
the history of Haverhill, Mass., iu the militia
is the name of John Partridge, enlisted in 1757.
It is probable that these were the sons of Win.
Partridge. We find no history or dates to corroborate the saving that the Partridge family
came from Wales.
It appears by their connection with the English government that they would be more likely to come from England," and by consulting the
history of Portsmouth and other histories and
the records of Orland 1 think we can claim a
more thorough
history of the family. We
have not been able to obtain any date when
John Partridge settled in Orland, or how old
he was when he came there, or bow old he was
when he died. It appears from the history of
the family that many were engaged in shipbuilding and he became master workman;
others engaged in agricultural pursuits, while
many followed the sea as prominent merchantmen.
Not many of the name can boast of obtaining great distinction but upon the whole
they have been an Industrious, frugal, loyal
and law-abiding family.
No wild enthusiast ever yet could rest,
Till half mankind were like himself possess’d.

[Cowper.

a

Usually the worst-bred person In company is
young traveller just returned from abroad.

COAT MAKERS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED COAT MAKERS WANTed Immediately. None others need apply.
H. L. LORD.
Belfast, Oct 1,1885.—40tf

He approaches nearest to the gods who knows
how to he silent, even though he is in the right.

By reading a man does, as it were, antedate
his life, and make himself contemporary with
past ages.
[Jeremy Collier.
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GREAT YA KILLY of

Yourselves & Bovs!

amine

"Castorla is sowell adapted to children that
l recommend it as superior to
any prescription
known to me.”
II. A. Ajtcmit, If. D.,

Cast oris enreg Colie, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives Bleep, and promotes di-

Lowest

gestion.
Without injurious medication.

Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. T.
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advantage
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PARSONS’ .Inti'll,, PILLS

11 Main

fl^Sth1iLI)l8e^Bei1/'0^v,PI^L
Cathartic and Liver Pill.-Dr. T. M. Palmer. Monticello, Fla.”
?p&-a T ®nd tbt?wa valuable
Iowa.”
Sold everywhere,
sent by
I?e"ni8°“>.
r>t*1C?n**itn£i«2
Valuable information FREE. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.
stamps. 0twe^‘”»^‘

haveno
“In mv
mail for 25 cts.
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State of Maine, county of Waldo, ss,
I, A. II. RRADBI'RY, Cashier of the above nainci
bank, do solemnly swear that the above stateinen
is true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
A. 11. BRADBURY, Cashier.
Subscribed ami sworn to before me this 7th daj
Of Oct., 1885.
,J. S. IlAKKIMAN,
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public
JOHN G. BROOKS, )
A. A. HOWES,
Directors.
1 w42
T. Wr. PITCHER,
)

Q
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of Searsmont,

or

are

bought

in the Vauntu of Wal-

list of taxes

on real estate of non resident owners in the town of Searsmont for the
to ALBION If. CLEMENT, Collector of said town, on the nineteenth
of July, 1884, has been returned to me by him as remaining unpaid on the 8th
day of July, 1885, by
certificate of that date, and now remains
and notice is herebv given that it the said taxes
interest and charges are not paid in the tieasury of the said town within
months from the

his
unpaid;
and
eighteen
date of commitment of the said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be sufficient t<*
pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will without further notice, he sold at
public auction
at the Selectmen's office, in said town, on the 13th
day of February, 188G, at ten o’clock a. m. :
Range. Lot. Acres.
Value.
Tax.
«
Bean, Jeremiah, Rufhngham. 29
3
4
$ 70.00
$115
Brown, Benj near Woodman’s mills.
40
2.05
Elms, Edward, adjoining A. P. Ileal’s. 29
1
27
60 00
Gushee, S. J., adjoining R. Maddocks.
Do
300 ( 0
] 6>
Gushee, S. J., part of Hiram Keen place..
20
200 00
1 08
Fowles, Samuel, Woodman’s mill lot.
10
150 00
1 05
Joslyn, Serena, Mrs., near land of I. A. Marriner.
20
275.00
4 51
James n, Emma, Mrs., adjoining Hezekiah Fuller’s place.
30
230 00
3 77
Longfellow, H. M., adjoining a. B. Meservev.
80
GOO.OO
f, oo
Levenseller, Frank, near Lincolnville line.
75
350.00
3 85
Mason, Ward, Rullingham meadow.
24
Doo'oo
8 20
Pottle, Joseph, estate, adjoining Geo. Randall’s land
I
.50.00
.55
Pease, Miles, adjoining Belmont line.
92
510.00
0.35
2
29
5
Thompson, Charles, Ruflingham meadow.
Go.00
318
Stov» r, Jacob, oue-half Bipley mill.
mill.
200 00
3 28
Stubbs, Peter, near South Montville.
42
500.00
5.5o
Shepherd, J. S., or unknown.
11
70.00
1.15
Woodman, Russell, Lot, Davis Woodman lot.
120
400.00
G.5(i
Searsmont, Oct. 7, 1885.—3w41
OTIS D. WILSON, Treasurer of Searsmont.
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Pants

For which the

following is the programme:
1. Thorough Teaching—Essay by Fred H. NickSwanvillo.

Teaching Exercise in Geography—Miss Lucia
Haskell, Castine.
:5
School Festivals—Frank S. Doliff, Castine.
4.
Temperance Instruction— Hon. N. A. Limp.
Mate Superintendent.
a.
Professional Reading-—Essay by Prof. F. \V.
Foster, Castine.
*>.
What may he Taught < hitsidcof Text-Books—
Elizabeth I). Moore, Moflroe.
7. Essay—By Win, B. Rich, Belfast High School.
8.
School Hygiene—A. VC Voting, M. D., Sec’y.
State Board of Health.
N It. Teachers are by law authorized to stispemr
their schools to attend this meeting without loss of
pay. i-uee entkkrainmfnt.
PER ORDER EX. CV>MMITTEE.

II.A.Stamtt&Co.’s

CLOAK DEPT.
a

complete line of

The subscriber having taught a successful sehoo
of Dancing in Belfast the present season, will opei
a class of ADULTS at

Pierce’s Parlor Theatre, Belfast,
FRIDAY F VEXING, OCT. ltit/,,
and

a

class for

!ok Saturday

Juveniles at

Morning 9

TERMS

same

place,

Oct,

on

17th,

MODERATE.

I shall tench the very latest styles in PLAIN an*
FANCY DANCING, spending most of the time or
Saratoga Lancers, Minuett Court Quadrille, Waltz

Schottlsche, Galop, Polka, Newport, York, Ac.

K. C. KANKIN.
Belfast, Oct. 1, 1885.—40

"W anted.
strong, capable girl who Is a good cook ant
washer and ironer to do the work for a family
of 7 persons.
Good wages paid. Address 1*. O
box 298.
Belfast, Sept. 10,1885—tf37

A

GARMENTS.
And our
as

prices

LOW

as

ire
can

guarantee
be found

to be
in

the State.
Brlfast, Oct. 8, IS®.—41

SHIP’S PUMPS!
is the
of the CATARACT
is made in
Rockland and gives excellent satisfaction. I can
also sell the celebrated KDI80N PUMP. The price
of the Cataract Pump is $25, and the Edison $26.
Vessel owners in want of new Pumps will do well
GEO. K. WIGHT,
by calling on me.
Shipamlth in Carter’s Yard, Belfast.
April 27,1885.—tf 18

undersigned
agent
for tills vicinity. The Pump
THEPUMP
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LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE-

6w39*

A.

MverY

rPlIE BELFAST I.IYEKY C<>MPANY announce
1 that it has purchased new horses and is agaii
ready to do business. The ollice i.- in the rear o
(). G. White’s store, and team- are at the Mitchel
Stage ami i*ote stables. LIVE Cs a CAM,
BELFAST LIVERY CO.
Belfast, July 29, 1885. —31

I

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.
Our manufactures are fully warranted, and art
lyr.’H
unsurpassed hv any in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
1

F. A. Bkow n

Treas.

NUKil,

.fl

A mm.

ami MALE WOOD DECKS
for which a liberal price will be paid. Bird
an I animals stuffed in lirst-class manner. Screens
medalion heads and novelties for the Holiday
made to order.
Apply at
2in40
It. II. MOODY'S Drug Store, Belfast.
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PURE WHITE LEAD.

fiwH*_WASHINGTON,

Corner of Churrh and Nprlng
itr
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111 111 ;e, | vv nil
tiier
articles,
which have a direct tonic action,

lyri*>

Autograph*
(including President and Cabinet.) Many of then
exceedingly curious and unique. ,®#T,nrgcst eol
lection ever published. Also, Declaration of Inde
pendence, with authographs of signers, and Con
stitution of U. S. 80 pages. Price, post-paid, *2.
cts. Address,
fc. W. BROWN, 923 F St.,
D. C
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JOHN H. GORDON, Brooks, Mo.
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steam heating apparatus, of the best quality and workmanship. People contemplating putting in steam heating should
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Partridge Family.

interesting geneological sketch was
given by Edward Partridge, of Stockton. Traditional history says the first of the Partridge
family who came to this country were from

prepared
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some

SIONS & SONS of Worcester, Mass

in
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tion to his NEW LINE of FALL
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Partridge
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Gold

knowledge of

Partridge family.

ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL ST.. NEW YORK.

by

of lectures

GIVEN TO FITTING

ELASTIC HOSE, ,fr.,

director,

a course

ATTENTION

SPECIAL

And

our ser-

towns.

expert embalmers in the world, aud has

also ha«l special

mar,

<
ape. Aubrey C rocker, who commanded the
'loop Puritan in her races with the Geitesta,
was
tendered a complimentary dinner at
Tali’*. b\ about a dozen of* his friends.
1 h» occasion was putviy informal, and no
speeches made, a magnificent floral representation of the Puritan was presented to ( apt.
Crocker. The following ev.-niug his Cnhu>*et
friends eailed and presented him with a beautiful silver pitcher, cup and salver \\ hieh was appropriate!} inscribed.

|

I havo spent for medicine to cure my Rheumatism
without finding any relief until I tried AthlopuoI have taken six bottles of
Boh.
ATHLOPHOUOS,
and I am now a well man
So writes Mr. E. ParKHUR8T, Woonsocket R. I.

Sold
lar.

calls for

A Tombstone
At:., dispatch ss\> a man
t.anted Keating was killed by Apaches the
uli. in White Trail eanon, San Simeon
alley. Hi' body was found half a niiie from
his house.
A niiiii named Shanahan and a
Mrs. Maek. servants on hi' ranch, cannot he
found.

days ago.
In Bryant’* People’s History of the United

Parker’s

answer

Drugs

Trusses, Abdominal Supporters,

a

Jkth

1 yri'i

Profit for

We have

John 8. Wise. Republican candidal
for
Governor
of
Virginia, while eii route
lrom
to
was
Alexandria.
Washington
insulted
b\
John Ambler Smith.
Wise
knocked Smith down in the eat', and would
have punished him more severely hut for the
ini- rfcrence of friends.

There b no medium through which
disease r> often ctvaeks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
other ill flesh is heir to more apt to
be neglected, from the fact material
inconvenience may not be iramediate’y felt from Irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action the retention of decayed and
effete natter, with its poisonous
gases. S'lt.a poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will
immediately relieve, and one bottle
positively euro or relieve any case
of Constipation.
“Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely.”—J.S. Williamson.
Rochester, N. Y.

From all
cf theefh-

lately attended

the most

to

-Mis** Alice B. Jordan of <'ul«Uvak-r. Ma li., a
graduate of lLn* academic and law department
•t tbe l niv'-r.-ity <»f Michigan, has entered
Yale Law fcchooi. She is the first i id\ ever
entered iu any department of Yale outside of
the Art School.

Summer

possi-

as

Co.

“To give them
’. which so proves their
value that they never will use anything else.’*

|

BEST CiOODS at reasonable prices.

ami

lected assortment of

joct of embalming by PROFESSOR CL ARK, one of

Costiveness is the cause of the intolerable “bad
breath” of multitudes. Dr. Henry Baxter's Mandrake Bitter- remove the cause and prevent the
evil, and cost only 2r> cents.

,2;

Fure

se-

funerals, and will

city and the surrounding

lad of eighteen and his two sisters were
killed by a train while crossing the railroad
Jack in a stage at New Britain. Conn.
At
<
hamher-i'Urg, Pa., one child wa- killed ami
another lataliy injured in a similar manner.

Ayers Hair Vigor

1 aidneee th

has

The history of Downs’ Elixir is identified with
the history of NYw England for the last fifty years.
It cures coughs and colds.

Glenn's&ulpiir.r*

carefully

busi-

our

Mr. Fred Winters,

A New York lawyer says he would have no
trouble in getting one thou-and men in that city to
swear falsely in a case.
It is fortunate for the
reputation of the citizens of Gotham that it is a
lawyer who makes this sweeping assertion.

Hale'S Honey -he great

most

A

•••

no

of the dead and for

undertaker and fnneral

ben. B. F. Butler!
Mill lives, -o do hundreds of others who have been
curnd of ltheumatism and Neuralgia by the great
b!o.»d purifier, Sulphur Bitters. Send for testimonials.

\

have the LARGEST

and

purging.

The sale of orchid- an* 1 plauts collected by
tin late Mrs. Mary Morgan, of New York, and
which oust over s2i-u,oou. look place recently.
Lrastus Corning, Chas. Jsborm- Yeitch A; Co.
of Louden, were the heaviest purchasers.

tualh
cd
and
ruff f
peri
prevents its return, as Ayer’s JIair Vl.
I:i additi. ", t« the curative ai.d r st
-irtoAv.
A'!/ £
v-u-j
Hair »
T
: luxury.
:t > .11.
hstir-dres-.•
is } y far the cleanliest
1
ng,
h iir t
It eaus.-s tl
prow thick
tend keeps it always soft and glossy.

C r.tains

>wing

care

ready at all times to

Poetic license is something which enables a man
t
say things in verse which would incarcerate him
in a lunatic asylum If worked off anywhere else.

near

HAIR

••

be

vaccinnated
disturbancehave undertheir people

great strike began at the Pullman Works
The blacksmiths,
Chicago. Oct. 1st.
hammermen and freight bauds quit work
on account of a ten
cent,
reduction in
per
wages. Dissatisfaction among the employees
i- said to be general.

t

r

vices in this

A

anthe f ii. les, and the
coxid.uuii
) •: ■:.f:;ii. -a of the
the s.-alp.
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1
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Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from all crude
and irritating matter. Concentrated medicine onlv;
very small; very easy to take; no pain; no griping;

the failure of the fisheries along the
coast of Labrador there is terrible suffering.
The Dominion government 1ms decided to immediately dispatch cik of its steamer- with
provisions to keep destitute fishermen from
-tarving through th*- winter.
<

hair

:

:

<

-.-tort

1o

\...cc.

...

r

Three thousand people are now
daily in Montreal and no further
are expected.
The Catholic-priests
taken to advocate vaccination to
aud w ill urge it from the pulpit.

baldness.

cures

faded and gray
r-.-eult# by the t-'ycc.
ots and c dor pl.vnis.

i

\\)

>r

proper

no

give this branch of

To

COMPLETE stock of everything requisite for the

Smith, a Wall street operator,
\ fasl ion Hem s
“None but young ladles and
He owe- the firm of Heath A: brides sh ui. t wearivs,
hats.” All the same, we shall
Co., which also failed Friday, about a million continue to wear them.
V sensible man would
j
dollars, and the firm owes its customers about rather go bareheaded than to wear one of ibis seathe same amount.
son’s ridiculous-looking bonnets.

erv tortured
i• t:iii of Ktie-mnaiistn, who
fit is tiu .■rdii.ary piaster and liniments
jar^
ywerless to relieve him. To such the
net ha Anti-Pain 1’i.astkris an elen\ g.mt and ••v-r-ia. ;iur source of relief,
bai.:-hing rii.-un.a:.'-, i.eurai unu seialbu
\ ~u : let sharp an aerv -us pains as by
maate.
At druggist*,
New, original, sp
live for one dollar. mailed free.
Potter
l>Rt •; a Chemical < «•
B.K.m.

intention to

special attention in the future.

ness

U-nrv N.
has failed.

to e\

our

A woman who had a bed-quilt at a Kentucky
county fair and failed to take the prize went home
and stabbed her husband as a consolation.

Tiie Best Salve in the world for Cuts,

HOW’S ini R KHKl Vi 4TIZ ? is
a.-

It is

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leave you constipated.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the bowels and
make you well. Dose, one pill.

Hariy Wilkes d-feated Phallas in three "■>ros. Fleers, salt Rheum, Fever sores, Tetter,
straight boats on the Greenville track at C'leve- ( happed Hand-, Chilblains, Corns, and all skin
iand. Oct. l'd. winning tin- £2,000 purse and 1*0 Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, ->r m» pay
per edit, ol the gate receipts. The best time required. U is guaranteed to gh-v perfect satisfacPrice lrt cents per box
tion, ..r money refunded.
made was 2.17,.
For sale by Richard II. Moody.

Potter Drug A Chemical Co., BoMnu.
}u

Embalming!

Where one woman scans the horizon for signs of
the dawn of a brighter era, ten are scouting among
their neighbors trying to borrow saleratus.

ing on.

■

honest term*

Bangor

StotiniNliip

<

The excitement iu Indiana over the forged
township order? is growing daily a? fresh revela! .on? arc made. Another batch, amounting
ha?

Belfast, Me. Hop Bitters in as
plain,
I ble,
SWf j “To induce people

5SS PERFUMERY

In Holland, Mich., C. J. Doesbury publishes the
Xeic*. and in its columns strongly recommends I)r.
Thomas’ EelectricOll for coughs, colds, sore throats,
catarrh and asthma.

said to his aged mother, speaking of his
wife “1 do wish I could keep Mary from exagger
so.”
"Get hi r to talk about her age” reruing
sponded the shrewd old lady.

caught

Boston and

“It has become so common to begin an article, in an elegant, interesting style.
“Then run into some advertisement, that we
avoid all such.
“And simply call attention to the merits of

BLOCK,

Church St.,

Frank Siddalls, the soap man, spends over $200,000 a year in newspaper advertisements, and has
just paid $.'>0,000 for a pair of horses. The moral
is as prominent as a circus poster on a whitewashed barn.

Arnic A Oil Liniment is the best
for stiff joints.

were

<

—

HAYFOHD

Cheats ! ! !

Advertising

Cin Drug Store,

hazing new members
of the fourth class.
The indications are that
ail ?even will be dismissed.

to

:

On the tomb of Sir Christopher Wren, architect
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, is the inscription
in Latir.: “If you ask for his monument look around
you.” The thousands and hundreds of thousands
of people whom we see to-day five from rheumatism and kindred diseases are living monuments to
the power of St. Jacobs Oil,—The Conqueror of
Pain.

** *

Of

>nd

liiflaiiitnatioii

ill

Ji. If. COOMBS,
April 30,1885.—2«teowIS

Belfast, Me.

thousands of families during the last
Thirty Years, and is without an equal
for the cure of above complaints. For sale
by Druggists every when*, and wholesale
by II. II. Hay A Son, Portland.
fim24

